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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the Canadian (Un)Employment lnsurance program and it 

specificaily evaluates the historical treatrnent of women within the scheme. It reviews 

the legislative history of UVEI frorn a gender perspective with a focus on developrnents 

in the accessibility to the prograrn and entitlements to women, such as maternity 

benefits provisions. It also examines developments in the labour market and the 

changing nature of work which has influenced program policy decisions. 

Empirical data from the Survey of Labour and lncome Dynamics, Historical 

Labour Force and (Un)Employment lnsurance statistics, as well as the Absence from 

Work Survey (AWS), are used to evaluate and analyze gendered work patterns and 

maternity compensations following the latest phase of restrictive changes to the 

program in 1996. 

The results provide support for the central argument in this thesis, which is that 

the revised policy framework in the fom of 'Ernployment Insurance' has undemiined 

the entitlements and accessibility of benefits for women by not considering their 

realities in the labour market. Specifically, many women are excluded on the basis of 

not fitting into the male ideal of a full-time and full-year work pattern. 

The conclusion is that the govemment has failed to integrate gender issues in 

its provision of proteetive labour market policies, which has resulted in unequal 

opportunities within the incorne security scheme. However, gender outcomes often 

reflect political biases and/or the ideology and acceptance of female dependence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 .l Introduction 

This thesis examines the evolution of the Canadian UnemploymenUEmployment 

lnsurance program which was established in 1940. It will review the historical 

development of the matemity benefits program within the scheme. It draws particular 

attention to gender issues in accessibility to the program. It also analyzes the latest 

phase of restrictive changes in the 1990s and their relationship to the changing nature 

of the labour market. This thesis includes a discussion of the emerging policy 

implications as they relate to women's work in the labour force and in the home. 

The historical section reveals that in the post-Depression period of the 1940s 

the unemployment insurance program evolved very quickly in order to accommodate 

the predominantty male workforce. Although coverage was still largely inadequate by 

the end of the first decade, the structure and composition of the 1940s and 1950s 

labour force continued to influence the govemment's pro-active responses to meeting 

industry needs. Analysis of the early UI scheme reveals prioritization of the extension of 

coverage to male-dominated, seasonal workers in any expansive program initiatives. 

This is an important point which will be pursued in the chapters that follow. Seasonal 

work in the primary industries during the earlier period was a significant demand-side 

feature of the economy. In many ways its importance to economic growth during that 

period is very similar to the magnitude of non-standard work which has become 

prevalent in the market-driven contemporary economy. The thesis shows how the new 

employment insurance program, which was implemented in 1996, has operationalized 

these labour market features in very different ways. There is evidence that the 

preponderance of women and other marginalized workers in non-standard job 



arrangements may explain the ideological ptinciples that have been dispersed 

throughout many regressive El policy measures. One objective of this work is to 

establish the historical context to the program's recent re-engineering of the 

'employment insurance' scheme. 

Chapters 2 and 3 review the legislative history of the UI program on the basis of 

the foregoing discussion, including maternity provisions. Chapter 3 summarizes and 

builds on vanous aspects of the analysis in Ann Porters' Ph.D. dissertation on Gender, 

Class and the Welfare State, as well as Ruth Roach Pierson's discussion on gender 

and the UI debates in Canada during the period 1934 to 1940. These chapters 

establish why the early program development mostly benefited the male workforce. 

Women as 'paid workers' did not fit into the early UI scheme's objectives of integrating 

both the issues of social security for the benefit of the male-headed family unit and its 

broader macroemnomic stabilization goafs. 

Chapter 3 illustrates how the transitions in women's empîoyment patterns 

developed in areas of the economy that experienced growth. Following the 

implernentation of the UI program, a late-1950s shortage of cheap labour developed in 

the growth area of non-standard work, mandating the recniitment of married women 

into the sewices industries, including the expanding social senices. Later on, the 

1970s institutional biases were reflected in the favouring of matemity provisions which 

evolved as part of an international trend toward social and comrnunity development 

even though it had been advocated by social poiicy writers as early as the 1940s. This 

thesis also evaluates the role of unemployrnent insurance policy in the perpetuation of 

gender occupational segregation. 

Chapter 4 examines women's involuntary prevalence in non-standard work and 

the gendered division of labour due to women's reproductive work. It establishes that, 



in the contemporary era, many women are no longer dependents or secondary wage- 

eamers that supplement the farnily income in order to have a higher standard of living- 

A solid core of female workers have developed strong attachments to the labour 

market. 

Chapter 5 provides the empirical evidence for lowered accessibility to 

employment insurance through reduced matemity compensations, and for a 

Beneficiaries to Unemployed (WU) ratio that dedines disproportionately for wornen. 

The thesis dernonstrates that regressive policy has been directed at a setf-perpetuating 

group of second-tier female workers, many of whom are married wornen. Moreover, 

through historical and economic analysis, this work provides the empirical evidence that 

a post-1980s 'masculine crisis' of male youth unernployment may have prompted the 

reinstatement of retrogressive income security measures. It also attempts to develop an 

explanation of how policymakers have been recently attempting to rebuild the 'male 

youth social infrastructure' after two severe recessions that have created a new crisis in 

the Canadian economy. 

Chapter 6 condudes on the basis of the empirical evidence that, at any given 

moment, gender-based labour market status and the accepted cultural ideology of 

women's equality in social security is the outcome of a market economy whose goals 

are supported by the state. This combination generates a reserve army of transitory 

femate labour. In this view, early in the scheme institutional biases maximized benefits 

on behaif of males and, more directly, prioritized the needs of male-dominated 

industries and the replacement of a male wage- The biases also directly reflected the 

socio-cultural ideology and acceptance of female dependence. Conversely, a late 

1990s oversupply of married women and youth in the labour market has induced the 



employment insurance scheme into admirably rewarding the dominant male work 

patterns of the day once again. 

On this point, M a t  follows is the theoretical approach that institutional changes 

in the economy of the recent decades have provoked the policy instruments that 

support regressive notions of women's domesticity and dependence, but only for 

isolated pockets of females. In its support of capital formation, the govemment may 

have failed to provide protective labour market policy that provides opportunities for al1 

workers to gain equal advantages in the income security scheme. 



Chapter 2: The Ongins and Eady Developrnent of the Unemployment lnsurance 

Program 

2.1 Theory of UI: the objectives of unemployment insurance 

During the early efforts to establish the unemployment insurance program, the 

govemment's objective was to alleviate poverty and to forestall the financial hardship 

that resulted from wage loss dunng involuntary unemployment. The program's desired 

effect would also be to mitigate of the harshness of the business cycle through the 

provision of a guaranteed income protection plan. In later revisions of the program's 

objectives there has been much disagreement as to its basic role or the specificity of 

its goals in the Canadian economy. Nonetheless, it has evolved into a multi-purpose 

program. The program was initially designed and govemed by actuarial principles. 

However, first and foremost, the central aim of unemployment insurance has been to 

eliminate the social stigma of needs-tested relief by emphasizing an 'eamed rights' 

basis of wage-loss compensation. It has served as a poverty prevention measure by 

tackling the destitution created by unempfoyment. Another focal objective has been its 

alleviative role during periods of frictional or structural unemployment for the benefit of 

employers, by ensunng the retention of their work force during periods of reduced 

operations. It has prevented underernployment and the breakdown of a trained or 

skilled work force through its reemployment initiatives and also by allowing for a more 

effective job search process. Through the maintenance of consumer purchasing 

power, it has stabilized the economy during recessions thus promoting economic 

efficiency. It has also irnproved the resource allocation in the econorny by redistributing 

the social costs of unemployment. As the scheme evolved, a pnmary function of UI 

was also to ensure that benefits were being provided in an equitable fashion and not 

onfy to 'first-track' claimants who are defined as permanent full-time workers. The idea 



was that a more redistributive system would prevent the growth of inequalities in 

disposable income due to unemployment, and between regions as well. 

2.2 Unemployment insurance and the pursuit of social objectives 

The 1940 UI scheme has been descnbed as a "landmark piece of social 

legislation" [Struthers (1983) 202). Wthin a short period of time it became increasingly 

apparent that the program was only good to the degree of its beneficial effect on as 

many workers as possible. Therefore, the swpe of the Act was widened very quickly. 

UI program development progressed into a contractual agreement of social 

insurance between the state, fimis, and workers as an implicit labour-capital accord. 

The scheme changed mostly because of ad hoc policy responses to regional and 

industry issues or accommodating specific demographic groups. Its substantive 

features changed almost annually during the first few decades after its inception. This 

was partially in response to political pressures to extend the principles of universality to 

this program. 

Nome and Owram (1996) pointed out that these new post-1930s forms of 

social activism were less about promoting economic growth than taking advantage of it 

because of the emerged experiences from the Great Depression [423]. No other socio- 

econornic problem took precedence over the unemployment issue. 

As Struthers (1 983) has noted, ". ..Canada entered the Great Depression totally 

unprepared for a crisis that would soon sever almost one out of every three Canadian 

workers from their jobsn [208]. However, the plight of the Great Depression was also 

perceived as having affected men to a larger extent and, as such, the UI scheme was 

built on gendered philosophical underpinnings [Roach-Pierson (1990) 77-78, 1031. 



The conditions of labour supply played a significant role in UI programrning after 

the 1940s. particulariy in detemining the expansionary to contractionary cycles of the 

program. The supply of labour grew because of the post-war baby boom, periodic 

episodes of liberal immigration policy, and increasing participation rates of women and 

adolescents. This meant that those ages 25-64 were a relatively important component 

of the labour force after 1971 [Nome and Owram (1996) 4241, which would 

subsequently influence family policy within the UI income secufity scheme. 

Since the UI scheme was a public program, it was also subjected to the arbitrary 

whims of the state pariiament who altered premiums rates and benefits regulations. 

Various governments amended the Act to serve whatever objectives suited the 

prevailing economic or political conditions of the era. This was evident with the Gill 

Commission and the Cousineau reports of the 1960s. The govemment embraced 

Cousineau's developmental stance to UI reform which was consistent with the 

philosophical tide of the day and was highly infiuenced by international trends. Its views 

were subsequently adopted in the White Paper of 1970. Recently, against the advice 

of policymakers the government has adopted the diametrically opposing philosophy to 

Ui reform. It is exactly these arbitrary features that have benefited and, yet also been 

detrimental to the status of women. ln the 1970s around election time, the UI program 

changed with philosophical shifts of politicians [Canada: Commons Debates (Apfil 20, 

1971) 51091. 

Moreover, the question of federal and provincial responsibility for the provision 

of aid to the unemployed has a long tradition of stubbom hostilities, usually in the face 

of economic crisis. As Struthers (1983) pointed out, throughout the 1930s, "...the one 

consistent theme underpinning federal unemployment policy was Ottawa's insistence 

that the jobless were primarily a municipal and provincial responsibility" [208]. Later 



chapters show that this scenano has been replayed in the 1980s and 1990s. It would 

become the impetus to the philosophical stance of 'employment insurance'. 

2.3.1 The legislative history of unemployment insurance 

The stated purpose of the 1940 Unernpioyment Insurance Act was "to promote 

the economic and social secutity of Canadians by supporting workers from the time 

they left one job until they obtained anothef [HRDC (1994) 51. Benefits were paid to 

those who could show that they were willing and available to work but were temporanly 

unemployed for reasons of an involuntary nature. 

There were a few considerations that shaped the 1940 UI Act, in particular 

which workers would be included in the scheme and the level of income replacement. 

First, as a result of the preoccupation with actuanal soundness of the UI scheme, less 

than half the labour force, approximately 42 per cent, were covered despite the intent 

to cover 75 per cent of the workforce [Struthers (1983) 2001. Excluded were those who 

were thought to be at high risk for unemployment and, conversely, workers providing 

govemment services and predicted to have stable employment. Many of the pnmary 

industries were excluded, as were teaching, professional sentices, health care, 

seasonal and part-time work, and workers earning over $2,000 per year [Dingledine 

(1981) 9-10]. 

Second, the benefit levels were calculated on the basis of a worker's average 

contribution over a pflor period. However, the scheme basically provided benefits that 

were set just below the lowest eamings brackets and at a level that was approximately 

one-half of the higtiest earnings brackets [HRDC (1999)l. The earlier program also 

embodied the pnnciples of social insurance, as higher benefit levels were provided to 

claimants with dependents [HRDC (1994) 51. The benefit levels wtiich averaged 50 



per cent of wages were never considered adequate in ternis of a 'living wage' standard 

[Marsh (1943) as cited in Struthers (1983) 2011. The scheme enacted provisions for 

benefits that were paid in recognition of whether the claimant had dependents and 

needed the larger replacement of a lost family wage. Presumably the head of 

household, usually male, would require higher benefits to meet nondeferrable 

expenses associated with the higher living costs of workers with families. Otherwise, 

the scheme bore no relationship to family need or a minimum standard of living. 

Eligibiiity for benefits was conditionai on a worker being unemployed and 

available for work. A 'ratio rule' formula was used to detemine the duration of benefit 

payments which meant that a claimant with five years of continuous insurable 

employment could access one year of benefits. Eligibility fequirements depended on 

the worker having been in insurable employment for at least 180 days (i.e., thirty 6-day 

weeks) during the two years immediately preceding the claim. This was to ensure the 

worker had a primary attachment to the labour force and was a fairly steady worker. For 

those who were eligible the waiting penod' was nine days. Substantial penalties for 

repeat claimants in the way of sharply limited benefits for seasonal workers addressed 

concerns about workers drawing large benefits which could disturû the actuarial basis 

of the plan [Dingledine (1981) 141. However, these regulations were short-lived. 

As a result of these stnngent limitations, the first problem the Commission faced 

consisted of inadequate seasonal benefits. As Struthers (1983) noted, 

... those who were eligible for the most benefits were those who 
needed them the least - the regularly employed. Seasonal workers, in 
contrast, who suffered from severe unemployrnent on a regular basis, 
were deliberately excluded . .. on the grounds that their occupations fell 
beyond the bounds of acceptable 'actuarial risk' (2121. 

' A waiting penod is defined as the number of uncompensated days or weeks which are imposed 
at the start of the benefit period. 



However, amendments to seasonal coverage were subsequently enacted in 

1946 but they were limited to extending benefits for lay-offs during the on-season 

[HRDC (1994) 51. Due to pressures to provide benefits to the large number of men in 

the primary industries, the extension of coverage to seasonal workers was prioritized in 

any expansive program measures during the first decade. Nevertheless, a cautious 

Commission, concerned with protecting the actuarial basis of the program, framed an 

enorrnous set of arbitrary regulations to ensure that only on-season layoff 

cinumstances would qualify worken as beneficiaries of the plan2. 

Moreover, much attention was being directed at eamings ceilings for coverage, 

partially because of inflationary factors; as well, piece rates and overtime caused many 

male workers to fluctuate between insurable and non-insurable weeks- By 1945, 68.8 

per cent of worken3 were in the top eamings class due to classifications which had not 

kept up with wage growth. The goal was also to provide coverage for more managerial 

and professional salaried employees as well as men who were associated with the war 

effort. 

Initially, the govemment financed the UI program's administrative costs from 

public tax revenues and paid an amount equaling 20 per cent of the aggregate 

employer-employee evenly-split prernium contributions. In 1946 the Commission also 

took on the function of a national employment service, partially due to growing labour 

shortages in seasonal industries. Its role was to provide a matching service of workers 

with potential employers [Oingledine (1981) 8-1 5,18-211. 

However, as Struthers (1983) has noted, 

... the federal govemment, because of its warüme control over the 
nation's manpower, was dragged into creating an employment s e ~ c e . .  . . 

' These regulations were deemed unnecessary in the 1970s because of relaxed entrance 
[equirements that had ernerged over the decades. 
" By 1948, 75 percent of insured pesons were in the highest contribution class. 



War made Ottawa directly responsible for the nation's labour force in a 
way that trade cycles cauld not, since rnobilization and demobilization 
linked the federal govemment directly to the fate of the post-war 
labourforce. If depression and unemployment followed the Second 
World War, as many thought they would, Ottawa would be held 
responsible. No one expected that veterans or unemployed war workers 
would queue up meekly in front of local relief offices [213]. 

This would logically explain the widespread and expansive program initiatives directed 

at the male workforce during its first decade 

The 1947/48 fiscal year reported a fund surplus of $447 million, an obvious 

indicator of a healthy economy with few hardships of unemployment as the average 

rate was behrveen 2 to 3 per cent during the 1947 to 1949 penod. However, as 

Stnithers (1983) suggested, UI coverage was clearly inadequate for those workers in 

need [212]. In spite of that, in 1948 Commission offÏcials were reported as having 

comrnented that the UI program was "a first line of defence against the hardships of 

unemploymenr [Dingledine (1981) 221. 

The first test of this statement would occur dunng the winter rnonths of 1949- 

1950 when "international trade uncertainties, currency devaluation, industrial disputes, 

supply curtailrnents and bad weather conditionsn resulted in a sharp 50 per cent 

increase in the unemployed from the previous year. Not surpnsingly, one in three 

unemployed workers could not access benefits as only a mere 50 per cent of labour 

force was covered. However, the UI fund had grown to a $500 million surplus position. 

Moreover, there were mounting political pressures on the St-Laurent administration to 

liberalire the program and increase the benefits as they were also substantially below 

wage levels [Dingledine (1 981) 22-25; Stnithers (1 987) 1 O]. 

Therefore, it would only be a short penod of time before the actuanal basis of 

the insurance scheme with its emphasis on individual equity for 'a few', was 

overshadowed by the objective of making post-war socio-economic adjustments. At the 



start of the Worid War II, even the govemment was aware that unemployment 

insurance could prove to be inadequate during economic crisis. Officiais noted "at any 

one time [UI was likely to] provide for no more than one-quarter of the unemployed" 

[cited in Stnithers (1987) 51. Despite reservations, the government was forced to 

recognize the link between the employment relationship and inextricable hardships to 

farnilies and the community, making it very ditficult to preserve the insurance charmer 

of the program. As such, it became another extension of the social safety net with its 

'redistributive' commitrnents within regions and industries. 

2.3.2 UI in the 1950s: the challenges of recession 

During the 1950s the program faced the first post-war economic recession and 

the consequent disqualification of workers and rapid exhaustion of benefits as longer 

periods of unemployment resulted. Early in the decade it became necessary to 

accommodate a minority of workers who had exhausted their entitlements by 

introducing supplementary benefits at a rate of 80 per cent of regular benefits (later 

increased to regular benefits levels). Supplementary benefits were also paid to those 

having unemployment difficulties during the winter rnonths [Muszynski (1997) 61. As 

Dingledine (1981) suggested, recession brought with it the first signs of ineffectual 

seasonal regulations that had been established. This resulted in a subsequent 

departure from the ratio rule which based benefits on pnor labour force attachments. It 

reflected a deviation from the insurance nature of the original Act [25]. 

The emphasis directed at seasonal benefits was also fueled by industry 

pressures and by foreign capital that had infiltrated the Canadian economy. In the 

1950s, through the liberal poticies of the Canadian govemment, foreign capital inflows, 

predominantly Amen'can controlled, burgeoned. By 1960, 60 per cent of Canadian 



rnanufactunng and mining, as well as 75 per cent of oil and gas were foreign- 

controlled. Massive development of the nation's natural resources was welcomed and 

foreign investors were deemed quite necessary in order to finance the large amount of 

required investment that would occur in the Canadian economy. Undoubtedly, foreign 

capital interests would favour extended UI benefits, at the expense of the Canadian 

government, because of the seasonal and regional nature of the industries that they 

financed. In the 1960s and 1970s, the question of the nation's sovereignty would 

emerge in the 1968 Watkins Report and the 1972 Gray Report, including the stepped- 

up monitoring of foreign investments [Mitchinson et al- (1996) 321-2; Nome and Owram 

(1996) 424). As will be shown later, the subsequent decline of these industries also 

shifted the demands on the unemployment insurance system. 

Following the example of other countries [Dingledine (1981) 271 the system 

also rnoved away from its strict insurance principles with a 1953 amendment that 

introduced sickness benefits [Muszinski (1997) 71. Furthemore, the Act continued to 

provide extended supplementary benefit periods and also allowed benefits to those 

who had sewed in the Korean War [Dingledine (1981) 27-28]. 

One of the issues was that the fund had accumulated a significant balance and 

there were provincial, municipal, and federal tensions about coordinating payment for 

the small proportion for workers with extended periods of unemployment. Moreover, 

during the penod 1949-53, only 3.5 per cent of recipients were paîd benefits for 30 or 

more weeks and 90.1 per cent of claimants drew benefits for fewer than 20 weeks 

[Dingledine (1981) 321, although this may have been atttibuted to niles which apptied 

to a low six-week 'minimum benefit' period. These figures would have included a 

disproportionate number immigrant and youth claimants who had not established their 

contributions records in order to qualify for anything more than the absolute minimum 



benefits duration of six weeks. Nevertheless, the potential of long-terni unemployment 

had not become apparent at that time and it seemed safe for the fund to provide 

supplemental benefits as recessions were usually short-lived. 

Expansive coverage was reflected in the scheme's Beneficianes to 

Unernployment ratio (B/U), as shown in Appendix 1. The advantages of the scheme's 

broadened economic strategy during the bouts of cyclical unemployment was reflected 

in an ever-increasing W U  ratio during the 1946-1955 penod. The B N  ratio may have 

been high for a few reasons. First, the premium-wntributing woMorce had legitimate 

access to benefits when unemployed. Although, in the late 1940s the duration of 

benefits may have been inadequate during the downtum as shown by the sharp drap in 

the B/U in 1950. As more workers were becoming unemployed claimants, others were 

simultaneously exhausting their benefits in larger numbers. This was refiected in a 

declining ratio of beneficianes to the number of unemployed. 

Second, despite these program gaps, the UI scheme had evolved to match its 

design with the unique structure and nature of work patterns in the Canadian economy. 

This was addressed in the foregoing discussion of the intense preoccupation with 

seasonal work of the primary industries. Moreover, many of the excluded occupations 

or industries still experienced relatively lower aggregate unemployrnent rates. 

Third, less than half the female labour force was covered by the program, at a 

tirne that women represented approximately one-fifth of the labour force. Therefore, 

their exclusion would not have been reflected in the B/U ratio to any large degree and 

neither were their unemployment rates very significant (which would affect the 

denorninator). From this analysis we may conclude that the scheme, while still in its 

developmental stages, was evolving to serve its clientele adequately (in terrns of those 

who had access to coverage). 



In 1955 the program underwent significant and equitable expansion through the 

new Unemployment lnsurance Act, 1955, which replaced the original Act of 1940. The 

premium rates were adjusted to the benefit of lower income eamers, which, while still 

favoufing higher paid workers, constituted somewhat of an improvement. The 

Commission reiaxed the niles which previously required six working days per week over 

a period of 30 weeks4 in order to qualify for benefits. This created advantages for 

female part-time workers, as it allowed credit for even just a few days of employment 

per week. Another beneficial change allowed claimants to earn up to 50 per cent of 

weekly benefits without penalty while on claim [Dingledine (1981) 37-39]. This was in 

recognition of the lower income replacement rate. The supplernentary benefits were 

also replaced by 'extended off-season benefits' that were offered to seasonal workers 

for a maximum of 16 weeks. As well, by 1956 seasonal benefits became available to 

self-employed fishers (Jan 1 to April i 5) [Muszinski (1 997) 71. 

What hastened the changes was a severe recession in 1953-1954, in which 

over half a million Canadians were registered as unemployed, an 84 per cent increase 

over the previous year. By January 1955 the unemployment rate had risen to 7 per 

cent. The post-war economic boom had been fueled by the financing of the Korean 

War and colossal defence spending in North America, as well as expanded foreign 

trade, but this came to an end in late 1953. One of the problems was that the fund had 

a huge surplus, yet the Unemployment lnsurance regulations only covered 62 per cent5 

of the workforce. There were federal, provincial and municipal tensions because ail 

levels of govemment (and other programs) wanted to avoid responsibility for the 

' The minimum qualification period requirement was previously 30 weeks during the previous 
two-year period, of which at least 8 weeks had to be in the year immediately preceding the daim 
[Dingledine (1 981) 311. 
- In 1953, the UI Commission claimed that 79 percent of 'wage earnerç and salaried employees' 
were covered (Dingledine (1 981) 271. 



workers who could not collect UI benefits, a replay of the dilemma of the 1930s. 

Therefore. it became necessary to liberalize the UI Act in order to accommodate the 

need [Stmthers (1987) 75-20]. For exarnpte, the minimum benefit duration period of 

six weeks had to be extended to fifteen weeks in order to carry many of the new 

immigrant and youth workers who would not have built up the necessary insurable 

employment weeks. With the economic recession of 1957 a similar type of minimum 

duration had to be extended to seasonal workers [Dingledine (1981) 32-81. In 1956 

the regulations relating to repeat claimants were reiaxed; the entrance requirement 

was reduced to 24 weeks from 30 weeks [Lin (1 997) 651. 

The Department of Finance was concemed about jeopardizing the actuanal 

base of the scheme but political pressures directed at the UI Commission forced it to 

respond with a new system of extended benefits, eligibility niles and new contribution 

rates. This was to "meet more effectively the kind of unemployment problems that now 

appear likely over the next few years" [Stmthers (1987) 18). In somewhat of a 

piecemeal fashion and in the absence of any other suitabfe alternatives, the scheme 

was forced to deal with much larger problems of ewnomic instability. Indeed, it 

attempted to approach the longer-terni unemployment problem of a seasonal and 

regional nature and resultant aggregate demand issues stnicturally inherent in the 

economy. However, these issues were only partially tackled through enactment of the 

1956 Unemployment Assistance Act, a federal-provincial cost-shared welfare 

assistance program for those who had exhausted their benefits [Muszynski (1997) a. 
In 1958 the Minister of Labour, M. Starr, pointed out that the extension of seasonal 

benefits would "put additional purchasing power in the hands of those who most 

needed it" [Dingledine (1981) 391. 



In 1956 the fund held a balance of $874.5 million, but by 1959 the forces of 

recession and the increasing number of beneficiarïes had depleted it to S500 million (it 

would sink to $1 million by 1964)' even though in 1959 premiums and government 

contributions had increased by thirty per cent [Dingledine (1981) 39-45]. 

2.3.3 The 1960s: a decade of studies and proposals 

The 1960s were a decade when the UI scheme came under close scrutiny and 

serious analysis. The Gill Commission, appointed in 1961, examined the issues of 

seasonal benefits, program abuses, and the UI scheme's relationship to other income 

security programs. At this stage, mounting problems of program gaps and ineffective 

seasonal benefits warranted serious debate on the link between UI and social 

assistance [HRDC (1994) 61, as did the objectives of adequately equalizing 

opportunity, reducing regional disparities, and redistributing income. 

Nevertheless, there were few changes dunng this penod, other than expanded 

eligibility niles and cost-of-living adjustments to benefit levels. By 1969, 68 per cent of 

the labour force was covered [Muszynski (1997) 8, CCSO (1996) 331. As 

recommended by the Gill Commission (1962), the ernployrnent services as well as a 

newly created Department of Manpower and Immigration became the responsibility of 

the office of the Minister of Labour (1966). The new department would concentrate on 

developing labour market policies with respect to training, labour mobility, and job 

creation [ l in (Sumrner,1998) 431. Canada, following sirnilar trends in the beliefs 

systems of other countries, concluded that the corrective rneasures for unemployment 

were related to the establishment of training allowances and stronger labour market 



policy. This would be funded through the UI program6. What had emerged from the 

1960s was confirmation (even by the Gill Commission which focused heavily on abuses 

and incentives) that federal control of a UI scheme had become a crucial element in 

creating equity within Canadian social and economic policy, much of which went 

beyond strict insurance principles [Muszynski (1997) 81. 

Added pressure from women's groups resulted in a Royal Commission on the 

Status of Women which undertook intensive study of the govemment's record in 

relation to equality for women. The report was submitted with 122 recommendations 

that came within the federal governrnent's jurisdiction [NACSW (1974) iv]; it was to 

play an important role in the 1971 changes to the UI Act. 

2.3.4 The Unemployment lnsurance Act of 1971 

The social security questions that arose in the 1950s and 1960s became the 

foundation of two reports that were tabled in fate 1969 and 1970: the lncome Secunty 

and Social Services (1969) working paper and the federal government's White Paper 

on Unemployment Insurance (1970). Strict insurance pnnciples were de-emphasized in 

favour of redistributive measures, the reduction of regional dispanties, and the 

blending of UI with employment policy [HRDC (1994) 61. The result was a liberalized 

revision of the Act, which also extended significant equality of opportunity to women in 

recognition of the tremendous growth in their labour force participation. The 

philosophical shift that defined what was deemed an essential income replacement 

sewice to unemployed Canadians was reflected in the discourse of the 1970 White 

Paper document: 

6 This was part of  the larger trend ernphasized by economists and policy makers, stressing the 
role of 'human capital' in employment, productivity growth, and in fighting the War on poverty'. 



Canada, however, is not a nation bent exclusively on 
technologid progress and increased affluence. This country believes at 
least as much in a more equitable distribution of our national wealth and 
the fulfillrnent of the expectations and the potential of al1 our people 
[3] .. . . Canada has built up a body of social legislation aimed at meeting 
a whole spectrum of human needs. One of them is the Unemployment 
lnsurance Act which provides financial assistance to lower income 
workers during periods of temporary unemployment [3]. 

During the 303, when hundreds of thousands were out of work, 
it became clear that this individualistic philosophy, which had grown out 
of the pioneering days, was no longer sufficient for an industrial era. A 
nationwide econornic crisis could only be combatted by collective 
rneasures [4]. 

Canadians are realizing that they cân no longer depend on 
seniority and good work performance alone to ensure that they remain 
indefinitely in the labour market [SI. 

The strategy of the 1970s UI changes was directed at dealing with universal 

coverage and the 'adequacy' of benefits, the extension of matemity, sickness and 

retirement benefits, taxability of benefits and deductibility of premiums. Moreover, the 

state would assume financial responsibility for above-average unemployment levels. By 

1971, 96 per cent of the paid labour force was in insurable employment [Dingledine 

(1981) 601. The benefits levels were set at 75 per cent for those with dependents and 

66.67 per cent for other workers. The new program would concentrate on creating 

regional and distributional equities [CCSC (1996) 331. Moreover, in recognition of 

much higher benefit rates, the allowable eamings while "on claimn were reduced from 

the 1955 rate of 50 per cent to 25 per cent of the benefit rate [Dingledine (1981) 661. 

At this point, the only exclusions of workers under 70 years of age were the self- 

employed (with the exception of fishers) and those workers who did not meet the 

weekly eamings requirement which was set quite low at 20 per cent of the maximum 

weekly insurable eamings. The entry requirement was lowered from 30 weeks in the 

previous two years to 8 weeks in the past year. The maximum benefit period was 



unchanged, from its 1940 counterpart, at 51 weeks [Lin (Apri1,1998) 681. An indexed 

benefits system counteracted high inflation, the waiting peRod was increased from nine 

days to two weeks, and a monitoring system for investigating claims was implemented. 

Moreover, towards the end of the decade, emphasis was directed at using 

unemployment funds for training, job sharing, and job creation projects. This was in 

recognition of the growing structural nature of unemployment. This objective was 

accomplished through the integration of the UI Commission and the Department of 

Manpower and Immigration. However, the legacy of the 1970s was the creation of an 

administratively even more complex UI scheme [Dingledine (-1981) 95,109-1 10). 

The financing role for govemment would come into effect whenever the 

unemployment rate exceeded 4 per cent. Otherwise the program was private-sector 

funded, including special benefits and costs of administering the program. The 

program's aim was to shift most of the costs to employers and workers, but the 

government's focal point was regional economic stabilization. Therefore, it funded the 

'regional extended benefits' in high unemployment areas, benefits for self-employed 

fishers, as well as costs associated with an unemployment rate over 4 per cent in any 

particular province [Muszynski (1997) 9; White Paper (1970) 71. Later, in 1972, 

employers assumed a larger share of premium contributions, at the rate of 1.4 times 

employee contributions [Lin (April 1998) 721. 

Many corporate groups were not pleased with the pro-labour changes, in 

particular the lenient qualifying barriers and the higher benefit payrnent rates, 

presumably because easy UI had the potential for shifting the power dynamics in the 

employment relationship. Moreover, the penalty for quitting a job or firings for cause 

was only three weeks [Lin (April 1998) 711. Unquestionably, the plan was strongly 

redistributive, focusing on regional factors in the development of its benefits scheme by 



recognizing that it was necessary to fund recipients for additional weeks based on 

regional dispanties in unemployment rates. This was stressed by the 1970 Incarne 

Secunty for Canadians document, which also advocated strong income maintenance 

measures for lower incarne groups, as a primary source of poverty alleviation. 

The impetus to state funding participation in the 1971 UI Act was the theoretical 

underpinnings of Keynesian economic ideology which entailed govemrnent control of 

unemployment through fiscal and rnonetary management. The pursuit of these aims 

were evident in the statement by the Minister of Labour, Bryce Mackasey, during a 

1970 House of Commons proceeding, 

If unemployment in a country hits 6,7,8 or 9 per cent it quite often 
is intentionally the result of fiscal and monetary policy which had to be 
applied to cure another illness.. . .it is logical the govemrnent should 
assume the responsibility of paying for the plan [Canada. House of 
Commons (September 15,1970) 10: 12). 

ln 1972 benefit payments rose to $1 -868 billion, a significant increase from the 

S891 million that had been paid out in 1971. Almost immediately blame was laid on 

labour market disincentives and abuses, rather than the structural unemployment 

problem that had emerged in Canada. By 1973 annual benefit payrnents had grown to 

S2 billion. Despite a fairly high average unemployment rate of 5.4 per cent the 

following year, the cumulative deficit was declining, meaning that premium receipts 

were exceeding benefits payout, due to premium increases. The inclusion of large 

numbers of workers in the services sector, many of whom were women, had certainty 

benefited the revenue side of the equation. This trend continued and, by 1976, the fund 

held a cumulative surplus of $204 million [Dingledine (1981) 71-75,851. 



2.3.5 The Period of Contraction - 1975 to 1989 

The year 1975 marked a tuming point in UI policy. Conservative national and 

even international views on social policy as well as a fiscal crunch marked the 

beginning of much tighter prograrn provisions. The 1975 Bill C-69 constricted the 

regulations on average, eligibility, and benefits levels. This was also an eatly reflection 

of the added pressures of ongoing federal deficits, with UI costs having grown from 4.6 

to 10.1 per cent of the federal budget [Muszynski (1 997) 111. The changes began with 

the disqualification period increasing from 3 to 6 weeks for workers who quit or were 

fired. There were reductions in the benefits available to those workers between 65 to 

70 years of age which were justified because of the overlapping with other programs 

directed at old age benefits, such as the CPP, Guaranteed h o m e  Supplement and 

Old Age Security. For the first time since its inception, the UI program eliminated the 

dependents benefits and al1 claimants were to receive the same benefit rate of 66.67 

per cent. The changes were justified with the argument that family allowance increases 

would serve to replace these needs payments (even though family allowance was 

supposed to be directed at mothers) and by pointing to the indexing of the income tax 

system. 

The govemment was also aiming to shift rnuch of the program financing to 

employer/employee premium contributions, as well as reducing its own role by 

establishing a higher unemployment threshold rate at 5.6 per cent in 1976. It was 

expected that the government's savings in 1976 dollars would be approximately $660 

million and the increased a s t  to the private sector would be $490 million. Also 

elirninated was the advance-payment program which had been implemented in 1971: a 

lump-sum payment of three weeks following the standard two-week waiting period, 

issued to claimants for the expressed purpose of saving administrative efforts and 



costs associated with short terni claims. Many shared the view that this program 

contnbuted to worker disincentive effects which extended the period of unemployment 

duration. Nonetheless, public dissent followed Bill C-69 as the longer disqualification 

penod would bring hardships to many claimants and it avoided dealing with the 

unemployment situation [Dingledine (1 981) 78-80.90-951. 

In 1977 Bill C-27 increased the previous eight qualifying weeks for entrance into 

the progfam to a variable entrance requirement (which became a permanent feature of 

the prograrn) of 10 to 14 weeks based on regional unemployment rates. This was 

estimated to Save $140 million per year. Moreover, any savings from such a change 

was to be redirected for developmental uses, such as job creation programs, work 

sharing and training (directed at preventing the deterioration of workers' skills). Groups 

representing the business community preferred an increase to 20 weeks because they 

believed UI availability increased the reservation wage of workers who then refused to 

fiIl the Iow-wage job vacancies. On one hand, cost-cutting measures were focused on 

the disincentives of lax regulations on work patterns. Moreover, in the 1976 fiscal year, 

the Auditor General also reported that there had been S95 million in overpayments from 

a total benefit pay out of $3.9 billion (in 1977 it was $142 million and in 1978 it was 

S290 million) [Dingledine (1981) 93-95,97,111]. It appeared as though the problems of 

the costly UI scheme were accentuated by the administrative complexities within layers 

of niles and regulations. 

Towards the late 70s, the govemment was continuing to retreat from the 

provision of adequate benefits through the introduction of Bill C-14 (1979). It 

introduced claw-back regulations for higher-income recipients (claw-back to a maximum 

of 30 per cent of total UI benefits for any income level that exceeded 1.5 times the 

maximum yearfy insurable eamings). At the sarne time it increased the entrance 



requirements to 20 weeks for new entrants and re-entrants. Repeat users faced an 

extra 6 weeks entrance requirement in lower unemployment areas (under 11.5 per 

cent). The income replacement level was reduced to 60 per cent. The enttance 

requirements had also gone from 30 weeks in 1940 to 8 weeks for regular benefits (20 

for special benefits) in 1971, then increased to 10-14 weeks in 1977, and finally to 20 

weeks in 1979 [Lin ('l998) 66-71]. 

The eariy-to-mid-1980s were an ongoing period of general crisis in eroding 

federal govemment finances as they encountered rising annual budget deficits [HRDC 

(1 998) 1 11. During the period 1981 to 1989, 90 per cent of workers had coverage in the 

prograrn [Erksoy,Osberg,Phipps (1 995) 151. Early in the decade, the federal 

govemment continued to withdraw from its funding commitments as the cos2 of the 

National Employment Service was to be financed entirely by employer and employee 

premiums. By 1983, Ul exhaustees reached the rate of 50,000 to 60,000 per month. 

Attention was directed at long-terni unemployment as well as incentives for pnvate- 

sector job creation. Just under one million Canadians were officially considered the 

'long-term unemployed'. The Commons debates focused on the humiliation of the 

'welfare trap' that many Canadians were expenencing and the possibility of extending 

UI benefit periods. Legislators were also plagued with ongoing discussions of the 

relationship between unemployment, financial hardship and family break-up, 

alcoholism, crime and "people in prison who come from troubled families" [Canada, 

Commons Debates (June 2,1983) 25960-51. 

The legacy of the 1980s contribution ta changes in the UI scheme is best 



reflected in the recommendations from four reports7 which addressed the new labour 

market challenges of technological change and international cornpetition. Al1 reports 

heavily focused on worker incentive effects and cost control of the UI program along 

with administrative simplification and developmental uses of the fund. They mostly 

agreed that UI had deviated from its perceived insurance pnnciples and that its function 

should not be income redistribution nor regional equalization. 

However, they also recommended that these income support and supplemental 

functions be handled by other programming [Muszynski (1997) 7-13]. The shifting 

philosophical underpinnings emphasized the idea that UI had becorne a 'passive' 

income secunty program [HRDC (1994) 8). 

However, the Forget Commission had also revealed that Canadian workers 

were willing to pay higher premiums for a better insurance ptan. They wanted to be 

assured that the benefits would be available to them when needed, as well as being 

"treated with the digni ty... as proptietors of an insurance fundn [Canada. Report to the 

House (March 17,1987) 28:Q. These views of Canadian workers may have been a 

reflection of the growing discriminatory allocational outcomes which were beginning to 

impinge upon the labour force as a result of prograrn contraction since the mid-70s. 

Nonetheless, the expression of public dissent at an inadequate insurance scheme 

woüld be virtually ignored in the policy measures that would follow this decade. 

2.4 The eariy development of the UI scheme: gender implications 

The preceding sections demonstrated that the program was continually 

amended and designed on a dual-purpose basis, which was to accommodate an 

- 
' The Task Force on Unemployment Insurance (1981); The Macdonald Commission Report 
(1985);The Newfoundland Royal Commission on Employment and Unernployment (1986); The 
Forget Commission (1 986) Majonty Report (the latter report cost Canadian taxpayers $6 million. 
but it was the minority report that was subsequently endorsed by the House of Commons 
[Canada Cornmons Debate (IAarch 23, 1988) 14û61)). 



agitated male workforce or the needs of a market economy. A segment of the female 

labour force benefited to the extent of women's growing political power as well as 

international developmental trends that encouraged the country into enhancing their 

equality of opportunity through matemity provisions. Nevertheless, social policy was 

usually predicated on the notion that women were undeserving of income security; thus 

their dependency on male relatives was legitimized. 

The next chapter traces the development of the unemployment insurance 

scheme from a gender perspective, with a particular focus on women as dependents, 

rnam'ed wornen's regulations, and their early labour force participation patterns. There 

were crucial injustices (on the basis of modem noms of gender equity) directed 

specifically at women. However, a combination of the cultural constraints that women 

faced and their low participation rates would have precluded their substantial presence 

in the Ui scheme for a long period of time. 

Later it will be explicitly established that in the contemporary era these 

injustices are occurring even within a scheme that vaunts a discourse of 'self- 

sufficiency' and 'accountability'. 

2.5 Concluding observations 

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the UI program development 

during the first four decades since its inception. The first decade of the program was 

characterized as one of growing pains, with many of the evolving changes being male- 

centered and pro-capital. This was reflected in the pressures to provide benefits to the 

large number of men in the primary industries. 

This chapter has established that unemployment insurance had become a vital 

part of the Canadian social security systern. In its officially recorded documentation, 



the govemment had always promoted the UI scheme's objectives as accommodating 

the changing needs of the economy. This long-standing goal was evident in the 

ongoing flexibility and policy-enhancement which recognized the diversity of work 

arrangements, such as seasonal work, which had become a prevalent feature of the 

labour market. Moreover, the 1971 UI Act was a milestone in UI reforrn which also 

reduced inequitable outcornes for women. The advantages of the scheme's broadened 

economy strategy was reftected in an ever-increasing WU ratio. 

The period of contraction which began in 1975 marked the beginning of far- 

reaching policy proposais that would subsequently alter the UI program in many 

fundamental respects. 



Chapter 3: The History of Unemployment Insurance and Gender to 1989 

3.1 Women and Dependency in the early 01 scheme 

lncome security had a special significance for women workers in the 

development of the UI scheme. This was depicted in Leonard Marsh's Report on 

Social Security for Canada (1943), where he described the social security system as 

applying to a woman "in her capacity as housewife" [Porter (1993) 114). While women 

had made some gains in the suffrage movement, as well as limited upward rnobility in 

the labour market dunng the first few decades of this century, by the 1930s it was 

apparent that most Canadians held the view, which was widely-promoted by the 

middle-class, that women's vocation was that of mother and wife. In fact, for those 

single women participating in paid work it was expected that they would most assuredly 

fulfill a temporary and subsewient role in the labour market as a cheap source of 

labour supply. They were actively discouraged from paid work upon mamage. 

Attitudes always shifted with labour demand in the economy; mamed women usually 

filled their purported natural role in reproductive work, yet they often served as a 

flexible and relatively cheap reserve pool of labourers. They were ushered into the 

labour market according to accumulation considerations of the economy. This rneant 

that they were regularly drawn in depending on imbalances in the supply of male 

workers and the status of world unrest, specifically the exceptional circumstances of 

war. 

Indeed, a 1946 Department of Labour document referred to women as the 

"number one worker reserve" to be "drawn into ernployment under emergency 

conditionsn [Porter (1 993) 1 15). 

In her article on gender status in the development of the UI scheme, PoRer 

(1 993) cited a 1946 Department of Labour document as touting the official position that 



Wornen are encouraged only to enter the labour force when economic activity is at 

such a level that their employment will not prevent men from obtaining positions" [115]. 

In the socio-cultural pre-and post-Depression era, it was generally accepted that not al1 

citizens were entitIed to waged eamings. After World War II, a Gallup poll revealed that 

75 per cent of men and 68 per cent of women believed that post-war employment 

should be reserved for men [Prentice et al. (1 988) 3031. 

A key issue is that any of the gendered debates in the eariy UI scheme would 

have begun from a premise of female economic dependency. The general view was 

that mamed women in particular would be mostly provided for by way of benefits 

reserved for men. This idea had also pemeated social policy development from the 

1930s to 1950s, including Marsh's 1943 report which has been described as "the 

founding text of the welfare state in Canada" [Roach Pierson (1990) 831. Policymakers 

were intensely focused on rebuilding the social infrastructure in the aftermath of the 

distressing Great Depression years and, in particular, dealing with male unemployment. 

Understandably, in the cantext of the 1940s any dissenting views would have been 

further inundated in the rnacroeconomic policy arena of priontizing veteran employment 

and their critical reintegration into post-war society, as opposed to any gender balance 

in economic strategizing [Prentice et al. (1988) 303-101. The gender issue was only to 

take centre stage with women's flsing participation patterns and the political 

consciousness of a second-wave feminist rnovement in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Not surprisingly, gender issues had a pallid presence in the perceptions of the 

unemployrnent problem, the development of the legislation and ensuing debates. As a 

result, the central premise underiying the UI scheme was the concept of a 'family 

wage'. The initial priorities were assigned to the income security, industry issues and 



work patterns of the male worker who was also deemed the 'provider' of family 

sustenance. 

However, as Roach Pierson (1990) noted, the gendered debates did seep 

through one particular component of the initial (yet never implemented) 1935 legislation 

which was in the 'level of premiums and income replacement' to be provided to 

claimants. This matenalized into gendered debates about a flat-rate versus a graduated 

system of benefits provisions. The 1935 legislation called for 'flat-rate' benefits, similar 

to the BrÏtish system of unemployment insurance which was really based on the notion 

of an adequate replacement of the family wage during penods of unemployment, This 

goal of the scheme had been supported quite regulariy by politicians across party lines 

in the Commons debates. In 7935, the Liberal Party even brought forward senous 

discussion of the issue of wtiether the minimum wage legislation should include 

provision for a dependents' allowance. In the 1935 proposal, different rates had been 

set within various age groupings on the basis of gender, with lower benefits (and 

premiums) naturally being offered to femaie recipients (851. This was consistent with 

socio-cultural ideology that the labour force was a stepping-stone to mamage for young 

single women who forrned the large majority of female workers. They were also likely 

to be living in the home of a supporting male relative such as a father, until such time 

as they could secure their primary vocation in mamage and domesticity. 

Within this context, it would suggest an oddity that ongoing pressure from 

women's and labour groups, such as the Canadian Federation of Business and 

Professional Women's Clubs, had forced the partial abandonment of the subsequent 

1938 Draft bill. To the benefit of working women (mostly single), they successful 

advocated for the removal of the differential gender classifications that were used to 



determine premiums and benefits calculations. However, the age categories were 

kept inta& and were not deerned discriminatory [Roach Pierson (1 990) 83-84]. 

It appeared that the revocation of this inequitable regulation was indeed an 

acknowledgrnent by a Commission that was making good on its commitment to 

promoting the economic and social security of al1 workers. However, within the scope of 

dominant public perceptions of what constituted social justice goals, flat-rate proposals 

were short-lived. On the recommendation of many social policy writers, including the 

British Consultant, D. Christie Tait's 'Repon on a Proposed Unemployrnent Insurance 

Bill in Canada', the flat-rated proposals were quickly abandoned because they were 

equated with a 'social injustice' penalizing rnam'ed men, because the latter usually had 

dependents along with heavy obligations of non-deferrable expenses- Tait and many 

others, such as A.D. Watson, the Chief Actuary in the Department of Insurance, had 

expressed concems that the flat-rate system would provide low benefits levels, which 

was unfair to high paid workers (usually male). This was because high benefit levels 

produced negative incentive effects for lower-paid workers who were often young 

single males and femafes. "In this way it would have less of a paupeflzing effect and 

class differences among the unemployed could be preservedn [Stnithers (1983) 200- 

203; Roach Pierson (1990) 84-87] . 

The UI system was also developing to take account of much broader changes in 

the labour market but, in its preoccupation with the male plight, it was hardly equipped 

to address the diversity of women's realities- In 1931, only 10 per cent of women in 

the labour force were mam'ed [Ramkhalawansingh (1974) 2941. Another reality was the 

virtuai invisibility of the unfortunate 2.7 per cent of working women who may have had 

financial responsibility for dependent children and the approximately 2 per cent of 

women who had adult dependents. It is possible that women for whom paid work was 



necessary were beginning to constitute a growing segment of the workforce. Yet any 

discussion of the economic plight of the female worker needing income support was 

overshadowed by a middle-class ideology of female dependence. As such, the 

insurance scheme was not initially designed with any provisions that prioritized female- 

dominated occupations or work patterns. 

As another example, in a report on the flat-rate benefits schemes of 1935 and 

1938 to the Chief Actuary, one civil servant pointed out that the payment structure of 

dependents benefits would have effectivefy disqualified 49.5 per cent of women 

workers, as opposed to only 15.6 per cent of employed males. This was attributed to 

the maximum benefit nile which disqualified low-wage eamers from receiving 

dependents benefits [Roach Pierson (1990) 86-92]. 

The subsequently proposed graded-rating systern of the 1940 Ui Act, wtiich 

based benefits levels on earnings, appeared to have been a way to diffuse the single- 

female worker discrimination issue that prompted the 1938 draft revisions, and 

refocused on maintaining the higher-waged mam'ed male standard of living. The new 

scherne would appear more defensible in creating equality based on this notion. Even 

the Ottawa Women's Liberal Club and the Canadian Congress of Labour seemed to 

approve, as their preoccupation was in dispensing with women's 'status of infenority' 

[Roach Pierson (1 990) 88-89]. Yet, curiously unchallenged was the deeply-rooted and 

historically inegalitarian gendered wage system which meant that the new proposed 

scheme, with its offer of no higher benefit entitlements than proposed in the 

discriminating 1935 scheme, would fail to elevate the economic status of single wage- 

eaming women. Of course, as Stnithers (1 983) has suggested, ". . - unemployment 

insurance was designed to mirror the market distribution of income, not to change it." 

[212]. While a Department of Labour report to the Chief Actuary acknowiedged that 



relative wage differentials would render women lower benefits, it nonetheless described 

the scheme's key value in the favorable psychological effect on women workers, in 

comments as follows: 

A direct grouping by wages rather than by sex would establish a 
sounder relationship (between contributions and eamings and between 
eamings and benefits) which would not be so unfavourable, 
psychologically, to female labour.. . . [Roach Pierson (1990) 88-89]. 

As will be shown, appeal to the female psyche has been ptayed out again and 

again, in the discourse of the UI scherne throughout its development. 

Dependents' allowances, which recognized the greater financial commitments of 

mamed workers, also fotlowed in the 1940 scheme. Despite opposition from those 

preoccupied with financial considerations, it was deemed necessary to satisfy the 

'social principle' (as defined earlier in sections 2.1 and 2.2). It had been criticized by 

many civil servants in the Departments of Labour, Finance and Insurance, as 

introducing a 'needs test' which was contrary to the pnmary insurance objectives of UI 

program. They argued that the whole idea behind graduated benefits was to give the 

higher wage males relatively larger benefit levels to compensate for their nondeferrable 

expenditures. It was suggested that the allowance could create a problem of 

'overinsurance', destroying work incentives. 

Yet, the Chief Actuary extolled the virtues of the 1940 graded-rate UI scheme as 

'the soundest socio-economic institution on the whole' (of atl existing social programs), 

even with the inclusion of dependents' benefits, as they did not violate the 'insurance 

principle of predictable need'. Other civil servants argued that the introduction of 

dependents benefits would be more expensive than the flat-rate system, and they 

would be best addressed through the proposed Family Allowance scheme which could 

better deal with the reality of generally low wages in the economy. Nonetheless, 

Watson recommended "a thorough-going recognition of dependents.. . .to obviate the 



necessity for additional assistance or relief measures" [Roach Pierson (1990) 90-931. 

Despite vehement oppcsition, the approaches to UI policy were an obvious attempt to 

disassociate unemployment (in particular mamed male unemployment) from the 

perceived human degradation of dole or needs-based relief. 

As a further crucial point, Struthers (1983) argued that the graded and flat-rate 

benefits debate "cuts to the heaR of the most crucial dilemma in unemployrnent 

insurance" [200]. The choices that were made earfy in the scheme are of particular 

importance to wornen's equitable economic status, in terms of a minirnally acceptable 

standard of living when they are faced with unemployment. Stnrthers also pointed out 

that graded benefits had the potential for destroying the work ethic of higher-wage 

eamers (for example, by lengthening the job search), just as easily as the disincentive 

effect of flat-rate benefits on low-wage workers. He questioned, ". . . should 

unernployment insurance be used to redistribute incorne or to enforce the work ethic?" 

[200-2021, and the graded-rate system was implemented on the basis of the latter. In 

fact, either system created vulnerabilities to actuarial pnnciples. Nonetheless a 

deliberate choice was made to devalue a certain segment of the labour force, which 

were women and ottier unskilled marginalized workers. Moreover, as will be shown in 

the following section, the 'work ethic' embodied a unique definition for which mostly the 

male workforce would receive credit. 

3.2 Women's access to unemployment insurance coverage in the 1940 scheme 

The preoccupation with actuatial soundness in the drafting of the 1935 Act was 

heightened in the context of the collapse of Great Britain's UI scheme in the 1920s due 

to extremely high unemployment. Within their own climate of mid-1930s high 

unemployrnent, Canadian policymakers were very cautious to preserve the insurance 



character of the scheme, by only including some 'steady' workers and industries 

[Stnithers (1 983) 122-1 24,2121. The ratio rule formula, which established a qualifying 

period and penalized repeat clairnants, was also a part of the initial cautious limitations 

[Dingledine (1981) 11). The penalty for repeat clairnants was cnticized by sorne who 

recognized that, for many workers, regular unemployrnent was through 'no fault of their 

own' [Roach Pierson (1990) 971. For example, rnarginalized workers would rnost likely 

have a poor employrnent record which would disentitle them, even though they were 

the workers most in need (Struthers (1983) 2011. However, this was the 'intended' 

policy instrument of the actuarially-preoccupied. 

There were two regulations that created an immediate disadvantage for women 

workers because of their occupational segregation and labour force participation 

patterns. First, the ratio rule formula ensured entrance eligibility for mostly male 

workers. 

Second, insured occupations excluded the very areas where there was a high 

concentration of women workers. During the eariier years of this century, 95 per cent of 

wornen in paid work were located in the five major occupational groupings of clerical, 

domestic service, teachers, nurses, gament and textile workers. All of these jobs were 

of an intermittent or irregular nature, fluctuating to suit the needs of employers and 

ineligible for benefits coverage. By 1961, the employment distribution hâd changed 

very little, with a slight decrease to 85 per cent [Ramkhalawansingh (1974) 3021. 

The design of the 1940 UI scheme explicitly excluded from coverage 

'professional nursing for the sick or as a nurse-probationer' as well as 'employment in a 

hospital or charitable institution', teachers, dornestics, and part-time workers 

[Dingledine (1981) IO]. If the rninority of working women who had financial 

responsibility for dependents were effectively disqualified from income replacement 



when unemployed, it would have forced them to resort to welfare assistance. lt should 

be noted that this contravened the original purpose of the program as stated earlier. 

Private emptoyment which constituted 60 per cent of the nursing workforce was 

excluded from the Act. The 1929 Weir Survey of Nursing Education in Canada 

revealed that private nursing employment fluctuated with the business cycle, leaving 

these workers extremely wlnerable [Coburn (q974) 1451. By not actively considering 

femaie-dominated professions, up to 40 per cent of women workers were immediately 

excluded. For example, domestic workers and private nurses wmmonly attained full- 

time employment status by working for a number of households, yet they were 

disqualified because the Act did not allow the adding-up of eamings from al1 employers. 

In her study on gender and unemployment insurance debates, Roach Pierson (1990) 

pointed out that the average female worker would not have qualified because of the 

intermittent or casual nature of her employment (97-991- Faced with unemployment, 

this would have immediately brought women down to the status of dependents. 

Although the coverage of part-time and casual workers presented awkward 

administrative problems in terrns of feasibility, there were some changes in the early 

1940s to the definition of the continuous employment requirement that may have 

benefited a few women. Indeed, for the majority, it took decades to iron out this 

'administrative dilemma' which may have been attributed to their lack of political and 

social power. As explained in an earlier section, the immediate goals of inclusion were 

male-dominated, primary seasonal industries, such as lurnbering and fishing and some 

jobs in agriculture. These ernployments also presented special administrative 

difficulties, yet solutions were prioritized. For those women who could not be supported 

by male relatives, the state stepped into its traditional benevolent patemal role with 

social assistance. Dependence on the dole by a female population was more socially 



acceptable. The goals of economic stabilization were also a male function as they 

werz thought to possess rnost of the economy's purchasing power. 

In the nursing profession, the state may have deemed the effect of extending UI 

benefits to nursing trainees a disastrous move as it would have given them some power 

over the sweatshop conditions under which they worked, mostly at poverty level 

wages. Most student nurses only tolerated the abusive and exploitative circumstances 

because they had no other means of income support. However, approximately 50 per 

cent left their training anyway pnor to its completion and, for rnany. marriage was the 

most feasible alternative- In 1929, 60 per cent of the nurses who endured training 

could, upon graduation, only get work as private nurses. For rnany, work was only 

available for seven months of the year in this type of employment. In 1930 only 6 per 

cent of nurses had steady employrnent within an institutional setting because of 

hospitals' vested interests in the practices of using cheap student nurses. Moreover, 92 

per cent of nurses were unmamed and likely to be self-supporting, although low wages 

forced rnany to {ive at home with their parents [Coburn (1 974) 141-146,1621. However, 

when the 1940 UI scheme was introduced (the issue also permeated the 1930s 

debates), it explicitly blocked their average by excluding most workers within the 

profession, irrespective of their wlnerability to periods of unemployment and labour 

surplus conditions. 

This insurance program was yet another branch of the social safety net subject 

to arbitrary rules and regulations of agents of the State, namely a U1 Commission or 

Advisory Cornmittee and many politicians who discriminated against women al1 along. 

For example, nurses were never treated as autonomous professionals. They provided 

a cheap source of caring social labour which allowed the state and medical profession 

to exploit the use of an excessively long training program, in otder to pay subsistence 



wages. However, the Commission deemed it perfectly acceptable to categorize nurses 

with the highly-paid, fee-for-sewice physicians, thus justifying their exclusion from UI 

coverage [Roach Pierson (1 990) 99-1 001. 

With respect to other benefits in the plan, women received similar advantages to 

male workers, but only to a limited degree because of inherent structural labour market 

features. First, their much lower wages rendered them lower net benefits. They were 

also not highly represented in that segment of the workforce for which additional 

benefits or special rules were extended (seasonal workers, primary industries, 

supplementary benefits during the winter months). 

As the program evolved through the 1940s, many studies and surveys of 

seasonal workers and women were undertaken. For example, by 1944 the 

Commission was evaluating whether the provisions of the Act should be extended to 

some nurses, hospitals and charitable institutions in the growing health field, to public 

service ernployees, as well as to mate-dominated jobs in logging and lumbering 

[Dingledine (1981) 181. However, it took almost three decades for the Act to 

incorporate many excluded categones disproportionately employing female workers. 

For example, in connection with teachers there was the assumption that they were in 

secure employment, similar to civil servants, although neither work situation provided 

women with any kind of permanence in their employment contracts. Until 1955 most 

school boards required newly marn'ed women to give up their jobs and, if not upon 

mafriage, then it was absolutely necessary at first pregnancy [Roach Pierson (1990) 

981. 



3.3 Manied Women's Regulations - 1950 to 1957: A threat to the 'virility of the 

nation' 

While it was evident that the 1950s were a decade of continuing program 

expansion, particulady in the extension of benefits to the male-dominated seasonal 

industries, the UI Commission found itself embroiled in concems over the financial 

feasibility of providing benefits to some mamed women. The suspicion of female 

claimants had been a hotly debated issue since the 1935 proposed UI Act. However, it 

had diminished somewhat with the implementation of the ratio rule formula in the 1940 

UI Act which automatically disqualified many women workers. As well, in 1941 rnarried 

women's participation was still very low at 12.7 per cent of potential female workers 

[Ramkhalawansingh (1 974) 2941. Roach Pierson (1 990) pointed out that "the 1935 

legislation closely followed the British UI Anomalies Act of 1935, and Regufations of 

1931" [943 and trends in some US.  states [Porter (1993) 119); it provided the 

Commission with significant power to control mamed women's access to benefits 

[Roach Pierson (1990) 951. 

What had preceded the regulations were the events of World War II, whereby 

large numbers of women had been enticed into the labour force. However, the 

subsequent stniggles of maintaining the feasibility of the UI scheme in the f 940s era of 

post-war economic stabilization spawned the basis for imposing additional eligibility 

conditions on women in the forrn of 'Mamed Women's Regulations'. The new eligibility 

niles applied to women who terrninated their employment within two years of becoming 

manied; they had to show by their personal employment record that they had worked 

for at least 90 days after mariage if not employed at the time of mamage. 

Altematively, if a woman was employed at the time of mamage and quit her job 

aftennrards, she had to work for 90 days after leaving that job in order to meet the 



eligibility requirements. Throughout the 1950s, the 9û-day period was reduced to 60 

days; eventually there were exemptions for 'just cause' types of quits, including the 

move to another city [Porter (1 993) 1 18,129]. 

At the root of this departure from the income security principles of the 

regulations were ideological perceptions of a family, with a male-centered wage being 

the central socio-economic unit- There was a presupposition that mamed women were 

connected to male relatives as their 'dependents' and did not pass a needs test. Even 

the 1943 Marsh 'Report on Social Security for Canada', as well as the White Paper on 

Employment and lncome (1945), suggested that wornen would voluntarily give up their 

jobs after the war in order to resume their domestic roles. It is a fact that officiais such 

as the Minister of Labour and the UI Comrnissioner promoted the state's objectives of 

disqualifying mamed women, through a media campaign directed at creating the 

suspicion that most mamed women, at any opportunity, would attempt to 'defraud the 

scheme'. Not surprisingly, the Commission would deem it a completely perplexing 

concept that women should be entitled to equal access to income security, or even that 

they should be considered a highly ernpfoyable group, because of cultural factors that 

worked against the acceptance of married women as paid workers. When wornen were 

connected to employed male partners, this would be a good reason for their 

disqualification. A further example of this was a recently-married woman's two-year 

disqualification if she voluntarily left her job to move to another city with her husband. 

Nonetheless, some exemptions were extended to a minority of women who had 

become sole supporters of sick husbands, widowed, or who were pressured to quit 

their jobs because their employer preferted not to keep mamed wornen on staff [Porter 

(1993) 114-119,129]. 



To provide an indication of the relative power of women as a social group: after 

10 years the UI pian had reserves of $664 million and it had only paid out $90 million in 

benefits [Dingledine (1981) 271; yet the annual savings of the seven year Mamed 

Wornen's Regulations was a minuscule 2.5 million per year. Clearly mamed women 

had stnick the 'actuarial nerve' of many civil sewants and business groups. This 

purported 'drain' on the fund prompted reports and active pressure from business 

groups, joumalists, the UI Commissioner and his actuarial adviser, al1 spouting jargon 

about abuses and fraud. The Canadian Construction Association even argued that 

"the virility of the nation will suffer if people can receive support in this mannef [Porter 

(1993) 118-201. In 1950 the Oeputy Minister of Labour, A- MacNamara, stated: 

I suppose that there are quite a number of girls who have no 
intention of working after they get marn'ed who will be glad to have 
Unemployment Insurance Benefits to pay the instalment on the Washing 
Machine -or is it a new Television set ? [Porter (1 993) 1223. 

Some organized labour groups initially took an ambivalent position on the 

regulations. After receiving a memo from an official in the Trades and Labour 

Congress which suggested that the manied women's regulation was 'well thought out', 

MacNamara stated that "in view of his attitude I think there should be no hesitation 

about putting through the regulations". In addition, many groups, such as the National 

Council of Women which was the largest women's 'equal tights' advocacy organization 

in Canada, also supported the middle-class notion of women's dependent status, 

particularly when addressing labour issues. The Council had minimal cnticism of the 

rnamed women's regulations until the mid-1950s and, even then, they were carefully 

guarded not to challenge the UI Commission. This was evident in the sound defeat, at 

the Council's 1954 annual meeting, of a resolution requesting that the Minister repeal 

the married women's regulations in favour of treating these wornen in the same manner 



as other claimants- However, this resolution was later passed in 1956 [Porter (1993) 

l24-125;134-141]. 

Without question, gender inequities surfaced in the post-war period, particularly 

because women had subsidized the UI scheme with premiums paid dunng the war 

years. The intent behind mamed women's regulations was really an economic 

stabilization strategy directed at male unemployrnent in the post-VVW2 readjustment 

pen'od amidst the lingering fears of a recurrence of the Great Depression. The state 

undertook many efforts, including the endorsement of afbitrary and discriminatory 

administrative rules of disentitlement in the UI program, in order to get women out of 

the labour force and make room for male employment. 

Conversely, another strategy for those women who had an economic need for 

employment was to ensure their segregation into lower-wage sectors, such as store 

clerk jobs or housekeepers, on the basis of the assumption that most women would be 

secondary income eamers. This was accomplished by disentitling women to benefits if 

they would not accept a dissimilar job or a relatively large drop in wage. The 1946 

Department of Labour report 'Canadian Labour Market' remarked that there was a 

huge private-sector demand for women in low-wage sectors, such as services and 

textiles, providing further support for women's disqualification from Ul entitlements. The 

Canadian Manufacturers Association was a stakeholder in the implementation of 

mamed women's regulations and in 1949 it subrnitted a bfief on the issue to the UI 

Advisory Cornmittee in which it actively argued in favour of the new mles [Porter (1993) 

115-1201. This implied that a woman would be left with two choices: financial 

circumstances permitting, she could either becorne a housewife or take a low-paying 

job, the latter being the likely scenario for many working class, immigrant, and ethnic 

minority women. 



By 1951, the Commission claimed to have achieved great success with its 

mamed women's regulations because, within a four-month period, it had disqualified 

8,884 women and 77 per cent of mamed female UI claimants dropped out of the labour 

force [Dingledine (1980) 261. However, throughout the 1950s there was growing 

sympathy within women's groups and labour bodies such as the Canadian Congress of 

Labour, who were beginning to forcefully advocate the abolition of these regulations at 

their annual meetings. Even the Canadian and Catholic Confederation of Labour 

supported its abolition. Eventually, in late 1957, the pressure from the numerous 

challenges to the discriminatory nature of these niles forced a repeal of the mamed 

women's regulations [Porter (1993) 131-1 321. 

While economic growth spurred an increasingly signifiant participation of 

mamed women during this period, few women were registered as claimants in the plan 

during the 1940s and 1950s [Appendix 2). Women's measured unemployment rates 

were well below 3 per cent and also below the male rates until the late 1960s 

[Appendix 3 8 4). However, the issue of how women's unemployment was measured 

raises considerable debate when cultural and institutional factors such as mamed 

women's regulations blocked the appropriate accounting for their numbers- For 

example, unemployed workers were not supposed to be disqualified as a result of 

holding out for their usual wage or working conditions. However, in practice there were 

numerous reports of many women being cut-off benefits for refusing to accept much 

lower wages [Porter (1993)115-117. What is also unclear is how many women 

reported themselves as unemployed when they were forced out of the labour force 

after World War II. However, these inequities and errors in appropriately accounting for 

women's unemployment would assist their efforts in gaining accessibility into the 

scheme later on in the early 1970s. 



3.4 Women and access to the labour market in the socio-cultural context of the 

1950s 

Throughout the 1950s another trend was progressing: the significant increase 

in the ratio of rnamed to single female workers. In 1951 mamed women represented 

30 per cent of the female labour force, as opposed to only 10 per cent in 1931. This 

was an indicator of soanng mamage rates but also of the fact that many women had 

remained in the labour force dunng the post-war years. A continual and significant 

upward shift in their participation patterns resulted, by 1961, in a 47.3 per cent 

employment rate of mamed women (of the total female labour force), which now 

exceeded single women's participation [Appendix 51 [Ramkhalawansingh (1974) 294)- 

In the early 1950s. the Women's Division of the National Employment Sewïce reported 

that a 'steady increase' in female registrants was partially atttibuted to the nsing cost of 

living and the financial need for supplementary incomes. Of the employed rnarn'ed 

women, over 50 per cent had dependent children, and 80 per cent were full-time 

workers [Prentice et al. (1 988) 31 3; Porter (1 993) 1401. 

In 1951 women had earnings in just over 14 per cent of families. The average 

income of a male head of household was $2844, and a married woman's eamed 

income, on average, was 34.4 per cent of her husband's ($979 - mostly derived from 

part-year economic activity). Women's labour force participation and, therefore, 

average incomes mostly increased with family size and mainly for reasons of economic 

necessity. For example, the total average income for a family of four people was in the 

range of $4000-$4999, which in al1 likelihood included the subsidiary incomes of 

women. Only 15 per cent of husbands eamed $4,000 but, with the inclusion of 

women's wages, 50 per cent of families achieved this incoms level. Women who were 

employed on a full-year basis eamed on average 51.8 per cent of male incomes 



(S1604lS3097). Female heads of families only eamed 39 per cent of the average male 

wage8. In addition 33 per cent of working women were immigrants, the outcome of 

liberal post-war immigration policy [Dominion Statistics (1954) 11-29; Prentice et al- 

(1988) 3 i  31. 

Evidence suggests that these issues may have also been a contributhg factor 

to the revocation of the Mamed Women's Regulations. Many groups had argued that 

the Act had created a 'class of persons' based solely on their marital status, quite 

contrary to other workers [Gill (1 962); Porter (1 993) 1321. The changing ideology away 

from women as 'dependents' was reflected in the posing by Diefenbaker's Labour 

Minister Michael Starr of two reasons for the revocation of the regulations: "a dislike for 

discrimination, and the continually increasing importance and permanence of mamed 

women as working women" [Porter (1993) 1371. In the late 1950s, in recognition of 

growing female participation and despite unrelenting opposition by groups such as the 

Canadian Manufacturers' Association (extending well into the sixties), the UI 

Commission appeared to 'make good' on its promise to provide income security for the 

economic well-being of these newly mamed female workers. 

Permanent changes in the market economy had created a new reality in the 

labour market expansion of mamed women, particularly in the shift of Canada's 

industrial structure to the growing services, which necessitated accommodation by the 

UI scheme. Women's labour force participation had grown from 25.3 per cent in 1946 

to 29 per cent in 1961 with a further jump to 34.5 per cent in 1967 [Canada.Cousineau 

(1969) 281. In this sense, the peculiar dichotomy of women as workers or as 

dependents seemed overshadowed by their newly adopted social and economic roles. 

e By 1996, female lone-parent families still only earned 37.2 per cent of dual-eamer family 
incomes (59.7 per cent for male lone-parent families) [Statistics Canada (1998) 16-17]. 



In the next few decades women were to be retegated to 'secondary income 

earner' status, implying that their incomes were not deemed absolutely essential for 

maintaining the family's needs. These erroneous ideas were evident for a long time to 

come with the continuing suspicion directed at marfied women well into the 1990s. 

Placed into historical context, women's public participation and community 

contributions were devalued in al1 aspects of social and political life, and perceived as 

being primarily a supportive function. In 1913, the premier of Manitoba advised Nellie 

McCiung that he "didn't want a hyena in petticoats talking politics' to himn [Canada, 

Commons Debates (May 29, 1975) 62381. The lack of leadership roles for women 

created an enormous undertaking for social activists to pursue goals aimed at 

increasing women's political awareness. 

For example, in 1970 the Report of the Royal Commission on the Status of 

Women wrote that oniy four women Senators occupied the upper house of 102 seats 

[Cochrane (1977) 49). The Senate had the ability to exert considerable control over the 

deveiopment of Canadian social policy. Activism pressuring the prime minister to 

appoint a woman senator began in 1919 with a resolution during the first conference of 

the Federated Women's Institutes of Canada, later endorsed by National Council of 

Women (as well as the Montreal Women's Club). It took years of constitutional 

challenges on the question of whether women were 'qualified persons', which had 

blocked their eligibility to be appointed to the senate. Finally in 1929, in its reversal of a 

judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada, the Judicial Committee held that the ENA 

Act did include women in its definition of persons [Prentice et al. (1988) 280-82; 

Canada, Comrnons Debates (May 29,1975) 62381. However, four decades later, the 

breakdown of any kind of equitable fom of representation in Canadian lawrnaking 

continued to largely influence the status of women in al1 aspects of mainstream thought 



in social policy areas. Moreover, by 1974, women only comprised 8 out of a total 264 

Mernbers of Parliament. At the international level the picturs was equally dismal. At the 

UN general meeting of 1973 there were 180 female delegates out of a total of 2369 

representatives [Canada, Senate Debates (June 25,1975) 1 103-1 1051. 

Of course, at the time of inception of the UI program, Quebec women had only 

just been awarded the vote (on April 25, 1940) after encountering rnuch opposition 

within the Roman Catholic Church. Church officiais often participated in enhancing the 

economic exploitation of women through media campaigns. For example, one Church 

official wrote in the newspaper Le Canada in 1922: 

The entry of women into politics, even by merely voting, would be 
a misfortune for our province. Nothing justifies it, neither the natural law 
nor the good of society [Prentice et al. (1988) 2831. 

The ideology of women's 'natural domesticity' permeated every aspect in the history of 

the nation's socio-cultural norrns. 

Moreover, a male-dominated bureaucracy, in particular management control, 

pemieated all aspects of the 1940 UI scheme at its inception. In 1935, Prime Minister 

Bennett had suggested the active recniitment of a woman as one of the Advisory 

Committee mernbers. This was incorporated into the 1938 Draft Bill [Roach Pierson 

(1 990) 1011 although the female appointed position was subsequently deleted in 1947. 

The speculated reason was the need for 'regional representation' on the Committee, 

which was undoubfedly an issue of the male workforce and capitalist pmfiteehng. 

Indeed, it was also most likely attributed to women's weak political representation 

[Porter 1993) 1261- As will be shown, the matemity benefits Commons debates were 

dominated by male perceptions of women's health issues related to childbirth. Their 

dismissal of women's concems in the 1971 UI Act resulted in enormous administrative 



complexities, including constitutional challenges that mandated subsequent regulation 

changes in 1975 and again in the 1980s. 

Indeed, the challenge for women was that social policy, including unemployment 

insurance, had developed in an environment conducive to the undemining of their 

opportunities for independence. Moreover, in economic ternis, women's presence in 

uninsured occupations guaranteed the maintenance of a reserve amy of flexible 

workers. The process necessitated inaccessible benefits so that they could not hold out 

for better empfoyment; when convenient, policy measures facilitated the strengthening 

or severing of female labour market attachments. Later, in this thesis, empirical 

evidence traces these trends through the 1960s; contemporary events suggest a very 

similar restructuring of today's Canadian labour market. 

However, throughout the 1930s to 1950s, women were beginning to exhibit 

some clout through the Canadian Federation of Business and Professional Women's 

Clubs, who sought to improve working women's lives, lobbying for equality in UI 

legislative amendments. Dunng the Depression years, they are credited for having 

been active in the debate over the firings of female bank clerks as well as raising 

crucial funds necessary to establish an employrnent seMce for women [Prentice et al. 

(1988) 264-51. Yet the National Council of Women, the umbrella organization for 

women's groups across Canada, had always focused on women's domestic roles, 

which had been reflected in their advocacy for mothers' allowances, dower acts, 

desertion and divorce laws, as well as child welfare and infant mortality. The 

predominantly middle-class council membership also took a position of male superionty 

in labour market issues. They rarely focused on contentious issues and it was only 

whenever they feared that young women would tum to prostitution, that it prompted 

their engagement in gendered labour market issues. This was then limited to their 



endorsement of the amelioration of working conditions in domestic sem-ces. ifowever, 

for the most part, wornen's groups like the Council had minimal visibility in those years. 

Gender-based constraints in the relation to the economy were such that the loss 

of female employment was not attributed to economic disturbances, and it was not 

considered a threat to macroeconomic stabilization. Women's reality was that 

demand for many of their traditional jobs usually exceeded supply and, if not, they 

could always be channeled into domestic seMces [Roach Pierson (1990) 100). They 

were not perceived as being among the 'desem-ng unemployed employables'. 

3.5 The historical development of UI entitlements for women workers and the 

maternity question 

The political impulses of strong women's groups and unions would have been 

the extra impetus to the 1970s maternity benefits regulations. As shown in Appendix 6, 

during the 1960s mamed women's participation was expanding, yet mamed men's 

participation remained very high, averaging wefl over 95 per cent [Dominion Bureau of 

Statistics (1960-1966)). Women's low unernployment rates made them an excellent rÏsk 

for inclusion in the UI scheme. Between 1957 and 1967, women's participation rate in 

their child-beating years had tisen frorn 47 to 57 per cent in the 20-24 age group, and 

26 to 34 per cent in the 25-34 age group [Department of Labour (1 969) 11. By 1962 the 

average full-time female/male wage ratio was 52.5 per cent ($263465014). This 

improved slightly to 55.8 per cent by 1971. Canada lagged behind on the international 

front, as the same ratio in Sweden was 80 percent with over 60 per cent of women 

participating in the labour force [Canada, Commons Debates (May 29, 1975) 62391. 



3.5.1 The 1962 GiII Commission 

The legacy of the 1960s may be estabiished by the opposing philosophical 

orientations of the Gill (1962) and Cousineau (1969) reports. Following the earlier UI 

scherne tradition, the November 1962 Committee of lnquiry into the UI Act (Gill Report) 

continued to favour strict insurance principles and it was heavily focused on program 

incentives and abuses [Cousineau (1969) 4751. The Gill Report acknowledged that a 

change in the environment, in the f om of slower economic growth and the changing 

dimensions of unemployment, had nearfy bankrupted the fund [Canada. Gill Report 

(1962) 11. In refemng to seasonal work, the document suggested that most of the 

abuses were 'legal', in that employers and employees, 

work the fund [and] It is true that he [obviously refemng to the 
male worker] may need some outside assistance to enable him to tide 
over the idle period but this is not the concern of insurance and it would 
be a distortion of an insurance plan to provide such assistance under the 
guise of insurance (1031. 

The Gill Commission conceded that seasonal benefits distorted principles of 

insurance because there was no 'loss of wages'. However, they were forced to 

address the reality of the labour market and recommend 'extended benefits' as there 

were no other appropriate social security programs available to deal with the problem 

[103,133]. In its statement of general philosophy, the Gill Report noted the following: 

... the system of unemployment insurance in Canada as it now 
operates will not and cannot meet the problems and requirements of 
either today or tomonow. We are living in an era of extraordinarily rapid 
change. Revolutionary advances in technology, new conditions of 
foreign trade and a continued marked expansion of the labour force will 
have far-reaching effects on the cperation of the economy and on the 
occupational structure of the population. In these circumstances it is 
obvious that there is an urgent need to re-examine the procedures of the 
past and to devise new approaches cornmensurate with the realities of 
the future [2]. 



More pointedly, the discourse of the era was on "positive solutions to the 

problems of unemployment", and specifically, "forward manpower policy" or "the 

development of adequate opportunities for employment and the fullest use of human 

resources [as] a prime concem to the community" [3]. 

In the late 1950s, manpower and labour market policies had been a reflection of 

growing concems about the structural, as opposed to cyclical nature of unemployment, 

that had usually been dealt with through Keynesian fiscal and rnonetary management. 

However. policy was also being directed at 'specific demographic bottienecks' in the 

labour market, in particular youth unemployment [Pal (1 987) 41,481. 

Indeed, the Gill Commission's hallmark was the misogyny disguised in the 

dialogue of 'actuarial soundness' which permeated the report's recommendations with 

respect to women's issues. Although it stopped short of recommending that 'Married 

Women's Regulations' be reinstated (a politically suicida1 move), the Commission 

attacked rnamed women in its summary of recommendations, as follows: 

(17) That a woman who has children below school age in her 
care be considered unavailable for employment unless she can prove to 
the satisfaction of the Unemployment Insurance Commission that she 
has made satisfactory arrangements for the care of the children should 
she receive an offer of unernployment [13]. 

This type of request has never been directed at fathers (particulariy lone-parent 

fathers). 

However, its recommendations in dealing with the seasonality issue and those 

who 'work the fund', were extended benefits that would "be available to persons who 

are unemployed by reason of a regular seasonal fluctuation in their employment pattern 

and who would therefore be unable to qualify for regular benefits because of the 

proposed seasonal regulations" [133]. 



First on the report's list of   abuse^'^ was "(a) the drawing of benefit by mamed 

women who are not in fact seeking employment" [133]. A middfe class bias permeated 

the report's dialogue, that mamed women have the "...unique ability to move into and 

out of the labour force at will ... . abuse the pian through drawing benefit while not 

genuinely seeking work .. .. married women are in a particularly favourable position to 

use the insurance plan in this wayn [133-1341. From statements made by the Gill 

Commission, one might infer that women occupied the cushiest positions available in 

the labour market. Seasonal workers (and their employers) were behaving in a similar 

manner yet every effort was made to accommodate them through the offefings of 

'extended benefits'. 

The Gill Commission also stressed that matemity benefits not be included in the 

Regulations of this type would not be intended to discnminate 
against pregnant women or the mothers of young children but they 
would be intended to preserve the insurance character of the 
unemployment insurance plan by preventing payment of benefit to 
persons who are in fact unavailable for empioyment .... an 
unemployment insurance plan should not be made to provide benefits 
that are properly within the sphere of some other social security plan. If it 
is desired as part of a general program of social security to provide 
matemity benefits for women who are nomally engaged in industrial 
employment, this should be considered on its merits and should not be 
swept in as part of an unemployrnent insurance plan [135]. 

Moreover, in refemng to seasonal workers, who were equally unavailable for 

employrnent on an annually episodic basis, its recommendations were 

... the second part to be a plan, supported from general taxation 
revenues, to provide extended benefits payable to persons who have 
exhausted their insurance benefits, ... to persons whose unernployment 
follows a seasonal pattern (91. 

' This list of 'abuses' occupied the next three full pages of the report. 



However, the report recommended a method of spreading out seasonal 

workers' incomes through the year. as it suggested that a worker who was employed 

over 40 weeks per year "cm reasonably be expected to carry through the rernainder of 

the year on his own resources" [Cousineau (1969) 161. This has been a popufar 

practice in the female-dominated teaching profession. The idea of the seasonally 

unemployed 'savîng for a rainy day' had permeated policymakers' attitudes since very 

early on in the development of the scheme [Struthers (1983) 61. Nonetheless, the highly 

popular Cousineau (1969) report subsequently favoured a govemment subsidy to these 

types of industries [21], and under the shadow of its developmental philosophy, 

expansive coverage for seasonal workers was a crucial element in the design of the 

1971 UI Act. 

Despite the inequities to women, it should be noted that the UI scheme 

furnished the impetus for the growth of cyclical (seasonal) industries. It effectively 

financed a firm's workers on a part-year basis, while lowering labour costs. Many 

intemationally competitive seasonal industries, Iike fishing and forestry, would have 

rapidly dissolved if faced with the higher labour costs that the unemployment insurance 

program subsidized during the off-season. For example, in 1968 the construction, 

forestry, fishing, and trapping industries withdrew $94 million more from the U1 fund 

than they had contributed in premiums. Manufacturing, trade and commerce had put 

S37 million more into the fund [House of Commons (April, 1971 ) 50821. 

Many economists might have argued that subsidizing these weak seasonal 

industries impeded the nation's long-terni economic welfare objectives. It may have 

also forestalled the efficient reallocation of workers into other industries that needed 

full-timers, perhaps in different regions of the country and, therefore, it would have 

hindered efficient labour market adjustment mechanisms in the Canadian economy. 



However, there has also been evidence that many non-economic factors will hinder 

labour mobility, such as strong family ties or cultural reasons. thereby nullifying any 

such poficy rneasures [Lin (1995) 91. But no matter what kind of UI program cost 

reformation occurred, it was recognized by rnost policymakers that it served no socio- 

economic benefit to facilitate a further shift to dependence by forcing this sporadically 

unemployed group ont0 the stigmatizing expenence of social assistance. These 

measures would have deviated from UI goals as well as the macro stabilization goal of 

upholding sufficient purchasing power in the economy. 

3.5.2 The 1969 Cousineau Report 

Indeed, the govemment just sat on the Gill Report because the document did 

not articulate its own economic vision. Neither did it share in the state's preoccupation 

with the emerging intemational environment of 'social and community development'. 

This may be explained by the fact that Gill Committee was an offshoot of the political 

persuasion of the Conservative Diefenbaker govemment which had been replaced by 

Pearson's Liberals in 1962. The report also undemined the emerging need for relaxed 

entry bamers into the prograrn. 

There were two primary issues at hand. First, the Department of Labour was CO- 

opted into conforming with the philosophical orientation of countries such as Sweden. 

Matemity benefits were already provided to women workers in 80 countries. Moreover, 

for years the International Labour Organization (ILO) had been strongly recomrnending 

the addition of maternity benefits to unemployment insurance schemes. The Minister of 

Labour, Bryce Mackasey, stated "... we are only doing what other civilized wuntries did 

many years ago. We are not breaking new ground: if anything we are just imitating or 

copying plans that are in force in many other countnes of the world ..." [Canada.House 



of Commons (November 3,1970)]. A 1966 Department of Labour - Interdepartmental 

Committee had also been seriously examining the matemity and sickness provisions of 

the Scandinavian countnes [Cousineau (1969) 291. 

The Cousineau Report was a reflection of changing attitudes, in ternis of the 

philosophical shift to a community development approach. It infused heavy appeal to 

the fact that "the Unempioyment lnsurance Programme needs a study in depth as it is 

doubtful whether it serves in 1968 the needs of the Canadian populationn. More 

pointedly, the objective of UI reforrn would be 'social development'. It strongly 

emphasized the upward trend in the unemployment rate since 1946 and it envisioned 

the scheme's central functioning within this newly-emerging environment [Cousineau 

(1969) Preface,2]. The preoccupation was with the under-utilization of workers through 

unemployment and with the consequences that "unemployment generates (in the long 

terni). unemployabiiity, similar to other factors Iike technology" 1321. This approach must 

be viewed in the context of the major contributing factor to the policy discourse of this 

period. The 1971 UI Act was developed in the preventive-curative era of social poficy 

which deemed incdme maintenance as an "investment in the development of the 

nation's human resourcesn as opposed to a "relief measure divorced from the 

employment and regional policy" [4]. 

Second, the report identified "two broad areas that constitute a few very important 

problems", the unemployed and women as "special groups which are at the core of the 

new problems" [28]. Women were lumped-in with 'unemployment' as the huge 

economic problems of the day but, at least, they had been upgraded to status of 

'secondary bread-winners' [25-311. The report acknowiedged that attention should be 

given to women's participation because they were "the most important new groups in 



productive a c t i ~ i t ~ ' ~ ,  and because the present system appears to be especially ill- 

adjusted to their needs" [28]. 

A clear shift in discourse from the Gill Report displayed notional adherence to 

ideas in phrases such as "procedures discriminating against women ... most 

objectionable.. . women become more fimly attached to the labour force.. . there will be 

a need to adapt the unemployment compensation system to deal with it" [28]. Indeed, 

the Royal Commission on the Status of Women report had influenced their views. 

However, the pnmary focus of the report was on the growth of part-year and part-time 

work in the Canadian economy. Cousineau reported that 

In fact the IC [Department of Labour - Interdepartmental Committee] 
is very concemed about the part-time workers and new entrants as new 
features of the environment and their eligibility conditions [UI] are 
directed toward dealing explicitly with these issues [19]. 

Heavy political rhetoric of generous benefits appealed to the emotion of the 

reserve amy who had been calfed upon, once again. The shifts in mamed women's 

participation rates were the resuît of an economic phenomenon on the demand side of 

the economy. Women were merely supplying their labour in response to the offer of 

good wages in expanding types of jobs opportunities. However, it was also conditioned 

by the growth of a middle-class, consurnerist society and suburban lifestyle that 

subsequently induced the need for dual-earner families, and women would fiIl this role. 

As shown in Appendix 7, in June 1961, 82.7 per cent of employed women worked 

full-time but only 59.3 per cent worked full-time and full-year. The problem was that 23 

per cent of female workers were employed less than 27 weeks per year". In addition 

to including most occupational categories of female workers, by reducing the entrance 

:O This was reflected in the significant growth in part-tirne employment as a proportion of total 
empfoyment growth (33 per cent in the 195344 period) [Cousineau (1 969) 29). 
11 The pre-1971 entrance requirement was 30 weeks in a 104-week qualifying period; it was 
lowered to 8 insurable weeks in a 52-week qualifying period [Dingledine (1981) 53). 



requirement to 8 weeks they could purportedly ensure eligibility for the majority of the 

female workforce which would functionally satisfy the political rtietorÏc of the period. 

Part-timers (less than 35 hours per week) who also worked less than 27 weeks per year 

only composed 5.5 per cent of the female labour force [Cousineau (1969) 301, and only 

a small portion would not meet the new 8-week and 20 hours per week eligibility 

requirernents. The new employment picture of part-year work in the senice economy 

was heavy on the agendas of Department of Labour officiais. 

Prominent economists such as Sylvia Ostry, who undoubtedly infiuenced the 

contents of the report, had identified that, although part-time or part-year work was 

expanding (it had doubled from 1953-64). much of it was voluntary due to women's 

influx into the labour market. Conversely, 'involuntary' part-time and part-year work 

declined dramatically dun'ng the period 1953-1964 1291. ît should also be noted that the 

definition of part-time was less than 35 hours per week (currently, it is less than 30 

hours). Part-year work was also defined as 'underemployment'. Ostry concluded that 

female underernployment was at 26 pet cent, of which 22 percentage points was 

attributed to part-year withdrawal (voluntary) from the labour force and 4 per cent was 

considered as unemployment (involuntary). This was considerably higher than the male 

rates of 7 and 6 per cent, respectively. The report concluded that the econornic benefits 

of part-time work far outweighed the costs and that new uses of femate labour played a 

vital role in organizing many industries. It was "a factor of economic and social 

progress" [31-32). This implied that the insurance scheme had to accommodate these 

new strategies so that the benefits continued to outweigh the costs. 

What were the benefits to including al1 female employment categones and 

lowenng the entrance requirements? Of course, there was a substantial group of full- 

time full-year women workers who would have benefited from inclusion in the liberalized 



program. However, in the second-tier female workforce, of the 26 per cent of female 

underemployment, if 22 percentage points were 'voluntary withdrawal' workers, then by 

virtue of the UI entrance requirements'2. these wornen would not have access to 

benefits, anyway. Yet. they were convenient contributors of 'premium  revenue^"^ at a 

time when the fund was near bankruptcy. In 1964 the fund had a $1 million balance in 

its reserves. Moreover, other service jobs were plentiful. Therefore women's 

unernployment of 4 percent would have been of a 'frictional' nature, implying a shorter- 

term, job search type of unemployment spell. There were good reasons for the 

Commission to believe that women's unemployment rates would remain relatively low 

due to growth in the services sector. As a result, they were low-risk clients. The main 

agenda behind the profound superficiality of wornen's inclusion in the insurance 

scheme was a severe deficit crisis. It also appeared as though part-year s e ~ c e s  sector 

work was being given similar priotity to the male-dominated seasonal work; only this 

low-risk female-dorninated work arrangement would not drain the fund. 

Moreover, of the 23 per cent of part-year (less than 27 weeks per year), full-time 

and part-time workers, many would not qualify for matemity benefits, as they would fall 

short of the higher special benefits entrance requirement of 20 weeks. Most would have 

been premium contributors with precaflous accessibility to the program. 

Nevertheless, rnaintaining women's labour force attachments had become crucial 

to the new fom of industry restructuring, and a reasonable tit-for-tat arrangement had 

to be struck through UI reform. Generous matemity benefits were a direct confirmation 

' '~enefts were only paid to those who could show that they were willing and available to work. 
but were ternporarily unernployed for reasons of an involuntary nature. 
'Yhere had been nurnerous exceptions of female-dominated jobs in the 1940 and 1955 UI Acts. 
such as hairdressers (offered in 1965). civil servants, private nurses. teachers (as well as music 
and dance), hospital and charitable institutions (they were offered voluntary coverage in the 
1 940s). 



of this adaptation. This benefit was also inevitable because the government faced 

pressures to get on-track with international trends. During this period, industry needed 

women to retum to their jobs upon recall, therefore it was wortti paying off the reserve 

arrny. As will be shown in Chapter 4, it was only in the following decades that 

employers would undertake the new strategy of hiring women part-time for the full-year, 

and fkxing their hours during peak periods. Similarly, what would follow in UI policy 

was an hours-based system, which would also be predicated on the notion of the 

exclusion of the second-tier female workforce, on the basis of this new type of work 

arrangement. 

The woman-friendly discourse of the Cousineau recommendations, with respect 

to matemity benefits, focused on the fact that there would always be sorne individuals 

who rnake 'false daims' about their labour force attachments. However, there was no 

need to penalize, through unnecessafily harsh rules, those who needed legitimate 

income support. Therefore, the matemity benefit was extended to those who had 

become pregnant, with no strings attached, in ternis of proving subsequent labour force 

attachments. Notably, the repoR also pointed out that it would "lighten the burden on 

provincial-municipal welfare" [Cousineau (1 969) t O] which had undoubtedly been the 

result of lack of coverage for many female workers. 

Finally, the Cousineau report also made every attempt to address the corporate 

abuse problem of 'working the fund', by recommending an experience-rating system 

(with great debate and Iittle success). It had suggested "Tying the duration of UI 

benefits to local labour conditions and relating contributions to real costs on an industry 

basis would make manpower policies both more effective and more essential" 133). 

Understandably, it faced enormous resistance from some industry groups and, as well, 

the Canadian Labour Congress [Canada-Comrnons Debates (April20.1971) 50821. 



Later, the 1986 Forget Report (of the Commission of inquiry on Unemployment 

Insurance) argued that the cost of extra premiums for employers with above average 

lay-off records would be far below the costs of creating full-year jobs. Nonetheless, it 

recommended against the imposition of expenence rating because, in the climate of 

high unemployrnent, employers might be encouraged to use overtime as opposed to 

hinng additional workers [125]. 

However, in the spirit of Canada's commitment to redistributive equity, 

experience-rating was never fulty implemented. ft was thought to be cornplex and 

administratively costly. It was never really necessary for the govemment to implement 

experience-rating. They had a new source of premiurn funding, which was the female 

contributor who would add to the fund much more than she would ever withdraw. 

Appendix 8 details the 1977 BenefiKost ratios of unemployment insurance. In fact, 

industries with high female concentration were cross-subsidizing unstable, traditionally 

male-dominated industries. Although in 1972 the cumulative deficit was at $1 52 million, 

by 1978 with the inclusion of many female contributors the UI fund held a surplus of 

S741 million [Dingledine (1981) 74,1081. Specifically, as will be detailed in this work, 

these historical events have been redeveloped and redepioyed in the modem era of 

'ernployment insurance' cost and efficiency considerations. 

3.5.3 Matemity leave policies prior to 1971 

Pnor to 1971, it was acknowledged by the govemment that matemity leave and 

benefits fonned a policy area that desperately required greater uniformity of treatment 

across the country. This was evident in the very first study on formal matemity leave 

policies granted to women workers by Canadian fimis, which was conducted by the 

Department of Labour in 1968. At that time, matemity leave which guaranteed that a 



woman could return to the same employer was legislated in only two provinces, British 

Columbia (1921) and New Brunswick (1964) [Canada-RCSWC (1970) 861. The study 

was an attempt at establishing the extent of matemity leave available to female 

employees and its variability or consistency among industries and provinces. 

The survey data revealed that there were no clear standards in maternity leave 

eligibility requirements with respect to 'length of s e ~ k e '  as it varied from three to twelve 

months. In particuiar, a major concem was that many service industries and srnaller 

fims had few formai policies. While it seemed as though fimis with 50 or more female 

employees and unionized workplaces required a slightly longer length of senn'ce in 

order to qualify, they were usually larger fims that had more consistent, structured, and 

formai human resources policies and procedures. Nonetheless, there was significant 

variation between industries and even within industry groups, and particularly within 

smafler firms. There was also variation between office and non-office employees within 

the same firm. 

Simiiar patterns were noted in the 'allowed duration' of matemity leave extended 

to female employees, which clustered between twelve and twenty-six weeks, with the 

larger proportion receiving between hrvelve and thirteen weeks. In some industry 

groups, such as hospitals, the more permanent employees were entitled to 14-25 

weeks. In addition, a large nurnber of employees covered by a collective agreement 

received 20-25 weeks of matemity leave [Department of Labour (1969) 14;  

Canada-RCSWC (1970) 851. 

The maintenance or 'accumulation of seniority' during leave was somewhat less 

of a critical problem, as in more than half of the industry groups seniority was 

accumulated during matemity leave. However, the accumulation of seniority for only a 

portion of the matemity leave period was applicable to a mere 20 per cent of the 



workers in the predominantiy female industries, such as clothing, knitwear and persona1 

services. More comprehensive benefits packages were extended to women who were 

covered under cotlective agreements, although in 1970 only 22.6 per cent of zll union 

members were women [White (1993) 561. 

Moreover, rnost employees were reinstated in their former positions upon retum 

from matemity leave but this was less the case for office workers [Department of 

Labour (1 969) 6-91. However, later in the mid-1980s, the Canadian Advisory Council 

on the Status of Women reported that the legislation of rnost provinces did not provide 

for accrual of seniority and benefits during rnatemity leave. This meant that women 

were more apt to fall behind male colleagues and it implied that they would be the first 

to lose their jobs during downsizing lay-offs [Canada-CACSW (1984) 111. 

The significance of the 1968 survey was that it also revealed that only a small 

minonty of ernployers provided a 'wage loss replacement plan' dunng maternity leave. 

This was confimed in a study on private wage loss replacement plans which had been 

submitted to the govemment by the actuaries, William M. Mercer Limited (1971). They 

reported that only 5 per cent of employees in their survey group received pregnancy 

benefits, and in most cases the maximum benefit was for a period of six weeks. The 

study also revealed that private plans were very costly to employers and, as a result, 

they received minimal priority even in union negotiating efforts 110-111. The other 

problem was that many workers were employed by firms with fewer than ten employees 

and insurance companies were not prepared to make private plans available to small 

fims [Canada.House of Commons (April20, 1971) 5082].14 

While much debate ensued on the issue of whether matemity leave should be 

: 4 The feasibility of employer-sponsored matemity benefits was revisited in 1985 by the Boyer 
Cornmittee, who reported similar findings [Canada.Equality for All (1 985) 121. 



covered under a fimi's sick leave policy, only a small proportion of workers could use 

sick credits towards maternity leave payments. In 1966, for example, 90 per cent of 

hospital workers were entitled to sick leave but only 8 per cent could use them towards 

childbirth. Policies were very similar in other industries. However, a slightly higher 

degree of income security was expenenced by Quebec women where 10 per cent were 

able to use their sick credits and 15 per cent were covered under wage-loss insurance 

[Canada. RCSWC (1 970) 85, Department of Labour (1969) 12-16]. 

The evidence overwheirningly implied significant variation in women's treatment 

within the labour force. This further intensified the problem of inequality resulting from 

their reproductive work. The study also revealed that some fims discnminated by 

extending matemity leave only to mam'ed women [Department of Labour (1969) 181. 

This meant that sole-supporting females woufd have been fired if they wished to take a 

leave, thereby forcing many unmamed women ont0 wetfare assistance. 

These gender-based bamers created by discretionary workplace niles 

mandated the state's role in countenng the resulting inequities, and the 1970s were a 

decade of attempts to create some balance. The inconsistencies in pnvate sector 

ireatment of matemity leave and the lack of remuneration resulted in many women not 

being able to afford time off without pay. The Royal Commission on the Status of 

Women (1970) evoked the United Nations Dedaration on the Elimination of 

Discrimination Against ~ o m e n ' ~  of 1967 which advocated "paid matemity leave with 

the guarantee of retuming to former employment, and to provide the necessary social 

services, including child-care facilities." The IL0 had also recommended income 

replacement of two-thirds of a woman's eamings [Canada-RCSWC. (1970) 85-86]. In 

" Canada had ratified the principles of îts recornmendations. 



its recommendations even the William Mercer (1971) actuarial study was adarnant that 

the total cost of the benefit be absorbed within the UI scheme [Al]. 

Despite escalating tensions with employers' groups who were opposed to the 

provision of matemity benefits for the reason that pregnancy was deemed voluntary, 

the benefits also (along with sickness and retirement benefits) represented a departure 

from the principles that the claimant should be available for work in order to draw 

benefits. However, the Minister of Labour, Bryce Mackasey, stated the program's goals 

very cleariy: 

We do not pay sickness insurance; we do not pay pregnancy 
insurance; we do not pay retirement insurance. We simply recognize 
sickness and pregnancy as valid reasons for drawing unemployment 
insurance.. . (when) earnings are temporariiy intemipted- [Canada. House 
of Commons (September 15,1970) 10: 14, (Novernber 3,1970) 8:8]. 

Of course a year later, Members of Parliament vehemently quarreled with 

concept of women's equality, and their lack of cornmitment and support was evident in 

the condescending dialogue of the debates. In 1971 one Member argued 

... but how does this [maternity benefits] fit into an insurance 
scheme? Is matemity an accidental thing? It may be in some cases. Are 
you going to include matemity cases when a girf says her pregnancy 
was an accident? What about maternities that are planned? How do you 
justify putting them into an insurance scheme?-.- What about girls who 
are not in the labour force and who have accidents? [Canada-Commons 
Debates (April20, 1971) 5109). 

While most agreed there were positive externalities because of irnproved infant 

care and reduced health care costs, employers' groups and politicians argued that the 

benefits should be funded through other programs provided by the public sector and 

not sustained by the private sector. Maternity benefits were considered by dissenting 

groups as social payments, not insurance [Kesselman (1983) 753. Conversely, women's 

groups argued that the benefits were Iinked to recipients' earnings as the result of an 

attachment to the labour force as well as the premiums that women had paid into the 



fund. Other suggested options were to pay benefits at a flat or income-based rate 

inespective of a woman's work history, or to include the benefits with the Family 

Allowance program. A further contentious issue for the business sector was that 

matemity benefits were to be 100 per cent financed by employers' and workers' 

premiums with no state contribution. 

Nonetheless, in 1971, matemity benefits were introduced as part of the 

revamped social secunty program, which was also in the spirit of Canada's cornmitment 

to its ratification of IL0 principles. 

3.6.1 Women and access to UI: equity to working women in the 1970s 

Although it is questionable whether the 1971 Ul scheme was completely 

accessible to many part-year and part-time workers, women were great beneficiaries of 

the 1,160,000 additionally insured workers. This group was statistically dominated by 

traditional fernale jobs [Appendix 91. The 1971 UI Act covered teachers and civil 

servants, in recognition of less stability in these jobs. The White Paper (1970) had 

noted that "teachers are discovering in some parts of the country that they are in 

surplus supply" [5). It also reported that other excluded workers such as hospital 

ernployees: civil servants, members of arrned forces, professional athletes and 

domestics who were previously thought to be 'immune' from the nsks of unemployment, 

were now "finding themselves deciared redundant" [5]. The Minister of Labour, Bryce 

Mackasey, reported in the House of Commons (1971) that "70 per cent of teachers are 

women, and they have absolutely no matemity coverage at al1 under their present 

collective agreementsn [CanadaCommons (April 19,1971) 5039). However, it was only 

later in 1973 that benefits were allowed for casual or substitute teachers and for those 

who had their contracts terminated at the end of each school year. These reported 



experiences were nothing recent for domestic workers as they had always experienced 

intermittent ernployment patterns. 

The provision of adequate unemployment insurance income maintenance was 

also cost effective. Later, in 1975, the government reported that by insuring al1 

teachers the Ontario school boards would spend an additional 6.5 million in premiums 

(.5 per cent of their annual budget). However, the estimated annual savings in weffare 

benefits was $22 million [Canada: Commons Debates (Apnl20, 1971) 50821. 

New mies created more equity for part-timers who were also disproportionately 

women workers. Minimum entrance hours per week were set at 20 hours and 20 per 

cent of the weekly maximum insurable eamings; these were subsequently reduced to 

15 hours per week and 20 per cent of the weekly maximum insurable eamings, after 

1981 l6 [Lin (Summer, 1998) 431. 

tiowever, the plight of multiple jobholders (a subject that will be delved into 

later) was beginning to take form in the early 1970s. Many women were more likely to 

hold numbers of part-time or casual jobs, and the qualifying criteria prevented the 

summing up of earnings from multiple jobs in order to determine their insurable weekly 

earnings. 

3.6.2 Matemity Benefits during the 1970s and 1980s 

A major innovation in 1971 was the introduction of matemity benefits as part of 

the social security program, an extension that had been advocated by social policy 

writers Marsh and Cassidy in the early 1940s. Although the 1971 amendments to the 

UI Act were a profound attempt to deal with a significant form of gender discrimination, 

'' In 1987 the mle was relaxed to 15 hours or 20 per cent of weekly maximum insufaMe 
earnings. 



they would become another thomy issue in the array of violations of women's 

reproductive autonomy. 

As described earlier, the govemment may have been pursuing ulterior financial 

aims; nonetheless, it was clear in its commitment to enhancing women's equality and 

ensuring that the Act apply to most workers with remunerated market work. Women 

were entering the labour force in significant numbers. One worker in six was a married 

wornan [Canada-RCSWC (1 970) 861. 

in the late 1960s, the Royal Commission on the Status of Women (1970) 

undertook study of the matemity issue and it recommended an 18-week coverage for 

matemity benefits. This benefit (although only 15 weeks) was subsequently offered not 

only on the notion of income protection for a woman's period of physical recovery 

around the birth but also in recognition of the economic hardship of reproductive work. 

However, as will be shown, matemity benefits were not about the politics of 

fernale autonomy. The ~ommissionen" had expressed profound concems that the 

government was not adopting a flexible approach with respect to the penod around 

confinement in which a woman could draw benefits. Sorne left Members of Parliament, 

Messrs. Broadbent and Knowles, also favoured wornen using their own discretion as to 

the allocation of the 15 weeks of benefits; they should be the best judges of the length 

of the recovery penod. The govemment was unduly creating hardships and program 

complexities. There was no flexibility for women who felt healthy enough to work until 

the confinement period and who may have preferred a 15-week adjustment penod after 

the birth [Canada-Commons Debates (May1 1,1971) 20: 16-20:24]. 

Moreover, the 

benefits around the 

government imposed a long period of ineligibility for regular 

confinement period (in the event that a woman became 

17 Royal Commission on the Status of Women (1 970). 



unemployed pnor to childbirth) [84-871. In a display of the absurdity of male control 

over women's bodies, the UI Chief Commissioner DesRochesa rebuttal during the 

proceedings of the Standing Committee on Labour, Manpower and Immigration, 

justified why women should be disqualified from UI six weeks before confinement." 

It is just a plain fact of life that some women should not work 
after so many months, you know, because of their awkwardness or 
whatever you want to cafI it [Canada-House of Commons (May 5,1971) 
20: 171. 

A further indication of where formal power resided: despite vehernent 

opposition during the debates, the 1971 Bill C-229 provided 15 weeks of benefits 

within a period of 8 weeks pnor to the expected birth week and ending 7 weeks after 

the birth occurred for those women who had accumulated 20 insurable weeks. 

Despite opposition from women's groups, the 'Magic Ten Rule' would be used to 

ensure that a wornan did not simply join the workforce after conception in order to 

qualify for matemity benefits D/erbniggen (1994) 9-10]. Indeed, this regulation 

immediately blocked access for many women. The govemment's aim was to ensure 

that 10 of the 20 qualifying insuable weeks were from a period between the 31* and 

5om weeks before the expected date of birth [Dingledine (1981) 61-62]. This meant 

that a woman would have to be employed during the week of conception.'g Moreover, 

access was further blocked by the long 20-week qualifying period for matemity 

benefits, while the normal requirement for other UI beneficiaries was a minimum of 8 

weeks. 

The preoccupation with women's employment at the time of conception 

perrneated most studies and government reports, including the House of Cornmons 

le This rule fell under Section 46 of the UI Act. It was subsequently revoked in 1984. Further 
discussion of this regulation will follow shortly. 
'' For a comparative analysis of matemity benefds entrance qualifications from 1971 to 1996, 
the reader may refer to Appendix 41. 



debates, in the early 1970s. The excessive and unwarranted suspicion of women 

evaded the issue of the economic benefits of govemment transfer payments which 

enhance their purchasing power. In fact, women tend to spend their incomes mostly on 

children or househoid necessities. This implies that transfers or child allowances would 

have the unique effect of contributing to the well-being and equality of children. A 

change in gender income allocation through redistributive policy variables gradually 

alters the organization of al1 market activities for goods and sewices which generate 

national income. Pregnant women, whether manipurative and fraudulent or not, 

generate market activity and GNP growth, along with economic stabilization, and 

usuaily within their focal communities. 

However, in a 1978 policy-enhancing measure, the govemment implemented 

reguiations related to S U B ~  payment plans which entailed the topping-up of matemity 

UI benefits with employer funding. This was successfully negotiated in many union 

contracts providing matemity benefits of often up to 95 per cent wage replacement for 

many women. Moreover, dunng the two-week waiting period, ernployers could pay 

funds out of the SUB plan, and they would not be disqualified. These payments were 

previously counted as eamings. By the mid-1980s, virtually ail women employed in 

federal service for at least six months were entitled to receive SUE payments, topping 

up their salaries to 93 percent for a period of 17 weeks [Status of Women (1989) 29). 

Of course, very few Canadian women received a salary top-up from their 

employer plans. Less than a decade later, the Forget Commission pointed out that, as 

of 1986, it was mostly public sector employees that were offered generous matemity 

benefits which had been bargained into their collective agreements. Canada Post also 

provided a generous plan to its employees. However, most small businesses (who 

2C Supplernental Unemployed Benefits. 



employ huge numbers of Canadian women) were not prepared to absorb the costs of 

these employee benefits [Forget Commission (1 986) 475). 

While there were some minor changes throughout the 1970s related to 

entitlements around the expected confinement period, there were mounting problems 

with inflexible niles. First, consultation with the Advisory Council on the Status of 

Women resulted in the 1975 Bill C-16 amendments, which created more flexibility in the 

period in which women could draw their 15 weeks of benefits (8 weeks before 

confinement and up to 17 weeks after birth). The reasons that had been argued during 

the early-1970s debates, were that many women felt healthy enough to reserve the 

bulk of their matemity leave for the period following childbirth. The new rules would 

essentially remove the penalty for those who did not take an early leave [Canada, 

Commons Debates (May 29,1975) 62411. However, since the 1970s, women's groups 

have also regulariy advocated for the removal of the two-week waiting period for 

matemity and parental benefits, with no success to date2'. 

This finally led to major amendments in the 1984 Bill C-156, which were the 

outcome of the report 'Unemployrnent Insurance in the 1980s'. It involved the feedback 

of women's organizations and comments from the Human Rights Commission (from its 

1979 Annual ~ e ~ o c t ) * ~ .  This resulted in two major amendments to the UI maternity 

provisions. First, the 'Magic Ten' rule was repealed, in recognition of its irrelevance and 

the suspicion it implied with respect to women's attachrnents to the labour force. The 

availability of benefits to adoptive parents also undemined the validity of this 

regulation, since the period of conception was not an issue in their access to maternity 

'' The 1986 Forget Commission had recommended elimination of the two-week waïting p e n d  
for matemity and parental benefits, which would effectively pay 17 weeks of benefits to the 
natural mother [SI 11. - -, 
-- Source: Canada-Cornmons Debates (June 2,1983) 25959 



benefits. The report pointed out that 77 per cent of claimants had over 40 insurable 

weeks, and only 4 per cent had between 20 and 25 weeks; therefore repeal of this 

regulation was also economically justifiable, as it was not expected to be costly [68]- 

Second, as of 1971 those women who did not qualify for matemity benefits 

were disentitled from receiving any other benefits (for example, regular or sickness 

benefits) for a penod of 8 weeks before the expected birth and 6 weeks after the 

childbirth week (subject to Section 46 of the UI Act), because they were perceived as 

being incapacitated around confinement and, therefore, unavailable for work 

[Canada:Employment & Immigration (1981) 671. It was estimated that revocation of this 

section would cost the UI fund $50 million, to the benefit of approximately 20,000 

Canadian women [Canada, Commons Debates (June 2,1983) 259591. 

However, it should be noted that the Magic Ten Rule would probably have been 

stwck down by Section 15 of the new Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which would 

take effect in April 1985. There were two cases (Bliss and Stuart) brought forth to the 

Federal Court of Appeal that, in al1 probabiiity, would have been successful at striking 

down both Section 46 and the Magic Ten Rule, had the Charter been in effect. With 

Section 46, the reality was that most pregnant women were capable of working almost 

until childbirth, and they should have had access to regular or sickness extended 

benefits entitlements. The govemment knew very well that the issue had opened up 

more complex constitutional questions and it was just a matter of time before these 

inequities would be repealed. Consequentially, only one day was allocated towards the 

Commons Debates on the passing of these critical UI issues. It was treated as a 'fait 

accompli' [Canada.Commons Debates (June 2, 1983) 259671. 

Moreover, the notion of physical recovery around childbiRh was extended to 

acknowledge the importance of psychological bonding with the child. As reported by 



the Task Force on Unemployment lnsurance (1981), very shortly after the rule changes 

of the 1975 Bi11 C-16 most women favoured using their 17 weeks mostly for post-natal 

care. The govemment reported that there had been a 'philosophical shift' away from 

women's tnie physical incapacity to the payment of rnatemity benefits on the basis of 

child care 1701. However, despite health implications, most women would try to work as 

close as possible to childbirth so that they could spend more time with their babies 

during the post-natal period. The reality was that the 1971 UI regulations did not 

properly address women's needs and the compensation penod of 15 weeks was not 

long enough. The regulations had been developed, debated in the Commons, and 

subsequently govemed by dominant male valuations and subjective notions of 

women's health issues. 

As previously noted, the pressure from adoptive parents' groups resulted in the 

extension of 15 weeks of benefits to either adoptive parent, in the form of parental 

benefits. As will be discussed shortly, the 15-week penod was later reduced to 10 

weeks (in 1989) because of constitutional challenges that would ensue, in particular the 

1988 Schachter case. Moreover, further amendments offered more flexibility for 

premature births and coordination with 'regulaf benefits plerbruggen (1994) 18-23]. 

However, in 1984 the entrance requirement was still 20 weeks. Benefits for a period of 

15 weeks were also still offered to the natural mother or either adoptive parent2' 

Despite restrictive trends in other areas of the UI scheme, the 1980s continued 

to bnng much positive attention to the issue of matemity and parental benefits. On the 

recommendations of countless studies, reports, and public hearings, including the 1985 

Boyer Committee report entitled 'Equality for All', the 1986 Forget Commission, and the 

'3 - 15 weeks of benefiis to adoptive parents were subsequently eliminated and replaced with 10 
weeks of parental compensation in 1989. 



1986 Task Force on Child Care, as well as the 1987 report entitled 'Shanng the 

Responsibility' (Special Committee on Child Care), the 1989 Bill C-21 24 finally offered a 

two-tier system of benefits, with 15 weeks to the natural mother, and including an 

additional 10 weeks of parental benefits to one of the natural or adoptive parents, with 

either parent being an eligible c la~mant .~~ 

Constitutional challenges such as the 1988 schachte? case had mobilized a 

new philosophical shift to recognizing the father's role in childrearing. These ideas had 

also permeated the dialogue in the recommendations of many of the reports and 

studies. The existing 15 weeks of maternity benefits would continue to be provided to 

natural mothers only, in recognition of the physiological needs of childbearing 

werbruggen (1994) 8-17]. The govemment was very cautious to maintain this notion, 

because they would be open to constitutional challenges by adoptive parents or fathers 

if matemity benefits were associated with child care (a social adjustrnent) as opposed 

to the physical aspects of reproductive work [Boyer (1985) 111. 

As a further justification the Minister of Emptoyment and immigration, Mr. 

Bouchard reported in 1988: 

If the mother is entitled to receive benefits, she could not be 
replaced by the father. We restn'cted the application to mothers, because 
that was firmly requested by women's groups who said that if we gave 
those benefits to fathers, we could face abuses by men who could 
forcibly insist that women continue to work so that fathers could receive 
the benefits [Canada, Senate Debates (March 29,1988) 29631. 

His staternent was a reflection of growing recognition of non-altruistic family 

institutions, and that women's allocational outcomes were often influenced by gendered 

2 4  Bill C-21 was implemented in 1990 
25 Additional weeks were extended for special needs adoption placements. 
'"he Federal Court of Canada ruled that the UI Act dixriminateci against natural fathers 
because it denied thern the benefits that had k e n  available to adoptive parents (of either sex). 



power relations. The women's movement had clearly made some gains in 

consciousness-raising within the policy-making arena. 

Interestingly, the amendments of the 1980s also reflected a visible cornmitment 

to farnilies and women, at a time when the UI scheme was generally imposing eligibility 

and benefits restrictions, as well as philosophically shifting to a cost-cutting 

perspective2'. In a pro-active response to the realities of families and their labour 

market issues, an injection of an estimated $340 million was allocated into additional 

parenting benefits during a period when Ui benefits were exceeding $1 billion per 

month (1 983) [Verbruggen (1 994) 8-1 71. 

The socio-econornic reality of the 1970s and 1980s was that women had 

gained social power and education. Female university enrollment had grown from 37 

per cent of the total in 1970-71 to 54 per cent in 1987-88. The gender eamings ratio 

rose from 55 per cent in 1971 to 70 per cent in 1987, and was steadily increasing. 

Women's labour force participation, as a proportion of the total labour force (due to a 

significant influx of mamed women with young children) had also increased: from 33 

per cent in 1971 to 44 per cent in 1988. Almost one-half of wornen (45 per cent) with 

children under age three, participated in the labour force in 19812'. Most (75 per cent) 

worked at full-tirne jobs. Moreover, visible minority women's participation grew to 64.5 

per cent in f 988 compared with 55.9 per cent for al1 women [Statistics Canada:Women 

(1990) viii-x]. These supply-side labour market changes appeared to be permanent. 

These demographics will be the subject of the next chapter. 

However, as the Forget Commission (1986) noted, "Canada lags behind 

European industrial nations in the provision of matemity and parental benefits" [475]. 

2i  S1.29 billion in reduced benefit levels. increased disentitlements, and entrance requirements 
'' This had been 32 per cent in 1976 and it increased to 52 per cent by 1984 [Task Force on 
Child Care (1 986) 3261. 



While the emphasis on maternity benefits may have been consistent with the values of 

contemporary Canadian society, there was pressure on the govemment to match the 

progress of other industnalized nations. In this way the govemment was shamed into 

compliance with the recommendations from nurnerous studies and reports. As of 1988, 

Canada ranked 22 out of 23 in the industrialized nations' provisions of matemity and 

parental benefits to families [Canada, Commons Debates (March 23,1988) 140641 

3.7 The contraction of the unemployment insurance scheme - the gendered 

effects 

The gender discourse of the mid-70s era was focused on women's choices and 

debunking Vole stereotyping'; yet, traditions, custorns and attitudes would continue to 

thwart the full socio-economic integration of women. In a patnarchal and patronizing 

second reading of the 1975 Bill C-17, Senator Azellus Denis contended 

It is also a privilege to please more than 50 per cent of the 
Canadian people. those chaming ladies who for so long have been 
desewing and asking for equal nghts and obligations. The amendrnents 
proposed in Bill C-16" go a step further in that direction. By introducing 
this legislation. The govemment makes a positive contribution to 
International Women's Year and once more demonstrates its will to 
improve the status of the fair sex' and 'May I add that the Senate has 
done justice to the status of women in its organization. In the present 
rnernbership of the Senate there are six charming and intelligent lady 
senators. Out of a total of 91.[Canada, Senate Debates (June 25,1975) 
1 103-41. 

The Senator ever so proudly boasted that the 'innovative' Senate had "done justice to 

women", pointing out that the Office of the Leader of the Govemment had "graced two 

ladies as  special assistantsn and that the senate had assigned a whole lot of other 

senior clencal and secretanal supervisor positions to women [Canada, Senate Debates 

'' Bill C-16 was the Statute Law (Status of Women) Amendment Act.. which amended the 
maternity provisions of the UI Act in order to create more flexibility in drawing benefits, ie: 8 
weeks before confinement and 17 weeks after. 



(June 25,1975) 1 103-41. The Senator seemed to think that the govemment had made 

'earth-shattering' contributions to women's ernployrnent equality and, in the context of 

that era, perhaps they had. Still, in 1962 the average full-time femalelmale wage ratio 

was at 52.5 percent; this had only improved slightly to 55.8 percent, by 1971. Canada 

lagged behind on the international front: the same ratio in Sweden was at 80 per cent 

with over 60 per cent of women participating in the labour force [Canada, Commons 

Debates (May 29, 1975) 62391. 

The changes, beginning with the 1975 Bill C-69, were symptornatic of many 

cost-reducing measures within the UI program. They began with increasing the 

disqualification penod, elirninating dependents benefits, and in particular, the 

elimination of the crucial three-week advance payment program. Women were also 

affected through the 20-week re-entrants regulations and the reduction of benefits level 

to 60 per cent in 1979. 

During the late 1970s women's groups had expressed concems about the 

discriminatory nature of minimum insurability of 20 hours per week, since part-timers 

tended to be women. As early as 1980, the Minister of Employment and Immigration, 

Lloyd Axworthy, had introduced an amendment to reduce the 20-hour minimum to 15 

hours, or20 percent of the maximum insurable eamings. This was in recognition of the 

social disadvantage that was imposed on women, as a result of their preponderance in 

part-time work. 

However, in 1994, even with this reduction in minimum hours, only 70-80 per 

cent of part-time workers were covered [Human Resources Development (1994) 741. 

In the 1980s, the Commission of lnquiry into Part-time Work (1986) had reported that, 

in 1984, 44.2 per cent (747,000 out of 1,689,000 part-timers in the Canadian 

workforce) were excluded from UI coverage, for the sole reason that they worked less 



than 15 hours per week. Considering the relative importance of part-time work as the 

biggest contributor to employment growth in the emnomy, the Commission suggested 

that the UI program should accommodate these workers. This report established the 

very eariy discourse of the 'pooled hours-based system', as it argued that there had 

been significant inequities directed at multiple-job holders [Forget Commission Report 

(1986) 4761. This discourse of the govemment in addressing gender inequities would 

spawn the basis for subsequent policy refoms of the 1990s. 

3.8 Concluding Observations 

This chapter has examined the UI scheme's early treatment of women which 

reflected its stated objective of integrating the issues of income security for the benefit 

of the male-headed family unit and its broader macroeconomic stabilization goals. In 

the three decades that followed the implementation of the 1940 UI Act, what was 

deemed economically necessary was the program's expansion to cover higher-risk 

male employment circurnstances and to counter regional dispanties. 

It has been demonstrated that the 1940 UI scheme mostly provided for women 

through benefits offered to their male relatives. This was a reflection of the socio- 

cultural climate of the era as well as labour market conditions that engendered 

women's dependency. The fact that institutional biases maximized benefits on behalf of 

males more directly addressed the needs of industry and geographic regions. Women 

were perceived as a 'drain' on the insurance fund. 

Although the history of the Ul scheme has revealed overtly biased legislation 

underlying a woman's accessibility to the unemployment insurance program, matemity 

leave and benefits entitlements were one of the first offerings of equal opportunities to 

women. However, a review of the Gill Commission Report, as well as an examination of 



the early 1970s House of Commons discussions, has demonstrated that the matemity 

benefits program was preceded by a painstaking process of moral judgrnents about 

women's entitlements and UI abuse. The discussion of the Cousineau Report also 

revealed the growing importance of women's service in part-tirne and part-year work, a 

subject to be explored in the following chapters. 

Nonetheless, the 1971 UI Act was an acknowledgment by the govemment that 

any further exclusion of women was indefensible, as econornic necessity had become 

the spur to much of their labour force participation. Of course, there would continue to 

be an excluded portion of the part-time and part-year married fernale labour force for 

whom access to benefits would continue to be problematic. The 1970s and 1980s 

were a period of significant adjustments to the matemity benefits regulations which 

were prornpted by inflexible rules, such as the Magic Ten Rule and Section 46 of the 

Act. This was a reflection of a male administration and limited input of women's voices 

into the eariy development of the matemity benefits program. In the Iâte 1980s there 

were also constitutional challenges which shifted attention to the fathefs parenting role. 

These issues, combined with international trends in family policy, subsequently resulted 

in a two-tier maternitylparenting benefits program. 



Chapter 4: The Changing Labour Market Since 1980: Women's Participation 

Rates, Famiiy Structure, Non-standard Work and Youth Unemployment 

4.1 Changing family structure: the prominence of dualeamer economic unÏts. 

Women's contributions to family income have become increasingly substantial 

in recent years, causing a reversal of post-war gendered relationships as they have 

become an integral part of the labour market. As described eadier, their changing 

social location was recognized in the late 1950s by the revocation of the married 

women's regulations despite vehement opposition from business and actuarial groups 

that followed well into the 1960s. Later the promotion of equal rights and opportunities 

for some women was affirmed through the extension of matemity (1971) and parenting 

benefits (1990) as well as Child Tax Credit programs. The gendered dimensions of 

these policies recognized women's fim labour force attachments and that reproductive 

work should not limit their ability to compete in the labour market. This type of proactive 

family policy allowed women to respond flexibly to changing domestic responsibilities. 

In 1981. the average mamed woman's contribution to household incomem was 

at 32.8 per cent of the mate wage (increasing to 34.7 per cent by 1987). However, in 

10.8 per cent of families the female partner eamed more than her male spouse3' 

[Statistics Canada (1987) 102-31. By 1995, in households where the husband eamed 

more than his wife, women's incomes had grown to 40.8 per cent of male eamings. In 

addition, 60.5 per cent of husband-wife families were dual-eaming, as opposed to just 

over 30 per cent in 1967, reflecting women's much expanded labour contributions. In 5 

per cent of families (as opposed to 1 per cent in 1967) the wife was the sole eamer. 

XI This was applicable to married couples with children, whereby the female spouse eamed less 
than the male spouse (56.6 per cent of families); another 26 percent of families had earnings of 
a male spouse only. For other married couples, women earned on average 44-45 per cent of 
male wages in bothl 981 and 1987 [Statistics Canada (1 987) 102-1 03). 



Moreover, since 1967 the nurnber of wives with higher eamings than their husbands 

had increased almost sevenfold [Statistics Canada: Dual-Eamers (1996) 7.1 1,271. 

The increasing significance of women's eamings is noted by the fact that in 

1967 single-eamer families (husband as the sole eamer) averaged 84.1 per cent of 

dual-earner family income (husband as the higher income-eamer). The income gap to 

a male-headed soie-eamer family was thus only 16 per cent of the average male wage. 

By 1995, the single-earner family averaged 72.3 per cent of the dual-eamer family's 

income. Even though, on the average, women's wages are substantially lower than 

their husbands', there is a strong indication of the growing relative importance of their 

contributions to the economic secunty of families. Since 1954, the greatest financial 

gains have been incurred by families in which wives participate in the labour force 

[Statistics Canada (1 984) 121. In the absence of wives' eamings, the 1995 incidence of 

low-income families would have been 17.8 per cent as opposed to 4.8 per cent (1989 

figures were 14 and 3.7 per cent) [Statistics Canada: Dual-Eamers (1996) 9,211. 

As suggested earlier, in the contemporary era, most women are no longer 

dependents or secondary wage-earners who supplement the farnily incorne in order to 

have a higher standard of living. A solid core of female workers have developed strong 

attachments to the labour market, even though the majority of women do not eam a 

wage that is suffîcient for them to Iive comfortably outside coupled arrangements, 

particularly if they have children. They also face the impact of high-tech 

unemployment, particularly in the areas where they are highly concentrated, such as 

clencal, sales and senice occupations. During the recession of the early 1980s, 

specifically in April 1983, 609,000 Canadian women were unemployed, as opposed to 

" This trend grew sevenfold from 1967 to 1995 [Statistics Canada: Dual-Eamer Families (1 996) 
1 O]. 



490,000 the previous year, an increase of 29 per cent [Canada, Commons Debates 

(June 2,1983) 25962,259651- 

A shortcoming of the Ut program has aiways been with regressive policy 

directed at a self-perpetuating, reserve amy of second-tier workers, rnany of whom 

are mam-ed women. What prevails is the idea that waged work is a ternporary interlude 

for some mamed women. However, the engineering of recent policy has exacerbated 

the problem, as it smacks of subtleties in re-directing a portion of this reserve army 

back into the home. 

lt is necessary first to depict the treatment of lone-parent women who have 

received some relief from the oppressive forces of patnarchy. While lone-parent 

women's incornes are supplemented by growing transfer payments from a benevolent 

paternalistic state, mamed women's eamings must continue to be subsidized by the 

incomes of male family members. 

4.2 Changing family structure: lone parenthood 

The incidence of lone parenthood is an entrenched phenomenon in the 

Canadian social structure which has contnbuted to vulnerabilities in the fïsks of 

deten'orating gender equality. From 1970 to 1 995, fernale-headed lone-parent families 

increased by 155 per cent [Perspectives (1999) 51. Earlier in the century, the causes of 

lone-parenthood were related to war, whereas today it is the result of marriage 

breakdown (in approximately 80 per cent of lone-parent families). The number of 

divorces had tnpled frorn 1970 to 1987, leaving 57 per cent of these families in low- 

income circumstances [Statistics Canada (1990) vii-viii]. In 1966, 8 per cent of farnilies 

were headed by a lone-parent, whereas by 4991 this had increased to 13 per cent. 

Lone mothers form the larger part of this group and they tend to be younger, less- 



educated, and have a high incidence of low incorneu. particulafly if their major source 

of income is social benefits [CST (1994) 189-921- They are also more dependent on 

social programs as an important source of income. 

In 1992 the Economic Council of Canada estimated that during the first three 

years following mamage breakdown a woman's income declined by 27 per cent, as 

opposed to 7 per cent for males [NAWL (1994) 81. Divorce or mamage also strongly 

influences a child's probability of entry into or exit from low-income family 

circumstances. An Amencan study revealed a 31 per cent immediate poverty entrance 

rate for people living in a female-headed family which was experiencing marital break- 

up? Labour market events such as unemployment will highly influence low-income 

entry. WhiIe farnily break-up has a lower occurrence rate, when it does occur it tends 

to have a much higher impact than unemployment on the incidence of low family 

income. This is mostly due to the prevalence of female-headed families which 

accompany separation and divorce [Picot,Zyblock, Pyper (1 999) 1-2,201- 

Several advantages had been offered to Canadians from 1951 to 1981, as 

social benefits steadily increased from 29 to 57 per cent of the sources of incomes for 

the lowest income groups in Canada, many of whom were female-headed families 

[Statistics Canada (1984) 181. This was a major contributor to the maintenance of 

redistributive equity in the country, as well as the substantially reduced risk of low- 

income families. By itself, the Child Tax Credit had a formidable impact, boosting 

family incomes (for low-income families) by approxirnately 10 per cent [Picot and Myles 

(1995) 121. One study has concluded that although eamings have declined in younger 

families dunng the past two decades, it has not been reflected in the rate of children 

32 57.2 per cent for single mothers; over 80 per cent for single mothers with children under 7 
years [Day and Brodsky (1 998) 61. 
33 The rate was 26 per cent for those fernale-headed families expetiencing unemployment. 



living in low-income families. This is attributed to social transfers (the Child Tax Benefit) 

which have replaced the lower family eamings. For those families with children under 6 

years (and with eamings that were less than 50 per cent of the median income), their 

disposable income from govemment transfers increased from 36 per cent in 1973 to 63 

per cent in 1991 [Appendix 101. Appendix 11 also demonstrates an inverse trend for 

transfers and labour market eamingsY. Interestingly, UI has made a significant 

contribution to boosting these families' incomes during the period 1973 - 1991, as also 

shown in Appendix 10 [Picot and Myles (1 995) 10-1 23. The relevance for women is that 

they have a high probability of being the heads of these types of economic units. An 

expanding transfer system serves to reduce the poverty gap 

In a study of family income inequality during the period 1970-1995, it was 

estimated that the growth of lone-mother families was the biggest contributor to tising 

inequality in the Canadian economy. Yet govemment transfer payments and tax 

credits had significantly narrowed the gap of the inequality of income distribution for 

these families [Rashid (1998) 12-16], which establishes the state's substantial 

importance as an equitable redistributive mechanism. Nevertheless, their proportional 

representation in the lower deciles rose from 23.9 to 39.7 per cent, during this period 

[Perspectives (1999) 51. Therefore, the 'depth of poverty' remains a crucial issue. 

The good news is that women have acquired more education which is the most 

significant variable detennining the likelihood of entrance into low-income 

circumstances- When the female family head has a post-secondary education the 

chances of escaping low-income rises to 36.8 per cent [Picot,Zyblock,Pyper (1999) 17.  

The historical events descnbed earlier provided the context for state support 

3 Labour market eamings fell from $3400 in 1973 to $2600 in 1991, while transfers increased 
from SI900 to $4600 in these same families. 



that has been given to the issues of lone-parent females. It suggested that 

demographic changes in the post-1950s period, forced the Canadian govemment into 

creating a legislative environment of transfer payment policies which pulled out of 

poverty, older women, female-headed lone-parent families, as well as low-income, 

working-class farnilies. This was made clear in its stated objectives, in the progressive 

poverty-eradicating era of the early 1970s. 

For lone-parent females, cultural belief systems had not changed, but alleviating 

their plight made good financial sense. The fact that these wornen or families were ever 

recipients of transfer payments at al1 evolved from the reality of demand-side economic 

factors in the form of inadequate wages and labour market segregation. These factors 

necessitated govemment subsidization as an indirect form of transfer payment to 

Canadian industries. 

The government also understood very well that women have little chance at 

reabsorption into productive activities when they lose their marketable skills while on 

social assistance. This implies long-term and expensive dependency. There is also no 

evidence to support theories of work disincentives associated with supplementary 

social transfers. Progressive policy measures have been working to maintain potential 

or current female welfare recipients in strong labour force attachments and away from 

social assistance. 

Appendix 12 illustrates that female-lone parents have stronger labour force 

attachments as their children age. Moreover, part-time work is replaced by full-time 

arrangements very rapidly. Presumably, M e n  their children are older, lone-mothers' 

labour market patterns mirror that of single wornen. Undoubtedly, the presence of pre- 



school children, a discriminating labour marketYs and low eamings are the major factors 

which irnpede their full-time participation. However, by the time the children are school- 

aged, the mothers' participation rates match those of other women (over age 25), and 

they have a high probability of joining the low-flsk, full-time, first-tier female workforce in 

terms of El premium contributions and access to entitlements. 

This is recognized by policymakers and, for these reasons, stiffened policy 

instruments have not been directed at severing labour market attachments of this 

particular demographic group as there is no economic justification for these types of 

measures. On the contrary, powerful incentives have been directed at facilitating their 

workforce attachments, whether or not they measure up to the full-time full-year ideal. 

This philosophy is at the foundation of the new employment benefits, Targeted 

Eamings Supplements, which are directed at female welfare recipients. As emphasized 

by the govemment, one objective was "helping people to move from dependency to 

work". Approximately 35 per cent of lone-parents who are offered 'Targeted Eamings 

Supplernent' (which averages a hefty additional $800 per month) get off welfare within 

a year [HRDC (January 23, 1996) 7.21. 

In terrns of El policy, lone-parent females are as equally disadvantaged as their 

mamed sisters, particularly as part-time workers, when their children are young. In this 

sense, gender-based distinctions are not obscured within the program due to their 

traditional reproductive work and there is an undeniable feminized link to second-track 

benefits. Of course, for these women the state plays the role of the 'husband' in 

covering any hardships of El program inaccessibility. However, it has a vested interest 

35 Their excessively high unemployment rates may provide evidence of a discriminating labour 
market. However, another contributing factor rnay be that many fernale lone-parents are young 
and lack marketable skills. education. or training. 



in moving them into first-track status, hence the investment in providing 'employment 

benefits'. 

As a final note: statistics were also in the govemment's favour as many of 

these women would be more attractive marriage candidates whom could eventually be 

subsidized by new male partners". Indeed, when female lone-parents remarry, 99 per 

cent escape low-income circumstances [Picot,Z yblock, Pyper (1999) 1 7 .  

Therefore, what follows redistributive justice directed at lone-parent females is 

increased economic effkiency and social stability- Contemporary realities are also 

such that the low costs of rnaintaining their employment attachments will offset the only 

other expensive alternative which is social assistance. Lone-parent women might bear 

the shorter-term costs, but the much longer-term social drain on the entire community 

will also foster a net economic drain in terms of spin-off effects. The fact is that in 

today's socio-economic environment, it is a beneficial goal for everyone, not just poor 

women, to solidify their labour market attachments as there are social costs to poverty 

and social benefits in transfer programs. 

4.3 Non-standard work: seif-employment 

In another aspect of changing labour market dynamics, a growing number of 

women have become self-employed contract workers and senn'ce providers. thus also 

ineligible for insurance average. Legislators have failed to make provisions that take 

into account this type of work arrangement that creates difficulties for many workers. 

The niles assume that workers have choices about their employment status, with little 

attention paid to an economic climate that creates the conditions for severe 

employability problems, structural and involuntary underemployment. 

'"or one thing, labour market attachments create opportunities for women to meet potential 
marriage candidates. 



Recent changes in the nature of self-employment becomes evident when 

reviewing the pertinent discourse of the Cousineau Report (1969): 

It would be a mistake, in our opinion, to try to protect the self- 
employed through unemployment insurance. A man who is self- 
employed cannot, by definition, be involuntarily unemployed except if he 
loses his business [6J. 

First, self-employment was frequently associated not only with male workers 

such as skilled trades people or professionals but also the capitalist class. The 

extension of UI benefits to this group did not seem valid. since there is 'moral hazardj3' 

in compensating these claimants. Thus the income security system limiting coverage to 

the 'self-ernployed' was more of a reflection of the nature of self-employment during 

this penod. Today, there is a much different definition, because the self-employed 

have not only firm labour market attachments but also some f o m  of employer- 

ernpioyee relationships; the nature of the demand side of the ewnomy is such that 

industries need the flexibility of these 'dependent contractors'. 

Many self-employment contracts are fonned for the benefit of employers who 

require from a segment of their labour force flexibility and a degree of detachment. 

Nonetheless, it is often quite possible to detennine when the contract begins and ends, 

along with the level of earnings; thus, a contributory system would be very feasible. 

Yet it is clearly not on the El policy agenda. One study pointed out that these workers 

are simply "disentitled wage labourers rather than independent contractors" [Osberg 

and Phipps and Erksoy (1995) 7j. 

Researchers have examined the differences in 1980s and 1990s growth trends 

in self-employment. During the 1980s, the growth of the self-employed sector 

37 As defined by Gunderson and Meltz (1987). if the self-employed are insured, this would lower 
their costs of unemployment. Therefore, they may take inappropriate nsks wtiich influence the 
self-induced aspects of unemployment. However, the authors also argue that this dilemma may 
be resolved with an experience-rating system (1691. 



continued to be largeiy entrepreneurial. The self-ernployed were also more likely to 

employ other workers in their businesses. This has also been linked as a contributing 

factor to the strong employment growth in the Canadian economy during the late 

7980s. This has not been the 1990s experience as 90 per cent of the newly self- 

employed work on their own [Lin and Yates and Picot (1999) 31. 

Overall, the rise of self-employment has been a major contributor to 

employment growth in recent decades. In 1997, 16.2 per cent of the labour force was 

self-employed compared with 11.5 per cent in the late 1970s [Lin, Yates, Picot (1999) 

11. This type of work arrangement contributed to 75 per cent of new job creation in 

Canada [Appendix 131. Between 1975 and 1986, female self-employment grew by 11 8 

per cent, as opposed to 39 per cent for men [Statistics Canada:Housing (1990) viii], 

although it should be noted that women represent only one-third of the self-employed. 

They are also highly concentrated in personal and household service provision or in 

sales. Self-employed men are concentrated in agriculture, construction, fishing and 

trapping, as well as business and professional sewïces. Technological advances in the 

service economy have also piayed a crucial role, as cornputers have inftuenced some 

home-based work arrangements. 

During the 1980s, while employment grew by 14 percent, self-employment grew 

at twice that rate (29 per cent) [Pold (1991) 461, over half (53 per cent) of these people 

operating home-based businesses [Perspectives: Work Arrangements (1997) 501. 

With the exception of fishers the employrnent insurance program has never 

offered coverage to these workers because of perceived violations of insurance 

principles [HRDC (1994) 77-78]. It also undoubtedly refiects cost cansiderations. This 

is attributed to the annual turnover fiows into and out of this type of work arrangement 

which are significant, as they average 500,000 self-employed workers per year (42 per 



cent of the self-empioyed population). The motivation for entry into self-employment is 

not positively cyclically correlated. In other words, entry is not 'recession push'. Yet 

exits from self-employment have shown counter-cyclical variations, implying that paid 

employment is the preferred work arrangement for many Canadians. When full-time 

paid employment increases by 1 per cent, this is correlated with a -985 per cent nse in 

the self-employment exit rate. This relationship is weaker for women (-69 per cent), 

which rnay signify bamers of entry into paid work. Nonetheless, on average, the self- 

employed move into paid employment in large numbers during healthy economic 

growth [Lin, Picot,Yates (1 999) 3-4,10-121. For self-employed men. their substantial 

rates of exit may be a reflection of their high average hours (27.7 per cent higher than 

in paid employment) in self-employrnent, for 15.6 per cent less pay on average [shown 

in Appendix 14. 

Of course for women, the issue of self-employment takes on a gender-specific 

meaning. While a growing number of women have started up small home-based 

businesses3 in recent yean. the more prevalent f o m  of self-employed female work is 

in limited-terni contract work for the provision of seMces to industry, govemment and 

the not-for-profit sector, where they are offered no employer-funded benefitsfg and no 

income secunty in the event of unemployment. Many of these contract workers are also 

multiple-job holders. Female workers in non-permanent jobs have a high probability of 

being young and single, and their average eamings are 55 per cent lower than those 

workers with permanent jobs [Perspectives (1997) 3). 

As discussed earfier, in the 1940s this type of self-employed arrangement was 

the predominant f o m  of female employment in domestic and private nursing services 

36 Few women have incorporated businesses with paid employees [Pold (1 991 ) 461 
39 vacation pay, pension. group insurance, ovenime pay, and collective agreement protection 



(60 per cent of the nursing workforce). The 1929 Weir Survey of Nursing Education in 

Canada showed that private nursing employment fluctuated with the business cycle, 

leaving these workers extremely vulnerable during temporary work stoppages [Cobum 

(1974) 1451. In the modem era, not only do these workers have few opportunities for 

advancement or accumulation of seniority, but they are also placed in vulnerable 

economic positions, unprotected from the forces of recession. Their employment is also 

not covered by family poiicies, such as matemity leave. HRDC (1998) has argued that 

the unemployment rate is very low among the seff-employed [(October,1998) 51. 

However this may not be entirely accurate as few self-employed contract workers would 

have incentives to report themselves as unemployed given that they have no access to 

income security. Many are also discouraged workers who intermittentiy exit the labour 

force. 

The 1994 SLID survey revealed that self-employed eamings tend to be 

polanzed at the high and low ends of the eamings distribution. The gender wage gap is 

also very similar to the paid employment workforce (66 per cent). Appendix 14 

provides evidence that self-employed women have lower average eamings, with 

median eamings at half the rate of employed women. Most self-employed women (71 -9 

per cent) eam under $20,000 per year compared with 47.9 per cent of paid female 

employees. They also work 15 per cent more hours on average, with 25 per cent 

having worked in excess of 2,500 hours per year, compared with only 2.7 per cent of 

women in paid employment [Lin and Picot and Yates (1999) 7. 

The emergence of these contingent employment relationships also signifies 

much larger changes in a market-driven economy that has experienced post-industrial 

structural adjustments through the growth of the services sector. lndustry and 

govemment, strategizing around employment flexibility and the need for cheap sources 



of labour, have increased part-time, contract (self-ernployment) and casual work, which 

has been reflected in the nature of female economic activity. However, these labour 

market changes are also at risk of influencing society's demands on the govemment 

policy apparatus because of the short tenure of these types of jobs. 

One micro-simulation study determined that Ul coverage for these workers (and 

those with short-hours of less than 15 weekly hours) would be advantageous at 

increasing the income security of those in lower income deciles, particularly young 

workers. Nearly half of the new beneficiafies are in the second and third income 

deciles. The researchers also concluded that women would be the biggest gainers of 

such policy because of their high preponderance in part-time and self-employment work 

patterns. Manitoba workers would also be disproportionate beneficiaries of such policy 

measures, ranking second highest of al1 provinces in ternis of those 'newly-covered' as 

a percentage of the labour force [Osberg, Phipps,Erksoy (1995) 28-37]. 

The ongoing development of the UI program recognized the high social costs of 

labour market adjustments. The growth of self-employment is a more recent example of 

this type of adjustment. Access to the program would presewe the dignity of 

individuals by warding off the humiliating effects of having to resort to welfare relief and 

other forms of charity or dependence. By the early 1970s the program had developed 

to provide an adequate income Stream during job search or retraining, as a part of the 

objective of maintaining equality of opportunity and redistributive equity. However, 

more recently policymakers' response to the dilemmas created by this type of work 

arrangement was reflected in perpetuating it. This was accomplished through self- 

employment assistance, which are start-up funds for new pnvate sector businesses, 

including additional financing to hire workers. 



What will follow shortly is evidence from the 1994 Survey of Labour and lncome 

Dynamics as well as from Human Resources Development Canada studies, which 

indicate that policy may have fallen short of these objectives in not taking into account 

changes in famity and ernerging iabour market structures. 

4.4 Non-standard work: Gendered Part-time Work Patterns - Evidence from the 

1994 Survey of Labour and lncome Dynamics 

In recent decades adult women have been great beneficiaries of part-time 

employrnent growth in senn'ce jobs. However, a combination of severaf forces have 

underrnined the quality of their work experiences and economic security. First, 

demand-side factors in the economy, including a thnving seMce sectop, have given 

rise to an involuntary group of part-time workers. Between 1980 and 1987, women had 

accounted for 73 per cent of employment growth in Canada. However, they also 

represented 72 per cent of the country's part-time workers [Status of Women (1989) 

13,191- By 1993, 60 per cent of newly-created jobs in Canada were thirty or less hours 

per week. Part-time jobs, many of which were involuntary, also tended to n'se during 

recessions. Part-time work has a gendered impact on the demand for labour. For 

employers, it was always financially lucrative as it exempted them from responsibility for 

UI premiums paid on behalf of many of these workers untii 1997. By 1994, the UI 

program covered most full-time workers and only 75 per cent of part-timers [HRDC 

(1 994) 73,931. 

The modem labour market dilemma has somewhat shifted from seasonality to 

part-timelcasual and contract work. Although the magnitude of seasonal work remains 

cg 84 per cent of fernale worlrers were located in the service sector in 1988 (Statistics 
Canada.1990.p.viii) 



relatively high in sorne provinces, such as Newfoundland and New Brunswick, it has 

been reduced" because of an employment decline in certain weakened industries such 

as agriculture, fishing and trapping, logging and forestry, as well as construction. In 

1997 only 2.9 per cent of al1 workers were employed in seasonal jobs. This is a 

significant decline from 35 per cent of the workforce in the late 1930s when the UI 

scheme was designed. Moreover, in traditional seasonal service industries there has 

been a trend toward full-year part-time work, which has been facilitated by the fact that 

many of these industries do not rely on weather conditions as with the primary 

industries [Marshall (1999) 16-22]. As was shown earlier in Appendix 7, a very common 

work arrangement in the 1960s was full-time part-year work. The 1971 UI program 

changes were enacted to accommodate these work patterns so that certain groups 

(including women) would maintain strong labour force attachments. However, since 

1980 part-year employment has shifted to part-time for the full yea?2, with al1 of the 

hours being reallocated from the full-time workforce. This has been another flexibility 

strategy on the part of employers who aim to avoid hiring and training costs during busy 

seasonal periods by increasing the hours of their current employees [Marshall (1999) 

191. 

Another crucial point should be emphasized that labour market deterioration has 

occurred at a faster rate for males in many industries during the past 25 years. The 

long-term economic restructuring has resulted in a general substitution of service work 

and male overlap in areas of traditional fernale employment, Although males are still 

not highly represented in part-time work (approximately 6 per cent for males over age 

25), their involuntary part-time rate has increased at a rapid rate with each of the two 

41 There has been a decline in seasonal swings ('the average monthly rise or fall in employment 
due to seasonality') frorn 3.4 per cent in 1976 to 2.8 per cent in 1997 [18]. 
'' Part-year employment has decreased from 33 to 28 percent since 1980 [Marshall (1 999) 191. 



previous recessions [Appendix 15 & 161. However, as of 1997 male involuntary part- 

timers (over age 25) represented only 3.2 per cent of the male workforce, cornpared to 

8.6 per cent for women [Rose (1999) 20-21; Statistics Canada: Labour (1997) 211. 

Nonetheless, there has also been a rapid decline in the full-time-to-part-tirne ratio for 

males [Appendix 1 7  in particular for those over age 25, while it remained relatively 

constant for wornen over age 25. The male part-time rate has doubled since 1979. 

Data extrapolated from the SLlD survey, shown in Appendix 18, 19 and 20 

provide evidence that a disproportionate number of Canadian women were involuntary 

employed in part-tirne work in 1994. While women represented only 46 per cent of 

suwey respondents, they accounted for 69.2 per cent of part-time workers. Thirty-eight 

per cent of female part-timers responded that they could only find part-time work. In 

1993, 34 per cent were reported as working in part-time jobs involuntarily, because full- 

time work was unavailable to them [Nova Scotia Status of Wornen (1996) 31. 

Moreover. women represented 72 per cent of al1 involuntary part-time workerru. 

Higher numbers of women (9 per cent, as opposed to 1 per cent for male 

respondents) worked part-time for the reason of caring for children or farnily 

responsibilities. Nonetheless, with only 9 per cent of female respondents in this 

category, the data appears to contradict prevailing notions that wornen work part-time 

pnmanly as a personal 'choice' because of family and child-rearing responsibilities. The 

employment status of permanent full-time work and job security are often not the reality 

for Canadian women. 

Further analysis shows that approximately one-half of part-tirne lone-parent 

fema les are involuntary part-time workers, which may support the theory that potential 

43 These figures are consistent with previously pubfished data prepared by Status of Women 
(1 994). 



employers perceive that they a= inferior workers. Wornen who are mamed are more 

likely to work part-time for reasons of personal preference for this type of work 

arrangement [Rose (1999) 211, which implies that they may be more wlnerable to 

labour market exit when faced with the 'discouraged worker' syndrome. 

The disturbing connections with part-time work is that it involves a much slower 

accumulation of human capital in terrns of work experience and training, but it is also 

associated with precarious labour market attachments. These factors are also major 

determinants of the length of unemployment and re-entry into stable work patterns. In 

contrast, women who voluntarily work part-time have unemployment spells that are 

brief because part-time work is more readily attainable due to demand-side economic 

factors having caused enormous part-time job growth in recent decades [Mayer (1994) 

128-1 351. 

In her study on the effect of part-time work on unemployrnent spells, Mayer 

(1 994) concluded that part-time work experience lengthens the period of unemployment 

for those seeking full-time work and it encourages a self-perpetuating cycle of job 

instability and labour market discontinuity patternsu. While men and women experience 

similar unemployment levels, the study has suggested that discouraged unemployed 

women would disproportionately settle for low-wage part-tirne work- On the other hand, 

men who seek full-time work have shorter unemployment ~ ~ e l l s ~ ~  and they will hold out 

for a much longer penod before accepting a part-time job (1351- Mayer's results also 

confirrned that women were disproportionately affected, in particular because they are 

involved in part-time work during the early prime employment years. It has serious 

long-terni implications for career advancement, because it creates a vicious trap that 

- 

44 This is not the case for men; their labour market attachrnents are not necessanly affected by 
cumulative part-time work experience (1 351. 
45 The study suggests that they are made full-time job offers at a faster rate than women 



keeps them in low-wage intermittent work and at high risk for permanent labour force 

exit [128]. It is exactly these features of women's labour force participation that makes 

them less marketabfe workers even when competing against young unemployed males. 

There are dissimilarities in the gender implications of unemployment. It is 

pertiaps integrally connected to how the nature of economic change has shaped 

gendered work, but it is also evoked by traditional elements in gendered reproductive 

work. 60th forces have significant implications for the gendered dynamic of what is 

deerned an appropriate definition of a 'reasonable attachment' to the labour force for 

the purposes of employment insurance entitlements. 

The 1994 SLlD data confirm certain facts about women and men's ernployment 

patterns. Men appear to work part-time at the beginning and end of their careers. Part- 

time work is mostly a temporary interlude in the male career advancement path. 

Appendix 21 confimis the wide gap between full-time and part-time male participation 

patterns, in particular, during the prime working years of ages 30-54- Between these 

ages, men have a part-time rate of less than 8 per cent of total employment. Appendix 

22 indicates a much narrower gap and consistent pattern between working-age full-time 

and part-time women. After age 20, there is an average of one-third of the ernployed 

fernale labour force that consistently works part-time until retirement age. 

Noteworthy is that the consistent pattem of the part-time phenomenon extends 

well beyond women's childbearing years, which supports the contention that much of it 

is involuntary, as well as self-perpetuating. While reproductive work may be the initial 

spur, once women embark on the cycle of part-time work there rnay be very Iittle scope 

for subsequent mobility. 



4.5 Influences on gendered relative wages 

Ernpirical findings suggest that, since 1980, male wages have declined relative 

to female eamings [Statistiw Canada. (March 1998) 18)]. The figures in Appendix 23 

confimi similar wage patterns for unattached males and unattached fernales. However, 

wages work in the opposite direction for those men and women who are in coupled 

living arrangements. The much higher preponderance of women in the lower wage 

category (56 per cent earned $0-$20,000) may be explained by the high incidence of 

part-time or casual work. Mayer (1994) pointed out that female workers with 

predominantly part-time expenence have a low rate of full-time job offers. However, she 

also pointed out that length of work experience does not necessanly shorten women's 

unemployment spells for those seeking full-time work, which is quite contrary to the 

male expenence [126,t3l, 1351- These factors have serious implications for gendered 

relative wages. 

Discontinuities in work patterns may have hamful consequences for the 

economic status of women. The HRDC (1996) Gender Analysis study reported that 

37.8 per cent of women with children under age 5 were not in the paid labour force 

(680,000 of 1.8 Million), of which 65,000 were unemployed (3.6 per cent) [16]. The 

General Social Survey (1995) revealed that 71 per cent of women return to paid 

employrnent after their first work interruption, but oniy 35 per cent of women do so 

within two years and only 31 per cent retum to the same job with similar tasks. Only 47 

per cent of women who had previously worked full-time also retumed to full-time work. 

Other figures on gender work interruptions and job tenure are shown in Appendix 24. 

Sufprisingly, even university-educated women have a long average duration of 3.1 

years in their first work interruption; women with lower education levels have even 

longer penods of discontinuity. There are huge implications for women's re-integration 



into the labour force after work interruptions of even just a few years: technological 

advances have been rapid, particulariy in the fernale-dominated senice industries. As 

such, women lose their marketable skills very quicklÿ. They have weaker attachments 

because of temporary worka and they are highly underemployed in low-wage work. 

Statistics Canada (and rnany other studies) has published research 

documenting that women spend disproportionately more time in childrearing activities 

(16.2 hours per week compared with 8.6 hours for men) and unpaid household chores 

(26.2 hours per week compared with 13 hours for men). The figures for lone-parent 

women are 23.3 and 25.2 hours, respectively. This phenomenon is applicable to both 

employed and non-employed women. They continue to have primary responsibility for 

the needs of children and the household entity [Rose (1999) 11,15-161. The unequal 

distribution of domestic work is almost guaranteed to materialire into lower gendered 

relative wages. This is because it irnplies fewer hours spent on building marketable 

skills and training in the labour market, which are traits that are vahed and command 

good pay. 

4.6 Youth unemployment and the intensified cornpetition with the femafe 

workforce 

In 1946, 57.3 per cent of youths ages 15 to 24 participated in the labour force. 

This dropped to 48.1 per cent in 1965, mostly due to social conventions that 

encouraged longer spells of education. Since that period, there had been an upward 

trend in youth labour force participation patterns (November 1989 - 67 per cent). 

However, this had changed in the 1990s (November 1993 - 49.8 per cent participation; 

46 Statistics Canada has reported that 57 per cent of non-permanent woricers are women 
[1997:Catalogue 75-001 [31]). 



1997 - 57.5 per cent), with a large drop in their share of service industries jobs [Sunter 

(1 994) 31-32; Archambault and Grignon (1 999) 11. 

It may be necessary to provide the historical context relating to the issue of 

youth unemployment, in particular because the Canadian economy is experiencing an 

expanding male youth unemployment crisis similar to the period of the Great 

Depression. Chapter 3 elaborated on young single women's experiences. However, this 

short historical analysis will speculate on how the current intensified cornpetition in the 

services sector may resuit in diverging gendered labour market outcornes. 

Throughout history, it has been widely believed that intervention, in the fonn of 

social discipline, was usually necessary to preserve young men's Work ethic'. It was 

also probably related to the fact that they were channeled into the worst jobs early in 

their working years. Low wages have often exacerbated the incentives problem. When 

unemployed, young males were also the 'undeserving' poor because they were usually 

able-bodied: idleness irnplied laziness. As Stnithers (1983) noted on wages in the 

1930s. "In an economy highly dependent on low-paying unskilled work, any f o m  of 

relief for the unernployed constantly ran the risk of becoming more attractive than workn 

[135]. 

Labour force statistics shown in the figures of Appendix 25 provides the 

historical context of high male youth unemployment, even in the 1950s. Their 

unemployment rates were approximately double that of other groups in the labour 

force. However, this had always been a ternporary condition, obviously because these 

young men would age, and the unemployment rates of males over age 25 years (and 

particularly, mamed men) were always reasonably low among of al1 demographic 

groups. 



Various foms of workfare, including 'employment benefits', are not unfamiliar to 

the male youth unemployed. In the late 1930s the National Volunteer Conservation 

Service actively recmited young men to receive training in the Canadian primary 

industries. Moreover, a 'Fann Placement Plan' was designed to curb the transient and 

agitated young male unemployed population in the cities [Struthers (1983) 156-1601. 

Later. in the 1950s, youth labour market policy included vanous programs and wage 

subsidies directed at job creation in community projects. In recent decades young 

males' unemployrnent has often been targeted alongside other rnarginalized groups, 

such as women and visible/ethic minonties. Moreover, job creation strategies have 

shifted from a community projects fows to the private business sector [Pal (1987) 47- 

551. 

In the 1940s and 1950s male employment differed wnsiderably from female 

jobs. whereas today there is much overlap in gendered work, particularly in the senAces 

sector (banking, finance, insurance, clerical work, public senice) [Armstrong and 

Armstrong (1994)] as shown in Appendix 26. In the 1940s young men (many of whom 

were immigrant youth) would be channeled into unskilled work in seasonal industries 

such as agriculture, forestry, construction, mining, fishing and trapping. Just over 35 

per cent of the Canadian workforce were segregated into these industries. Young men 

also competed with the older male workforce; lax immigration policies ensured that 

there was always an oversupply of male labour in order to keep the wage rate low 

[Struthers (1983) 41. In more recent decades the percentage of male workers has 

declined in the primary industries and manufactunng, in favour of increased 

employment in community and business services as well as public administration. The 

aftennath of long-term economic restnictunng has also resulted in a general 

substitution toward work in the s e ~ c e s .  Therefore, young men are competing in areas 



of traditional female employment and, as suggested earlier, they have been losing their 

share of service sector jobs. 

As shown in Appendix 27 & 28, following the early 1980s recession male youth 

unemployment had declined to 12.3 per cent by 1989. However, this has not been the 

experience after the recession of the early 1990s- While this group's unemployment 

was over 20 per cent in 1992-1993, it has hovered around the 17 per cent mark since 

1995. In June 1997 the unemployment rate for adults (over 24 years) declined to 7.5 

per cent, while youths (ages 15 to 24) experienced an unemployment rate of 17.5 per 

cent. The rate was 23.5 per cent for those ages 15 to 19 [Perspectives: Highlights 

(1997) 31. Young women's unemployment rates have shown healthier post-recession 

recovery [Appendix 27 & 281. Similar to the 1940s and 1950s, significant numbers of 

young women wiii always be channeled into (and remain) in the less cyclically-sensitive, 

low-wage, lower-tier echelons of the labour market. 

The economic cycle usually explains a large proportion (approximateiy 50 per 

cent) of the drop in youth participation rates [Archarnbault and Grignon (1999) 181. 

Following the severe 1990-92 recession, participation rates declined because some 

young people retumed to scho01~~. exiting with inadequate work experience to offer 

potential ernployers. Many of the othen remained out of school and the labour force". 

half of whom are young women with children (50 per cent were lone-parents) and the 

other half young men. They had few prospects for future employment and more than 

one-third received social assistance [Sunter (1994) 32-35]. 

47 Youth participation rates declined from 66.9 per cent in 1989 to 57.5 per cent in 1997, and 
school enrollment increased by 10.5 percentage points for those ages 15 to 24. However. only 
44 per cent of the drop in participation was attributed to increased school enroflment 
erchambault and Grignon (1 999) 3.71. 
6 per cent in 1992, of which 72 per cent were women [Sunter (1994)j; this dropped slightly in 

1997 to 5.7 per cent (labour force drop-outs). Nonetheles, Il .l per cent of youth were 
'unemployed and not attending school' [Archambault and Grignon (1999) 9). 



One problem faced by the government is that a significant decline in youth 

participation can not be explained entirely by the business cycle4g and the conwrrently 

cyclical nature of school attendance. It is stnictural in nature and it has not been 

adequately accounted for by changes in the real wage, the minimum wage, El or social 

assistance. and not even the rate of retum to education". Nor does it appear to be 

reversing itself to any large degree [Archambault and Grignon (1999) 181. 

From 1989 to 1997, the percentage of men, ages 20-24 who were neither in 

school, nor in employment increased, whereas it had decreased for al1 other 

demographic youth groups [Appendix 291 (Archambault and Grignon (1999) 381. This 

implies a reoccurrence of the dreaded idleness problem referred to efriier This is an 

important fact in the discussion of the next chapter because it will suggest that the 

eamings patterns and unemployment of this particular demographic group has been 

'heavy on the agendas' of poficymakers. 

Indeed, young people have lower job tenure by virtue of their age and because 

of the nature of jobs into which they are segregated, such as part-time or intermittent 

work. As Sunter (1994) noted, youths are 'Last hired, first fired' [32]. Current labour 

market trends are such that young men have fewer opportunities to even obtain part- 

time jobs in order to gain the experience that will assist them in moving into permanent 

work as had usually been the male experience of previous decades. As noted earlier, 

they have also experienced a large drop in their share of service industries jobs. The 

way they can move into the 'good jobs' is if they gain some expenence in the 'McJobs' 

45 From 1990 to 1996, only 33 to 50 per cent of the decline in youth labour force participation 
was attributed to trade cycle phenomena [Archambault and Grignon (1999) 191. 
50 One study concluded hurnan capital acquirements are not really benefiting young workers, 
because older worlrers have k e n  attaining education at a more rapidly increasing pace. This 
may account for 30 per cent of the wage gap between older and younger workers [Kapsalis, 
Morissette and Picot (1 997)]. 



or, in particular, in the services where mam'ed women are highly concentrated. This is 

the modem reaiity of their labour market entry point, and an oversupply of women is 

blocking young males' access. 

Given that jobs are set from the demand side of the economy, even a mere five 

percent of mamed female exits would benefit the male's relative positions on the labour 

queue of the unemployed. Young men solidify their attachrnents as they move rapidly 

from bad jobs to gaod jobs because of signaling mechanisms ta prospective employers. 

First, irrespective of productive traits identical with those of young wornen, the 

discriminating market rewards young males on the basis of their personal 

endowments5'. The economic misfortunes of young wornen is that they move into less 

favourable jobs and, as evidenced by high statistical probabilities, they will remain in 

these jobs. Second, given the history of m a ~ e d  women's labour force patterns, 

regressive policy most assuredly creates conditions for the severing of female labour 

market attachments. What follow in Chapter 5 is empirical analysis of how this self- 

perpetuating process has begun to occur, and how employment insurance policy 

masks dramatic differences in gendered incentive effects. 

- -  --.-. 
5 1 There is a need to clarify the economic definition of discrimination, as it pertains to gender 
labour market access: The economic definition of labour market discrimination, while not a legal 
concept, is nonetheless a process of the systematic favouring or creation of advantages for 
some groups over others. Discrimination plays an essential role in the stmcturing and 
segmenting of labour market groups as it determines the employment experience, including job 
and wage offers, as well as the actual allocation of income shares. There are different forrns of 
labour market discrimination. Demand-side statistical discrimination occurs when two workers 
share a set of socioeconomic characteristics, yet access to opportunity is impeded for one at the 
pre-entry level baseci on employer perceptions of their inequality of potential resources. This 
may be perpetuated by myths, biases and stereotypes that are deeply and historically embedded 
in our socio-cultural institutions. Systemic discrimination involves the creation of bamers or 
processes which impeâe a worker's ability to convert potential opportunities into successful 
labour market outcornes. Historically, both have resulted in women's occupational segregation 
(lower wages usually follow) and impediments to mobility, despite signifiant acquisition of 
hurnan capital qualifications. As a result of these underpinnings in the construction of the labour 
market, women are more vulnerable to changes in the income security scheme and they face a 
deteriorating systern at a progressively faster rate. 



4.7 Concluding observations 

This chapter began with historical statisticç which describe the realities of dual- 

earner families. Most women are no longer dependents or secondary wage-eamerS 

who supplement the family income in order to have a higher standard of living. A solid 

core of female workers, including lone-parents, have developed strong attachments to 

the labour market mostly due to econornic need. 

The chapter also discussed that self-employment is no longer a phenornenon of 

a minority of workers. Although women represent one-third of self-employed workers, 

they also face greater vulnerabilities in these types of work arrangements, as was 

shown in their eamings and exit patterns. They would also receive substantially higher 

beneficial value from their inclusion in the El scherne. However, in a culture that 

predominantly prioritizes male deprivation in the labour force, the social implications of 

maintaining women workers in these marginalized circumstances is not a high priority 

on the state's agenda- For mamed or coupled women who are self-employed, it is also 

assumed by policymakers that their earnings will naturally continue to be supplemented 

by male partners. 

It may also be concluded that the precarious economic status of women is often 

rooted in child-rearing arrangements. Women's responsibilities for children impedes 

their capacity for full labour market integration. When financialfy feasible, mamed 

women often reduce their work hours for family reasons, including the shortage of 

daycare. When they are subsequently obliged to enter the workforce because of 

divorce or other economic reasons, they face glaring wage discrimination. The SLlD 

evidence suggested that the split between the private and public spheres continues to 

prevail. It established significant differences in involuntary gendered part-time work and 



relative wages for women living in coupled relationships. These are factors which 

encourage labour market discantinuities. 

The iong-standing issue of youth unemployment and its reiationship to the shift 

of male workers from seasonal employment to the service sector exemplifies yet 

another stage in the evolution of gender relations. However, as marginalized workers, 

'women and youth' are not a homogeneous group of disadvantaged labour force 

participants. There are structura! institutional differences in the 'rational choices' made 

by these economic agents. The echelons of the labour market hierarchy also continue 

to favour the male worker. 

The next chapter will examine social policy factors that influence the gendered 

division of wages. For example, when women have less access to employment 

insurance benefits this compels their segregation in other forms of non-standard or 

non-permanent work in order to accommodate child-care responsibilities. The problem 

is that they will sperid their crucial younger, seniority-accruing years away frorn the 

advantageous sectors or occupations in the labour force and also falling significantly 

behind in wages. These types of work arrangements offer lower wages, and they are 

associated with low training and the chronic unemployment charactefistic of a flexible 

workforce. This results in an even greater economic marginalization of women. 

Porter (1993) argues that policy development of the post-war welfare state 

determined the socio-economic status of women. Restrictive access to incorne security 

segregated women even further into low-wage industries and jobs. Mamed women's 

regulations of the 1950s were a good example of how this type of oppression had 

manifested itself into a self-perpetuating segregated labour force [111]. Chapter 5 will 

demonstrate how this process appears to have been re-deployed with the new El 

reg ulations. 



Chapter 5: From Unemployment Insurance to Employment Insurance: Changes 

in the 1990s and the Gender Implications 

5.1 UI in the 1990s: the new emphasis 

The 1990s marked three successive stages of restrictive regulation changes 

with the particular goals of cost-cutting measures as well as a heavy emphasis on 

worker incentives and getting the unemployed into jobs. The 1990 UI Act emphasized 

active employment programs in order to improve labour market adjustments, by 

redirecting $800 million into these activities [HRDC (1997) 7. Further restrictive 

rneasures had been precipitated by the recession of the earfy 1990s when benefit 

payments reached approximately $20 billion [CCSD (1996) 33-34]. It would only be 

after the 1994 changes which disentitled many claimants that the program would begin 

to accumulate surpluses; they amounted to almost $6 billion in both 1995 and 1996 

[Lin (Apn1,1998) 59-60]. Moreover, the federal govemment withdrew its financial 

contribution; the fund thus became fully-financed by employer and employee 

contributions [Muszynski (1 997) 191. 

In addition, a complex formula of increasingly restrictive maximum benefit 

penods and benefit phases was introduced in 1990 and further refined in 1994; it was 

related to the unemployment rate and weeks of insurability, with a maximum benefit 

penod of 50 weeks. The 1993 Bill C-113 reduced the incarne replacement rate to 57 

per cent; the 1994 Bill C-17 reduced it further to 55 per cent, as well as further 

tightening of the entrance requirements and Ioweting the maximum benefits periods. 

The variable entrance requirement (VER) increased to 10-20 weeks from the previous 

10-14 weeks. A 1994 change further increased the VER to 12-20 weeks. 



5.2 Retrogression to the 1940s: the gemder implications 

In a cost-cutting turmoil, deterioration of the UI program continued in the early 

1990s, with new rules directed at making ineligible those workers who quit their jobs or 

were fired for misconduct. In 1971 such workers faced a three-week benefits penalty. 

Their disqualification penalty was raised to 7 to 12 weeks in 1990 (with a 50 per cent 

earnings replacement level) [Lin (Apri1,1998) 67-71]. Finally, 1993 followed with a hefty 

loss to workers, which entailed a severe penalty of complete disentitlement for quitting 

a job or being dismissed for misconduct [Lin (April, 1998) 67-71, Lin (Summer, 1998) 

441. This nile is of particular concem for women who are empfoyed in jobs with Iittle 

autonomy and control over their workday; they are more prone to workplace abuses as 

well as intensification of their work efforts. Recent corporate restnicturing and massive 

lay-off strategies may have also forced the remaining women to endure many unpaid 

and involuntary ovenime hours. 

On a positive note for women, in 1994 a farnily supptement was extended to 

those low-incorne eamers with dependents, based on the goal of fending off the 

necessity for claimants to seek out social assistance while on claim. It increased the 

benefit level up to 60 per cent of insurable eamings for those claimants who were 

receiving a child tax benefit and who met certain adjusted net income requirements. 

Although the amount is being progressively increased to 80 per cent by the year 2000, 

it will still, at that point, represent an overall average increase of only 12 per cent to 

these claimants' benefits levels [Arenburg (1997) 114-1 151. Moreover, the dependents 

benefit is now offered on a farnily income-tested basis (as of 1996), which effectïvely 

excludes most manied women. 



5.3 Employment Insurance: purpose and major changes to the program 

The 1996-97 Bill C-92 enacted legislative changes in the fom of an 

'Employment lnsurance Act' which replaced the former Unemployment lnsurance Act 

and the National Training Act [Arenburg (1997) 1071. The stated primary objective was 

to re-introduce insurance principles into the scheme and to respond to the 'changing 

nature of work' [HRDC:Monitonng (1998) 121, as well as to influence work incentives 

and procure 3 . 2  billion in savings by the year 2002 [HRDC: A Guide (1996) 1-21. As 

will be show, these budget constraints are often the cause of coercive policy 

practices. 

The benefits claim period was reduced from a maximum of 50 to 45 weeks for 

full-timers (varying by region), but the new rules also disproportionately and negatively 

affected duration entitlement for part-timers. The maximum insurable eamings level 

was reduced from $845 to $750 per week. In addition, there were claw-backs for 

higher-income earners, to a maximum of 30 per cent of benefits, for any income level 

that exceeded 1.25 times the maximum yearly insurable eamings. The benefit rate was 

set at 55 per cent of insurable eamings (1994). with additional claw-backs for repeat 

claimants of regular benefits ('intensity rule'), depending on their daim record for the 

previous five years [Lin (April, 1998) 66-71]. 

The riew regulations abolished the insurable weeks wverage requirement 

(variable entrance requirement) in favour of a new formula based on 420-700 hours 

(depending on regional unemployment rates), and new entrants' and re-entrants' hours 

requirements (910 h o ~ n ) ~ * .  Appendix 30 provides an outline of changes in the 

program entrance requirements which were implemented with the 1996 Bill C-12. 

'' Entrance requirements were previously 20 insurable weeks for al! workers. irrespective of 
regional unemployment rates. 



These new mles applied to special benefits. including matemity benefits? Every hour 

worked became insurable and subject to premium collections. with refunds to some 

workers who earned less than $2000 per year. The new system created some 

advantages for seasonal workers. who worked fong hours for just a few months during 

the year, and favoured full-time steady workers [Arenburg (1997) 1 1 1-1 121. 

The Employment Insurance Act replaced previous 39 federal employment 

programs with a newly streamlined set of five central programs, referred to as 

'employrnent benefits'. This also included a federal govemrnent plan to shift labour 

market training programs to provincial jurisdiction [Arenburg (7997) 1211. Indeed, the 

crux of emptoyment benefits is clearly private-sector job-creation and redirecting the 

unemployed into the low-wage phvate market sector. 

The scheme has emphasized strong labour market attachment and 'active re- 

employment' measures, as well as minimal (yet improved) support for low-eamings 

families", through development programs, which are referred to as a 'Retum-to-work 

Action Plan' (HRDC:A Guide (1 996)]: 

1. Targeted Wage Subsidies: incentive measures to encourage employers to expand 

their workforce and offer opportunities to marginalized workers who face barriers to 

labour market entry; 

2. Self-ernployment assistance: start-up funds for new private sector businesses, 

including additional financing for new businesses to hire workers; 

3. Job Creation Partnerships: creating job experience for workers through community 

development projects in high unemployment areas; 

Special benefds claimants required 700 hours, irrespective of economic region. 
5.4 Prior to Bill C-12, workers who were employed l e s  than 15 hours per week did not pay 
remiums and were not eligible for benefits. 

p5 As previously noteci, this is not applicable to rnany wornen in coupled living arrangements. 



4. Targeted Eamings Supplement: encouraging claimants to accept a lower paying 

job, by providing a 'temporary' supplement. As emphasized by the government, one 

objective is 'helping people to rnove from dependency to work'. Approximately 35 per 

cent of lone-parents who are offered 'Targeted Eamings Supplement' (which averages 

an additional 3800 per month) are expected to get off welfare within a year [HRDC 

(January 23, 1996) 7,2]. 

5. Skiils Loans and Grants: covers the costs of training or education, so that workers 

have the opportunity to upgrade their labour market skifls. 

On its path back to insurance pnnciples, the scheme has also maintained 

elements of a 'needs-test' and a two-level benefits scheme in the form of claw-backs 

for high income eamers alongside the enhanced farnily supplement for low-incorne 

families. 

5.4 Ernployment Insurance: program performance and implications for women 

workers 

5.4.1 Qualification periods: accessibility of entrance into the El program 

The 197 1 U1 Act covered an additional 1,160,000 workers who had previously 

been excluded [White Paper (1970) 701. However, these workers had genuine access 

to the insurance plan in the event of loss of a job. The major access problem for 

women workers of that period was that they would likely be self-selected quitters. 

The 1996 Bill G12 claimed to cover an additional 500,000 part-time workers in 

ternis of premiums collection which increased coverage to 96 per cent of the labour 

force. However, authentic access to the program has becorne much less real for 

women. While employment insurance coverage is more universal, it may be yet 

another stage of enhancing the process of redistnbuting income from part-tirne and 



rnarginalized workers to the full-time workforce, which is a significant negation of its 

originally-stated policy aims and practices. 

One of the primary objectives of the 'Employment Insurance Act' was to respond 

to the 'changing nature of work' (HRDC: Monitoring (1998) 121. The function of an 

efficient and flexible system is to recognize the diversity of work arrangements that 

have become a prevalent feature of the modem economy. As shown eaflier, this 

currently entails non-standard work such as part-time, short-terni contracts or self- 

employment. One way to detemine whether the program continues to provide sewices 

of a reasonable qualitYs is to establish whether those who pay premiums can 

reasonably expect to receive benefits when they become unemptoyed. 

There has been growirig evidence that some workers are paying premiums but 

have a minimal chance of ever accessing benefits because of the longer entrance 

requirements in the houn-based systemS7. Part-timers form a big part of this group but 

it has also become the plight of many multiple jobholders. Women, in padicular those 

who are manied, are affected because they represent 69 per cent of part-time workers 

and 49 per cent of multiple jobholders [HRDC: Gender Impact (1996) 61. 

In 1996, the vital changes for women were the new regulations that abolished 

the insurable weeks coverage requirement (VER) in favour of a new 420-700 hours- 

based formula (based on regional unemployment rates), including new entrants and re- 

55 Under Section 36 of the Canadian Charter of Rights of Freedoms, the Canadian Govemment 
is committed to providing 'essential public services of reasonable quality to al1 Canadiansn. This 
raises a number of questions about equity and equality issues, as they relate to the adequacy of 
benefits and equaf accessibility for al1 worûers. Of course the commitment to this standard is 
onIy possible if the program takes into account the changing nature of work and relative 
standards of living. Currently the govemment is k i n g  challenged on the grounds that it has 
failed to provide these essential public services to the Canadian woking population. 
57 For example, in a low unemployment region such as Manitoba, entrance requirements have 
increased from 300 to 700 hours. For new and re-entrants, the entrance requirement increased 
to 91 0 hours. 



entrants hours requirernents (910 hours) [Appendix 301. However, the govemment 

estimated that 16 per cent of those cfaimants who worked less than 35 hours per week 

(90,000 prernium contributors, of whom 47,000 were women) would be disentitied to 

benefits unless they increased their work hours [HRDC (January 23,1996) 2,2; Gender 

Impact (1 996) 71. This is often not within the realm of possibilities for women workers. 

For example, an examination of some labour market averages helps to explain 

the trend of declining El ciairns by part-timers that followed the 1996 El Act. Under the 

new El regulations many workers were ineligible by virtue of the fact that entrance 

requirements had more than doubled in most economic regions. A 1996 impact report 

prepared by HRDC stated that in 1994 Canadian women had on average 37.4 

insurable weeks" [HRDC (January 23. 1996) 2.1}. Given this average, under the 

hours-based system any worker who is employed over 19 hours per week would qualify 

for benefits if she worked the average number of weeks per year? One potentiai 

problern is that the average Canadian part-timer in 1997 worked 16-5 hours pef week 

[Marshall (1999) 191. This implies that under the hours-based system, a woman's 

entrance eligibility requirement would have more than doubled, from 20 to 43 weeks, 

which is considerably higher than the 37.4 average weeks that women usually work. 

Not surprisingly, based on these labour force averages, women's lower weekly hours 

would effectively disqualify them at the program entrance point. 

There is no question that women's groups supported the elimination of the 

insurable weeks system in favour of a pooled-hours method, in particular because of its 

advantages in multiple job holden' access to matemity benefits? The new Bill C-12 

" This is probably a much lower average for part-timers. 
Based on Manitoba entrance requirement of 700 hours. 

60 It should be noted that from 1976 to 1994, multiple jobs had increased sixfold for wornen, yet 
only doubled for men [HRDCGender Impact (1996) 221. 



regulations applied to special benefits, including matemity benefits (700 hours 

irrespective of economic region). Since every hour worked became insurable, the 

hours-based system was of benefit to multiple jobholders who took maternity leave, 

because they would have departed from al1 jobs at once. HROC (1996) estimated that 

653,000 multiple jobholders (49 per cent were women) would receive full coverage 

[Gender (1 996), Executive Summary]. 

However, multiple jobholders may only benefit from pooling their hours if they 

depart from al1 jobs at once. If a multiple jobholder faces unempfoyment in one job, she 

is also only allowed an 'extra eamings threshold' of 25 per cent of her weekly 

employment insurance benefits". Once this threshold is reached, El benefits are 

clawed-back on a dollar-for-dollar basis. This would effectively disqualify most multiple 

jobholders because their eamings from the other jobs would likely place them over the 

25 per cent limit. For regular benefits claimants, chances are slirn that they are laid-off 

from al1 jobs at once. Yet, they are paying premiums on their eamings in al1 

employment and the loss of even one job may substantially reduce their standard of 

living. for their premium dollar, male multiple jobholders have effectively purchased a 

sickness insurance plan while female multiple jobholders have purchased a sickness 

insurance and matemity leave plan. The program may have responded to the changing 

nature of work in how it collects premiums. However, it has responded poorly to the 

problem of added eligibility for those who compose the 'new mix' of workers in the 

changing labour force. 

Following implementation of the new scheme, the 1998 Analysis of 

Employment Insurance Benefit Coverage report cordirrned HRDC's prediction of 

6 1 There is one exception to this nile. For low-income workers, a $50 per week lower limit is 
allowed, even if exceeds 25 per cent of their benefit. 



declining daims. fn 1997, 21.6 per cent of ciaimants who were laid off from their last 

job or quit with just cause did not meet the entrance requirements 1451. Nevertheless, 

they had paid premiums. 

An analysis of HRDC's estimates is shown in Appendix 31. Increasing work 

hours is not a simple matter for rnany women for two reasons. First, approximately one- 

third of part-time women are involuntarily part-timers, three times the male rate, 

implying that they lack the opportunity to increase hours. Second, women continue to 

bear a disproportionate share of the social caring responsibilities for children and other 

family members. However, the key issue is that many workers pay mandatory 

premiums which are not recoverabfe- They are denied equal benefit in accessing the 

program unless they increase their hours of work, thus removing a certain degree of 

personal choice. 

5.4.2 Dependency: women as labour force re-ntrants 

In 1996 policymakers had explored another wnsequence of the hours-based 

niles: the effective disqualification of labour force re-entrants by setting the eligibility 

requirement at 910 hours for those who worked less than 490 hours in the previous 

year. HRDC estimated that 98 per cent of the 90,000 individuals who were disqualified 

by the new rules were labour market new or re-entrants [HRDC (January 23,1996) 2,5]. 

They also reported, "It is estimated that between 50,000 and 100,000 women may face 

difficulty re-entering the labour market after staying at home to care for children and 

require employment services or benefits* [HRDC:Gender (1 996) 161. There are 

substantial effects on women who are re-entrants, even after a short exodus to raise 

children. 



The report also noted, "... these individuals are new or re-entrants to the labour 

market who wi!! now require the equivalent of 6 months of full-time work before 

qualifying for insurance benefitsn [HRDC (January 23, 1996) 2,5]. These women face 

two significant problems with the cunent El labour market policy. First, a difficult re- 

entry leads to jobs of short duration in the secondary labour market. Second, once 

established in the labour market, they face double jeopardy in accessing the El 

program with the stringent 910 new-entrants rule if they subsequently become 

unemployed. The requirement of an equivalent of 6 months of full-time work is fairly 

substantial for those workers who compose the 'flexible' workforce discussed earlier. 

This weakens women's labour force aU3chments and increases their vulnerability to 

permanent exit from the labour force as 'discouraged workers'. However, the 

maintenance of a reserve amy of flexible workers necessitates inaccessibility of 

benefits so that they can not hold out for better employment. Altematively, stringent 

policy facilitates the severing of female labour market attachments altogether. 

In 1998 HRDC reported, "Another reason for the decline in claims by 

unemployed women is probably the increasing proportion (from 20.5% to 29.9%) who 

are re-entering the labour force to search for work, and whose last job ended more than 

a year ago" [HRDC: Monitoring (1998) 671. Women are over represented in this group 

of unemployed who move in and out of the labour force in a discontinuous pattern. It is 

often related to childcare responsibilities. The El Coverage report suggested: "Thus, 

for many Canadians, it now seems more difficult to get a first job, or to simply regain 

employment after a long period without workn [(1998) 33-35]. 

These findings are reinforced by certain labour market facts. Women over age 

25 form the majority of labour force re-entrants and, on average, they surpass men 

two-to-one in this labour market pattern. Appendix 32 reveals that they represent more 



than half of re-entrants (1995) into the labour market (after an absence of over one 

year), whereas young men age 15-24 only represent 10.4 per cent of re-entrants. This 

is a highly disproportionate representation when compared to the percentage of al1 

unemployed women workers (1995 - 32.1 per cent)- From 1978 to 1995, men's 

representation (over age 25) of re-entrants also increased, but on a less proportional 

basis to their representation as a percentage of unemployed workers [Rose (1999) 24- 

2T]. If the govemment can effectively succeed at withholding many of these rnothers at 

the labour market entry point through the discouraged worker effect, this would also 

relieve pressures on the implementation of a national day Gare program. 

When many mamed women re-enter the labour market they do so on a part- 

time basis and in less firmly-attached jobs. Therefore, not surprisingly, they would have 

a difficult tirne being empioyed continuously over a twelve month period in order to 

meet the 910 hour El entrance eligibility requirement. In its Monitoring and Assessment 

Report, HRDC (1 998) has noted the following, 

,.. higher proportions of long-terni unemployed, new entrants and 
re-entrants who had not worked for more than a year - contnbuted 
substantially to the drop in regular claims .... As weli, the program 
changes intended to encourage longer penods of work, ... may have 
caused the flow of new daims to slow down [20]. 

The Canadian Labour Congress (1998) has also reported that women between 

ages 25-34 incurred substantial losses as regular Ut beneficiaries in 1997. Their claims 

dropped by 20.8 per cent from the previous year [Z]. 

However, Appendices 24 & 32 amply emphasize that women over age 25, and 

particularly those with children as well as lone-parent fernales, are much more 

susceptible to econornic losses as a result of these policy measures. Moreover, there 

are a few other labour market realities that result in reduced benefits for women under 



the new hours-based El program. They work fewer weeks during the year. Women 

(ages 25-64) represent 62.1 per cent of the working age population that work between 

12 to 19 weeks during the course of the year which would effectively eliminate auess 

to the program. They also represent 56.7 per cent of those who work less than 12 

weeks per year [Rose (1999) 301. While it is true that they may not have qualified under 

the old rules either, a key issue is that they have become premium contributors to an 

insurance plan on the basis of al1 of their employment hours, but with reduced chances 

of ever benefiting from the program. As show in Appendix 24 women also have 

shorter job tenure. They are highly concentrated in job durations of less than five years 

within al1 age groups. They also outnumber men in jobs that last less than six months 

(15.3 per cent compared with 14.5 per cent), which would disproportionately disentitled 

them as El entrants [Rose (1999) 19-20,301- 

As a final note: HRDC (1998) also reported that the hours-based system has 

decreased entrance eligibility of workers, predominantly female, in the retail industry 

which they attributed to a high incidence of low hours wotked [69]. While men are 

disproportionately employed in seasonal work (usually eligible for El coverage), women 

find themselves in al1 other kinds of employment circumstances that still do not provide 

access to incarne security in the event of unernployment [Rose (1999) 19-20,301. This 

does not mean that women are not seasonal workers. They are, indeed, highly 

represented in the fish-plants and in tourism jobs in Atlantic Canada that are also 

subjected to seasonal unemployrnent [Nova Scotia Status of Women (1996) 91. The 

point is that policy changes have not refiected the disadvantages created by women's 

reproductive roles. Mixed with part-time work, it ptays a huge role in the discontinuity 

patterns of their labour force participation and makes them much less effective 

'competitors' in the labour market. 



5.4.3. MarrÏed women and labour market cornpetition with the unemployed youth 

In 1996, Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) had suggested that 

the proposed increase in El entrance requirement to 910 hours would be the only 

regulation to affect young people [(January 23,1996) 51. In fact, they would be the 

beneficiaties of a number of the re-employment programs that were also directed at 

young malesq which addressed the govemment's concem for their increasingly weak 

attachrnent. The regulatory changes were incentive-focused in the discourse of 'self- 

sufficiency' and 'accountability'. In a familiar tone, the government suggested that UI 

had been a 'revolving door' for young people who were already susceptible to unstable 

employment and regularly used the program. 

The HRDC Monitoring and Assessment (1 998) subsequently pointed out: 

... women and young people have likely been more affected by 
the higher eligibility requirements for new entrants and re- 
entrants.. . .Young people.. . have experienced higher than average 
declines in claims and benefits. Similady, the iarger decline in claims for 
women compared to men seerns to be related to differences in work 
patterns. [18,32]. 

Although a thorough analysis is restricted by data limitations, it appeared as 

though the govemment succeeded in reducing claims and benefits with the new hours- 

based rule. 

What was HRDC's logic for the apparent contradictions of this stringent 

entrance regulation? At the very least, the former UI system had always rnanaged to 

maintain some incentives for the marginal labour force participants to stay connected in 

52 Wage subsidies and targeted-eamings supplernents (for those individuals who refused to take 
low-wage jobs), were directed at social assistance recipients, female-lone parents and individuals 
with disabilities. 



order to qualify for benefits? It may be explained by the fact that the 910-hour policy 

measure easily obscures the unequal distributions in the shielding effects of 

employment insurance. The new entrants rule appears to be gender-neutral. However, 

thers is considerable variation in the characteristics of labour force new and re-entrant 

claimants. In particular, it masks substantial variation in the way males, as opposed to 

fernales, have always experienced the labour force. For example, this nile may help to 

solidify young male labour force attachments by encouraging them to accept Iow-wage 

service sector employment. However, it may be regressive policy directed at women by 

virtue of their traditional social roles and by encouraging dependency relationships. 

Bill C-12 policy reveals a shift mostly to the detriment of a second-tier group of 

women, many of whom are mamed, and who would compose the rnajority of re- 

entrants, as well as the part-time or temporary workforce. They would be disqualified at 

the entrance point, including access to matemity benefits, or face quicker benefits 

exhaustion because of lower average hours. 

Shifting trends in recent labour market statistics also support this contention. 

First, in January 1997, when Bill C-12 was implemented, women's (ages 25+) 

participation rate was 58.6 per cent, their part-time rate was at 29.5 per cent, and 

unemployment at 6.2 per cent. Just over two years later, in March 1999, their 

participation rate had declined to 58.1 per cent. The female (ages 25+) part-time rate 

had declined significantly to 23.5 per cent, and the unemployment rate increased to 6.5 

per cent. The female employment rate had also declined from 55 to 54.2 per cent 

during this two-year penod [Statistics Canada (1997) T13; Statistics Canada (May 

63 Mainstream economic theorists have long conduded that generous benefits have a positive 
effect on the participation rates of those with weak attachments, such as young people, by 
keeping them in the ofTicial labour force even men not working. It is also a determinant of the 
schooling decision. 



15,1999) Tl]. Moreover, in May 1999, Statistics Canada reported that women's (ages 

25+) share of part-time employment had declined from the previous year by .8 per 

cent, although young people's share had increased by 3.6 per cent. Women also 

gained a lower proportion of full-time jobs (3.6 per cent) than young people, ages 15-24 

(5.7 percent) during the same period ((May 15, 1999) Tl]. 

Second, as shown in Appendix 33 women's (over age 25) part-time rate has 

shown a negative growth rate in 1998 and 1999 that was virtually unprecedented since 

1977? Third, as shown in Appendix 34 since Bill C-12 has been implemented the 

male (ages 20-24) participation rate has increased [Appendix 341, M i l e  other youth 

demographic groups65 wntinued to decline. Fourth, as shown in Appendix 35, an 

unprecedented part-time job loss has occurred for women over age 25, for two 

consecutive years from 1997 to 1999~ .  Dunng the same period, the biggest gain was 

expedenced by males ages 15-24; in the previous year, males ages 20-24 had lost 

part-time jobs. 

Finally, Appendix 36 shows the sharpest drop (after 1996) for males, ages 20- 

24, in the percentage of young people who are 'unemployed and not in school', which 

coincides with their increasing participation rates. Their school enrollment rate has also 

leveled off, which signifies that they are less 'discouraged workers' and are re-enteting 

the labour force [Appendix 371. Subsequently, in a period of improved economic 

performance from 1998 to 1999, these same males increased their share of part-time 

employment at three times the rate of women over age 25 (who gained a lower share 

There was one exception in 1989, wtiere the decrease from the previous year was -.19 per 
cent. 
65 Women's participation (age 20-24) dedinecl in 1997; however their participation rates rose 
again in 1998. 
66 1999 - seasonally adjusted figures 



of part-time jobs than al1 young people) and at twice the rate of young women ages 15- 

24 (unadjusted figures). These data are also shown in Appendix 35. 

Recent job growth would be expected as a part of the normal cyclical 

phenomenon, as the 1998-99 economic growth has seen a slight tightening of the 

labour market. lt would also be expected that male employment would be affected to a 

larger degree, because of the cyclical sensitivity of their employment patterns. But men 

over age 25 have not been affected: they experienced no growth in either part-time or 

full-time jobs, the latter being the expected scenano. 

Assuming that a large proportion of female part-timers are partnered women, 

this may suggest that stringent policy is succeeding at making room for male 

empioyment. Only it is more subtlety executed under the convenient guise of 'active re- 

employment programs'. There is a high likelihood that a permanent number of mamed 

women are beginning to exit the labour market or face discouragement as re-entrants. 

However, the evidence is restricted by current data limitations, specifically on the labour 

market activities of mauied women. 

In economics, the discouraged-worker theory suggests that when job prospects 

dwindle, workers may withdraw from the labour force. The events after the Second 

World War, whereby policy measures effectuated the exit of a massive number of 

mamed women, are a perfect example of the 'discouraged worker' syndrome. This is 

less likely to occur during a period of recession when economic hardship spurs the 

need for additional family income (the 'added worker' effect) [Archambault and Grignon 

(7999) 121. The post-1990s recession resulted in a long period of weak recovery with 

stagnant job growth in the economy. However, the 1998-99 period has been one of 

growth. Hence, for mamed wornen, unemployment insurance policy instruments could 

actualize the discouraged worker effect that would facilitate labour market exit. The 



timing of Bill C-12 was perfect. History has provided a consistent track record. When 

discouraged, youths go back to school and married women retum into the home. 

These statistical data are also supported by other histoncal labour market facts. 

Although young men and women experience a good deal of equality of opportunity 

during their younger years, there is significant evidence of divergence in their labour 

market outcomes even within just a few years after they leave school. There is also 

very little differential in their wages in the early years. Therefore ernployers have few 

incentives to replace men with cheap female labour [Statistics Canada (1999) T21]. 

Historical labour force statistics have shown that men over age 25 have a very high 

likelihood of being in permanent full-time work. Given these probabilities, young men 

will move at a faster rate into full-time work than their female counterparts. Forrnulating 

policies which strategically redirects part-time mamed wornen into the home will 

enhance young men's labour market opportunities, which will gradually move them into 

full-time permanent work and into the favourable jobs. Of course, a significant number 

of young women will also be full-time workers for most of their working Iives. However, 

by virtue of statistical probabilities, a diverging gender gap guarantees that a significant 

proportion of young women will occupy part-time, non-standard work during a long 

perïod of their adult working lives. The result of the relative deterioration in women's 

access to opportunities will be a sizable gender gap in a restnictured labour force that 

will, once again, ensure male numerical dominance of permanent, secure and higher- 

paid employment. 

This is further supported by recent labour market trends in the polanzation of 

relative wages between younger and older workers, which has been widespread across 

al1 industries and al1 education levels. Studies have concluded that women have made 

major gains in the eamings race. The real wages of lower-paid men, many of whom 



are young males, have declined despite their fewer numbers who are entenng the 

labour market (lower supply) and their increased levels of education (improved 

productivity). Their earnings lost ground in both recent recessions, with no recovery 

dunng periods of growth6' [Picot (1998) 21. The average Canadian youth male wage 

was S9.70 per hour in May, 1999 compared with $15.41 for women over age 25 

[Statistics Canada: Labour Force (7999) T21]. Part-time married women would probably 

be located at the lower end of the female eamings distribution. Nonetheless, this 

grouprs real eamings increased by 10 to 20 per cent in the 1980s.~ However, the 

higher relative female wage would create a new incentive to prompt substitution by 

cost-cutting employers, therefore increasing the relative labour demand for young 

males. 

While 'employment benefits' may assist a few female re-entrants, the reality is 

that the benefits may affect the incentives and rational choices of economic agents in 

varying ways. First, employment benefits are provided on a very temporary basis. 

This is compatible with the lifestyles of young people who have a tendency to make 

decisions and take risks in their lives within a shorter time framework. Conversely, 

those citizens with family responsibilities, homes, mortgages, elderly relatives, 

shortages of daycare, and a disproportionate domestic workload, make decisions within 

an all-encompassing, long-term world view. 

Second, the employment benefits are available to women only if they have 

collected matemity or parental benefits in the past five years, virtually excluding 

homemakers with school-age children- As will be shown, given the rapid rate of El's 

disqualification of matemity claimants, this should effectively exclude large numbers of 

" There was a 36 per cent decline in real wages of males (age 18-24) from 1979 to 1990, with 
three-fifths of that decrease having occurred by 1983 [Picot (1998) 201. 
Sa Their eamings also rose by O to 13 per cent from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s [Picot (1 998) 7j. 



women who leave the labour force due to reproductive work. Moreover, the Canadian 

Labour Congress had recently reported that in the 1990s a historically-low 39 per cent 

of al1 births were followed by UI matemity claims [CLC (1998) 4). 

The HRDC Monitoring and Assessment report (1998) has also noted that 59 

per cent of their employment benefits clients were men. However, it reported that 

women had been taking advantage of the self-employment benefits (a 9 per cent 

increase in 1997-98) [(Dec 18,1998) 38,67) which may be attnbuted to the start-up of 

smafl home-based businesses. 

5.4.4 Access to El: The Beneficiaries to Unemployed (8111) Ratio 

In the 1997 Monitoring and Assessment Report, HRDC noted its concem for the 

declining Beneficiaries to Unemployed (BIU) ratio which had dropped from 83 per cent 

in 1989 to 43 per cent in 1997 171. The B/U ratio indicates how many of the 

unemployed are actually receiving benefits. HRDC commissioned a study entitled An 

Analysis of Employment Insurance Benefit Coverage (1998), which established that 48 

per cent of the fallen BIU could be accounted for by program changes since the early 

l99Os. This specifically refers to increased program entrance requirements that mostly 

affected part-timers and new or re-entrants, and the exclusion of volunteer quitters and 

firings. Moreover, in 1994, there was an eight-week average reduction in the maximum 

benefit period; a further reduction occurred in 1996 [4,32]. In its 1998 Monitoring and 

Assessment Report, HRDC confimed that one-third of the decline in beneficiaries 

during the penod 1996 to 1998 was attribute to these restrictive El refonns [61]. 

The same study suggested that 43 per cent of the Beneficiaries to Unemployed 

(BfU) Ratio decline from 1989 to 1997 is accounted for by labour market changes. 

Specifically, 90 per cent of this figure is "the number of unemployed who have not 



worked in the past 12 months as a proportion of total unemployment". While the 'long- 

terrn continuously unemployed' workers account for a small portion of this group. HRDC 

is mostly refemng to a 'new mix of unemployed', who are labour market new and re- 

entrants [32-351- 

The B/U ratio had been lower for women since the mid-1970s for a number of 

reasons. Historically, women's unemployment has not been as sensitive to business 

cycle movements, because of their high concentration in the setvices sector. This was 

not the case during the early 1980s recession where many female jobs were eliminated 

in manufacturing, after a few decades of their expanding representation in this sector of 

the economy. This is shown in Appendix 38 where the female WU ratio rose sharply in 

the early 1980s. Moreover, women's higher probability of being labour market re- 

entrants, or disentitled part-time and temporary workers, aiso decreased their ratio of 

eligibility for benefits in proportion to their unemployment rates. 

It should be noted that policy refoim was attempting to create 'equity' by 

addressing sorne of these exclusions in the 1996 Bill C-12 program changes. By 

'counting al1 hours' as insurable employment it would be easier for some people to 

become eligible for employment insurance. HRDC had expected no net changes in the 

numbers of claims in the following years. This would be accounted for by improved 

accessibility for many part-timers who were not previously insured in the program. 

However, they expected that this increase would be offset by a decline in claims by 

new and re-entrants [HRDC (1998) 171. 

Moreover, the evidence indicates a declining trend that can not be entirely 

explained by the recently improving economy in 1998. In fact, HRDC has noted: "The 

average level of unemployment increased by about 1.3% for women, while the level for 

men decreased by 5.8%, which does not accord with a greater drop in claims for 



women" [66]. HRDC has also acknowledged that the dectine in claims was not the goal 

that they expected to achieve. It was partially attn'buted to those women workers with 

below-average weekly hours [18,66]. 

As shown in Appendix 38 there had also been gender convergence in the BIU 

ratio since the early 1990s. However, very recent figures indicate a disproportionately 

deteriorating BIU ratio for women since the implementation of Bill C-12 (1996). The 

fernale B/U ratio declined from 46.1 per cent in 1996 to 37.9 per cent in 1998; this was 

a relative reduction of 18 per cent. For men, it declined from 49.8 per cent in 1996 to 

43.9 in 1997, a relative reduction of 12 per cent in the first year after Bill C-12; 

Subsequently, in 1998 the male BIU rose to 45.9 per cent for a two-year relative 

decline of 8 per cent. This raises the question of whether women have been offered 

reasonable levels of equality within this income security framework. Are they stitl being 

offered equality so that they can make rational choices about their employment and 

domestic lives? 

HRDC (1998) has also suggested that the BIU decline "may also reflect a 

tendency for the El program to move away from being a broad-based income support 

program to being more focused on providing insurance to workers with a reasonable 

attachment to the labour market" [Analysis of Coverage: 111. Traditionally, the BIU ratio 

has been an indicator of how well the program was meeting its objectives or, put 

another way, whether it continued to be a s e ~ k e  of reasonable quality to the 

unemployed, Given this statement, the declining B/U must be discussed in the context 

of women's role in the El program as premium contributors, as well as in their roles of 

part-time workers, multiple jobhotders and labour force re-entrants. The earlier sections 

in this chapter have highlighted these major factors that have caused the declining 

gender B/U ratio. 



5.4.5 The adequacy of income replacement: benefn levels and duration 

The El regulations also provided fewer weeks of regular benefits entitlement for 

part-timers, which disproportionately affected women workers. There is an implicit 

favoun'tism of the dominant full-time workforce, because they can receive benefits long 

enough to hoid out for a job that pays a reasonable wage. However, a woman who 

had been working approxirnately half-time and continually for 52 weeks (approxirnately 

1040 hours) would be cut-off El after only 18 weeks. which would likely relegate many 

women into lower wage jobs (seMces, retail) because of financial hardship. ln this 

manner, the El scheme has played a role in occupational segregation as well as 

perpetuating the reserve amy of female labour. Limitations in the access to benefits 

cause mans women to take jobs in the expanding fields of clencal or retail senices, 

whereby excess labour supply conditions have been created for low-paying employers. 

Another primary function of El is to provide an adequate level of replacement 

income during a penod of unemployment. As of 1997, the topped-up replacement rate 

for low-income claimants would be based on a 'farnily income-tested' basis. The new 

rule, by basing it on farnily eamings, effectively excludes most mamed femate 

claimants who have low individual earnings, thereby reducing the number of wornen 

who are receiving this benefit. This is a replay of the 1950s where there was a 

presupposition that mamed women were connected to male relatives and therefore did 

not fulfill the 'needs test' and thus a good reason for their disqualification. Cultural 

factors still work against the acceptance of women as legitimate primary income- 

eamers. 

This is imponant for two reasons. First, a micro effect (i.e., as it affects the 

individuals concemed) is that unemployed women may not have other income sources 

at their disposal. An income security program that is focused on equality issues should 



not assume the 'natural dependency' or 'secondary eamet status of mamed women. 

While six out of ten women live in coupled arrangements, few may have easy access 

to a partner's income in order to counter the personal financial loss of an 

unemployment pen'od. They may also suffer the greater consequences of the loss of 

dignity through a reinforced dependency on a partner's benevolence. The UI program 

has an essential impact on both incorne distribution and redistribution in ternis of the 

individual and their relationship within the economic family unit. 

Second, although HRDC (1998) has ciaimed that average weekly regular 

benefits increased by 2 per cent for women, and "total income benefits paid to women 

dropped by [only] 13.5 percent compared to 18 percent for menn [(Dec, 1998) 4-51, this 

is attributed to a small minority of claimants (1 1 per cent)= who had access to the 

family supplement and a few other new program initiatives. However, it has not 

addressed the larger issue of low-income replacement levels at 55 per cent which is 

approximately half the wage-rate (also a replay of the 1940s) for the 'large majority' of 

claimants, both male and female. A reduction in the income replacement rate may have 

significant implications based on the evidence that follows. 

Since the early 1990s, a few HRDC UI policy evaluation studies have 

established some important conctusions on the issue of reductions in benefits levels. 

The objective of one of these studies, conducted by Martin Browning of McMaster 

University, was to shed light on the implications of reductions in the income 

replacement rate on the material well-being of UI recipients. First, the key findings were 

that reductions in the incorne replacement rate are less effective in offsetting the fall in 

both personal incomes and household expenditures. A UI benefit cut is also harder on 

women than men. Men often have higher marginal tax rates which may cushion the 

5s HRDC (1998) Monitoring and Assessrnent Report [27. 



blow of reductions. This means that cuts to the income replacement rate are 'less 

redistributive' to women workers implying that they have to bear the greater burden of 

adjustment in cut-backs to the income security scheme. Browning also estimated that a 

small 5 per cent cut in the replacement rate (which was the actual reduction in 1993) 

would lead to an overall family household net incorne drop of 3.5 per cent, and to a 4.5 

per cent lower net persona1 inwme for women compared with 2.3 per cent for men 

[Browning (1 995) 7,321. 

These figures may appear to be minimal percentages. However, during a 

recession when unemployment occurs in large numbers, on an aggregate basis, there 

can be substantial economic consequences. Lower personal incomes reduce 

household expenditures which has a macro effect. If the replacement rate of income is 

insufficient, which half the wage rate would imply, it may have a substantial procyclical 

effect through its negative impact on consumption demand. Over the course of a 

recession. when a growing segment of the population has relatively less disposable 

income, this contributes to a cycle of weakened demand. The need for stabilization 

through the flow of purchasing power, when the economy is sluggish, had long been 

noted by social policy analysts such as Marsh in 1943 [Marsh (1975) 6-19]. An 

unemployed population with insufficient inwme results in expenditure deferrals on 

household durable goods, automobiles, and local industries in the services sector, such 

as haircuts, restaurant meals, drycleaners, and entertainment. 

The above-noted Browning (1995) study also detemined that a 10 percentage 

point drop in the income replacement rate led to a reduction in household 



con~urnpt ion~~ of 3 to 6 per cent. mostly affecting the categories of food and clothing as 

weil as overall general goods and senices [32]. On an aggregate basis, during periods 

of cyclical unemployment this may have serious implications within local economies that 

depend on community economic activity for small business sunival. 

The studies that follow have established that there are redisttibutive implications 

of a deteriorating El program which has become less flexible to changes in the 

workforce. 

One micro-simulation study7', published in 1995, examined the Canadian and 

U S .  unernployment insurance systerns. It compared the Canadian income 

replacement rate of 55-60 percent against the much lower rate of 50 percent in New 

yofk7'. It also compared the periods of maximum benefits duration. which were 

substantially lower in the US.  The study concluded that a switch to the Ametican 

income security model would provide a much less effective program, in particular, at 

mitigating the losses for workers in the lower income deciles. For example, 90 per cent 

of the men in the top income categories were unaffected by the more stringent 

American program, with the sarne result for only 20 per cent of males in the lower 

income categories [Osberg and Phipps (1995) 42,671. This has important redistributive 

impiications for Canadian workers because the BIU ratio in many Canadian provinces is 

The Browning studies distinguish between household expendlures and consumption. as a 
stocks and flows type of concept. A household rnay reduce its expenditures in the short fun 
during a bout of unemployment, in particular, if it has no assets or credit from which it may draw. 
However. if the household has assets or access to credit, its consumption pattern may not be 
altered significantly. Consumption refers to a longer-terni or overall drop in the matenal well- 
being of a household. It would also be expected that for some households consumption patterns 
would be a function of the length of the p e n d  of unemployment. 
" The Osberg and Phipps (1995) study was one in a series of HRDC evaluation çtudies which 
were conducted in 1995. Micro-simulation models of the economy are a specific tooi of policy 
analysis. This study used micro-data from the Labour Market Activities Suivey to conduct 
estimations of the economic behavior. '' It should be noted that in the Unled States unemployment insurance falls within the 
jurisdiction of the states. Further analysis was conduded on the Texas iegislation, yielding 
similar results. 



beginning to match the low B/U ratios in vanous US. states. In 1997, the Canadian B/U 

ratio was 42.2 per cent which was not rnuch above the US. B/U of 29.7 per cent 

[HRDC: Analysis of Coverage (1998) 21). 

The Browning (1995) study also confirmed the above-noted simulation results. 

For example, a drop in the replacement rate frorn 60 to 50 per cent (a 17 per cent 

reduction) would result in a 14 per cent decline in women's net personal incomes and 

a 7 per cent decline for men. Household income would decline by 9 per cent and 

consurnption by 3 to 6 per cent [33], with a higher mean fall of 7.7 per cent in 

expenditures for those clairnants who were among the 'continuously unernployed'. The 

study also confimed incorne and expenditure changes that disproportionately and 

negatively affected the lower i xome households [Browning (l998)15]. In this sense, a 

reduction in the benefits replacement rate makes the system less redistributive, 

contravening the intended goals of the UI scheme. These findings were confimed by a 

third study that pointed out that the inequality effects would increase but not to the 

same degree as the effects of disentitlements through longer periods of entrance 

eligibility [Erksoy,Osberg,Phipps (1995) 7. However, a lower incorne replacement rate 

clearly augments the claimant's personal financial cost of unemployment, especially for 

most low paid workers. 

The latter HRDC UI policy evaluation report compared the 1971, 1986, 1990 

and 1994 unemployrnent insurance regulation changes, with special attention directed 

at the flsing program cut-backs. This study also noted that, relative to the middle and 

higher-income eamers, inequality rose substantially in the lower income groups where 

women are highly represented [Erksoy,Osberg,Phipps (1995) fl. 

Finally, in yet another study conducted by Osberg, Phipps and Erkstoy (1995), 

on extending UI coverage to the self-employed and short-hours workers (less than 15 



hours per week), they concluded that there would be large positive impacts in reducing 

eamings inequality. Moreover, the effect would be felt mostly by those workers in the 

lower income deciles, in particular the 'working poor' population. They also pointed out 

that the biggest gainers would be women because of their work patterns of part-time 

and self-employment [3T]. 

5.5.1 Matemity Benefits: Empirical evidence from the 1993 and 1997 Absence 

from Work Suwey (AWS) and the reinstatement of the Magic Ten Rule 

The 1986 Task Force on Child Care reported that only 55 per cent" of 

employed wornen who gave birth were able to claim UI matemity benefits despite the 

1984 removal of the Magic Ten Rule and Section 46 of the UI Act. The low beneficiary 

rate was attributed to the replacement rate which was unduly low. Women could not 

afford to take time off, therefore they would take a shorter leave cornposed of vacation 

and sick credits. The report also pointed out that part-time workers had very little 

access to UI benefits and the self-employed were completely exc~uded'~ [status of 

Women (1 986) 251. 

Following this report, a 1989 study7' revealed that the proportion of UI- 

compensated matemity absences (two weeks or longer) had increased from 67.4 per 

cent in 1980 to 84.6 per cent in 1987. The study confirmed that the increase resulted 

from more flexible rules which had been implemented in the mid-1980s" [Moloney 

(1989) 361. While the data suggest that the UI matemity program continued to be 

-- 
'" This was an official estirnate (1985) which was reported by Employment and Immigration 
Canada. 
74 The report identified the 'self-employed' as not only business proprietors, but many contract 
workers, piece workers. taxi dflvers. As well, some 500.000 Canadian wornen worked for their 
self-employed husbands (in unincorporated businesses). 
'' The researcher used data from the Absence From Work Survey (AWS). 
76 This would have included the removal of the Magic 10 Rule and Section 46 of the UI Act. 



inaccessible for many women, significant improvements in compensation rates followed 

the 1984 repeal of the Magic 10 Rule, as well as Section 46, and subsequently the 

f 990 inclusion of parental benefits. 

However, another hurdle emerged in the earIy 1990s. Studies showed that 40 

per cent of wornen held non-standard jobs. Visible and ethnic minonty women, who are 

often immigrants, have a high probability of being in these types of employment 

circumstances. These jobs are usually non-unionized, and many women reported that 

they held non-standard jobs because they could not sewre full-time work [Day and 

Brodsky (1998) 71. Many women, employed in family businesses (including fishing and 

farms), were also not entitled to matemity benefits. 

Recently, the Canadian Labour Congress had reported that in 1997 matemity 

daims fell by 7.3 per cent, with maternity and parental benefits payments also having 

dropped by $53 million [CLC (1 998) 41. 

While many wornen are postponing child-bearing until their thirties, which is 

possibly the result of women's pursuit of post-secondary education and careers 

[Moloney (1 989) 30-351, indeed this explanation is an upper-middle-class notion of the 

reality of wornen's lives today. In ternis of compensation for maternity absences, UI 

has been the most commonly accessible form of income security available to women 

since 1971 [Moloney (1989) 311. The purpose as stated by the govemment was to 

counteract discrimination against women, in the spirit of international trends towards 

equity in the family. By posing a threat to the provision of universal coverage, recent 

trends in the employment insurance program have resulted in an inappropriate income 

support system, which actively discourages women's successful participation in the 
public sphere. 



The Absence from W o h  survey" (AWS) gathered data on absences from the 

workplace for a penod of two weeks or longer for the purposes of accident, illness or 

maternity leave. The figures in Appendix 39 offer support for the Canadian Labour 

Congress claims as they provide evidence that there has been a shift in matemity 

benefits entitlements to women. In 1993, 88 per cent of respondents who were absent 

from work for the purpose of maternity feave received unemployment insurance 

benefits. In 1997, while the data for iIlness and accident UI leaves showed consistent 

increases, the proportion of matemity benefits had dropped to 79 per cent, a 10 per 

cent dedine. Moreover, in 1993, 21.4 per cent of fernale respondents worked 20 or 

less hours per week, and a fairly representational 19 per cent of the part-timers who 

were eligible for compensation had incidences of UI maternity compensations. 

However, in 1997, while 20 per cent of female respondents worked 20 or less hours per 

week, only 15 per cent had incidences of LJI matemity compensation. 

The data in Appendix 40 implies a significantly declining proportion of UI 

maternity compensations for those respondents working 30 or less hours per week. 

The 1998 HROC Employment lnsurance Monitoring and Assessment Report also 

indicated that over the two-year period 1996-1 997, special benefit clairns have dropped 

by 2.5 per cent. Within this benefits category, maternity/parental benefits clairns 

dropped by 1.6 per cent but more significant was the larger decline in parental-only 

benefits claims [24]. As women are the large majority of parental benefits claimants, 

this may suggest that a low replacement rate of 55 per cent may necessitate women's 

premature retum to work. This was a major problem which was identified by the 1986 

Task Force on Child Care. It revealed that a low benefits replacement rate had forced 

- 
" This survey is a supplement to the monthly Statistics Canada - Labour Force sufvey (LFS). 



many women into an eariy retum. Cornbining this evidence with the AWS data, it 

appears as though women have borne the b ~ n t  of reducüons in €1 compensations. 

On the other hand, there is the possibility that many female part-timers who did 

not qualify for UI compensation, including regular benefits claimants, have chosen to 

temporarily exit the labour force. Often, women are lured into a false sense of security 

that re-entry at a later date will be unimpeded by difficulties. Combining regressive 

policies of stringent re-entrant rules, including the effective reinstitution of the "Magic 

Ten Rulen [Appendix 411, suggests that the govemment may very well have achieved 

some success with its modem version of married women's regulations. 

Moreover, al1 special benefits claims, unlike those for regular benefits, currently 

require 700 hours of insurable employment irrespective of economic region. This 

implies that a woman in a high unemployment region is considered a 'major attachment' 

regular benefits claimant with 420 hours, but for matemity leave she is a perceived as a 

'minor attachment' claimant under 700 hours- She is disentitled from benefits even 

though she has contnbuted premiums on a 'major attachment' basis. As well, she is 

disadvantaged because she lives in a region where it is more difficult to gain worù 

credits, which has long been recognized by UI regulations. This regulation is predicated 

on the historïcal stereotyping of women as another class of worker, specîfically 

secondary eamers. 

Currently, only the natural mother can claim matemity benefits and for her 

employment interruption she is denied equal benefits on the basis of her sex. Her rights 

acquired as a 'major attachrnent' are infringed upon by a second-tier set of regulations 

that creates a distinction, on the basis of her pregnancy (and therefore her sex as well 

given the basic biological fact that only women can bear children). The distinction 

creates an inequality. 



The Boyer Cornmittee (1985) report used the factors of 'fear of abuse' and 'cost 

of benefits' as justification for the longer qualifying period for maternity benefits. 

However, they recommended that no distinctions be made in the qualifying period 

between regular and special benefits because "it created a separate, disadvantaged 

class of claimant" and it might be struck down under section 15 of the Charter (denial of 

equal benefit of the law without discrimination based on physical or mental disability) 

In his discussion paper 'Equality Issues in Federal Law', the (then) Minister of 

Justice and Attorney General of Canada, John Crosbie, had also expressed concem 

that the issue would be re-opened before the courts [28]. In the subsequent Forget 

Commission Report (1 986). its recommendations included, 

S i .  1 We therefore recommend that the entrance requirement for 
sickness and matemity benefits be brought into line with those for other 
benefits [and] S1.2 we further recommend that the current distinctions in 
entrance requirements based on regional rates of une rnp l~~ rnen t~~  and 
class of claimant be ended. The uniform entrance requirement should 
be 10 weeks for al1 classes of claimants 151 11. 

This was later supported by the Task Force on Child Care (1986) [27) and the 

Special Cornmittee on Childcare (1987) [86] reports. 

However, the whole issue was subsequently lost amidst the debates on father's 

(patemity leave) and adoptive parents' rights. For the following few years, the 

Commons Debates relating to UI were dominated by the discourse of the 

disadvantaged fathen who were being denied patemity leaven. Notwithstanding the 

fact that only a minority of men have ever taken advantage of the 10-week parental 

ïE il should be noted that they recommended an extended benefit which was linked to 'labour 
market conditions', which was detemined by the rate of unemployment. The recommendations 
were concemed with eliminating 'classes of claimants'. 
I 5 There were several quotes wnceming inclusion of patemity leave in the Commons minutes, 
during the 1980s [Canada, Commons Debates (March 4 8 23, 1988); (January 21, 1988 12:151); 
(Febmary 2 & 26.1 988); 



petiod. Indeed, the issue managed to successful detract attention frorn the 

discriminatory nature of the 2û-week qualifying entry requirements for matemity 

benefits. 

For part-timers in parücular, the 700-hour rule has in effect resunected the 

'Magic Ten Rule' of 1971, which required wornen to work at least ten weeks around the 

time of conception". Currently. a lbhour  part-tirner requires a labour force attachment 

of 8 weeks prior to conception in order to fulfill the 'major attachment' requirement of 

700 hours. As shown in Appendix 41, this new version of the Magic Ten Rule applies 

to al1 women who work less than 23 hours per week. These wornen would require 

employment hours in varying degrees between the 31* and 50'" weeks before the 

expected date of birth. Pnor to Bill C-12 a pregnant women could enter the labour force 

in her fourth month and still qualify for benefits. 

It may be argued that, in the 1970s, the Magic Ten Rule was based on notions 

of dishonest middle-class women (rooted in the legacy of Married Women's 

Regulations) which were grounded in rnisconstrued ideas of women's weak labour 

force attachments acd likelihood as program abusers. In the difficult modern economic 

climate and given a proven track record of wornen's strong work attachrnents, few 

could realistically argue that pregnant women secure jobs just to qualify for UI benefits. 

Then what would jus tif^ the resurrection of this rule? 

First, al1 1996 Bill C-12 restrictive measures are a blatant attempt at cost 

reductîons. Howevei, strategically, the regulations guarantee disentitlernents which wilî 

ensure the severing of female labour market attachments and which are also directed 

at the second-tier, reserve army of mamed wornen with the expectation that at least a 

portion may exit the labour force until they are called upon at a future point in time. 

" Many thanks to Dr. Paul Phillips for the suggestion of this idea. 



While it is true that some women will simply initiate an early retum to wok, history has 

shown a reasonable track record of labour force drop-outs. 

Finally, the nature of women's domestic function and Iimited labour market 

opportunities evokes inquiry about the gendered dynamic of what is deemed an 

appropriate definition of a 'reasonable attachrnent' to the labour force for the purposes 

of employment insurance entitlements, which policymakers have corne to define by 

longer weekly work hours. 

5.5.2 The importance of adequate matemity compensation 

What is most significant about these issues is that we live in a society which 

values matenal wealth and devalues the private domain. In campanson with socialist 

countries, women face higher substantial losses in perfofming the reproductive 

function. This is exacerbated by the burden of their contrary treatment in social and 

labour market policy. In other countries, such as Sweden, matemity and patemity leave 

is extended for nine months at a 90 per cent income replacement rate. At the time of 

the early-1980s commons debates it was reported that high wage replacement levels 

were common in countries such as France (90 per cent), Italy (80 per cent), and West 

Germany (100 per cent) [Canada, Comrnons Debate (June 2. 1983) 259651. 

Gender equality entails that women should not have to choose between work 

and motherhood because of the reproductive function. Motherhood often means 

poverty or intermittent employment, loss of training, experience and career mobility and, 

currently, reduced access to a wage loss replacement plan to which they contribute 

premiums. The 1990s have seen distorted policy measures that eroded any gains in 

gender equality, as the hours-based eiigibility rule means that even more women are 

penalized by virtue of their location in the labour market, created specifically by demand 



conditions in the economy, and not necessarily women's persona1 choices. This 

inequality is signifiant enough that it constitutes a substantial disadvantage to women 

in society. 

Much concem has recently ensued on the health implications for women who 

retum to work too soon. In his niling on Schachter v. Canada, Justice Strayer referred 

to the solid expert evidence that was presented before his court. The testimony 

revealed that approximately 20 per cent of deliveries were by Caesarean section. 

Women experience physical, hormonal changes and loss of sleep. Breast-feeding is a 

vital element of child health goals [Canada,Dominion Law Reports 52 D.L. ~ . ( 4 ~ )  (1 988) 

5451. Benefits payable under Section 30 of the UI A d  acknowledged that they were 

paid because of a woman's pregnancy and her personal health, not just to allow 

mothers to stay home to care for newbom children. In one Federal Court decision, it 

was the woman's state of pregnancy and delivery that made her eligible for benefits, 

not her sex [Belanger and Piion (1992) 31. The niles were altered later, because of 

various court challenges related to patemal rights, but the principles of concem for 

women's health were ernbedded in the language of the UI Act. This was confirmed in 

the 1985 Boyer report 'Equality For Alt', which noted, 

There are reasons: related to the health of both the mother and 
child, why women are eligible for maternity benefits. Legislation must not 
lose sight of these concems [l 11. 

In the 1970s the women's movement had attempted to move away ffom the 

urgent issue of women's physical incapacity, quite simply as a strategy to deal with the 

inflexible rules of matemity eligibility and entitlements of the 1971 UI ~ct''. Given the 

economic insecurities of the modem era, inadequate compensation may result in 

shorter matemity absence periods as women confront financial constraints when their 

- - 

at  Specifically the Magic Ten Rule and Section 46 of the Act. 



baby is bom. This issue is of vital importance to the health of visible and ethnic minority 

women who form disproportionateiy the working poor and are highly subjected to 

benefits disentitlernent. 

The 1986 Report of the Task force on Child Care reported that women who 

eamed ~23,920'~ (or less) in 1985, received a replacement income (spread-out over 

the 17-week period, the first two weeks of which is unpaid) of 53 percent of their 

eamings [28]. This was at a replacement rate of 60 per cent, which has since been 

reduced to 55 per cent. Therefore, the 'reai' replacement rate is currently 48.5 per cent 

over the 17-week period. They are disproportionately disqualified because of the 

biologically-determined reproductive function, which filters into labour market inequities. 

It may be compatible with more recent goals of a free market and cornpetitive economy 

unhampered by state intervention, but it is incongruent with gender equality issues. It 

also reinforces the traditional gendered division of labour by limiting women's options 

and en hancing the corporate financial incentives that favour part-time, low-wage work. 

5.6.1 Employment insurance bene- and poverty: the relationship between EllUl 

and social assistance 

Employment insurance and social assistance have become the two most 

important elements of the social safety net for working-age individuals. Although the 

programs were designed to serve a much different clientele, a few studies have 

revealed a growing trend of increasing reliance on social assistance by individuals with 

high employability and fim labour market attachments. While it is true that both 

prograrns serve income replacement goals, the employment insurance program better 

This was approxirnately the average female wage in 1985. 



serves the social goal of reinforcing a high work ethic in Canadian society. 

This idea has been promoted by HRDC, which has stated "fightening the link 

between work and income benefits will help people get back to work as quickly as 

possible.. . ". In reference to the newly-introduced employment benefits, the 

govemment suggested, "In the longer tenn, a proactive approach will reduce the 

number of stnicturally unemployed, leading to savings for both El and provinciat social 

assistance programs". HRDC estimated that employment benefits which targeted job 

creation measures would extend the eligibility criteria to 45 percent of social assistance 

cases [HRDC. Library of Parliament (1996) 1843. 

These statements imply that the first principle of labour market policy has been 

to maintain the link of workforce attachments as a crucial element to fostering a culture 

of wage-eaming rewards. In its "From Unemployment lnsurance to Employrnent 

Insurance" (1994) report, the govemrnent outlined the pnmary objectives for the 

unemployment insurance program, as follows, 

to provide temporary income replacement for insured 
unemployed workers and to help them retum to stable employment 
...[ and] The program plays the central role in providing income dunng 
unemployment by avoiding or postponing the need to resort to other 
measures such as social assistance and by giving people the opportunity 
to find re-employment [HRDC (1994) 13-14]. 

Earlier in this thesis, the historical review established the social consequences 

of provincially or municipally-based welfare systems, as well as the need for this 

essential social seMce to be national, contributory and income-related in order to 

ensure a reasonable standard of living and to support aggregate demand in the 

economy. Countless studies and reports throughout the past five decades have 

concluded that UI lightens the burden on provincial-municipal welfare programs and 

mitigates the humiliation and degradation of the 'welfare trap'. Moreover, the UI plan 



was designed and developed to eventually cover a large proportion of the labour force 

so as to minimize the need for social assistance. 

The Canadian Council on Social Devetopment also maintains that a social 

security program should support "A systern that maintains income security and stability, 

one that does not require individuals to 'hit bottom' before intervening. Put another way, 

one that prevents poverty rather than simply responds to itn [(1996) Introduction]. We 

may conclude from these statements and the foregoing histoncal analysis that social 

assistance represents 'hitting bottom' and it stands in contrast to Canadian socio- 

cultural goals. We may also conciude that most stakeholders agree that effective 

labour market policy should accomplish these goals. 

A few studies on the overiap between employment insurance and social 

assistance were published in 1995, by HRDC and by the Canadian Council on Social 

Development (CCSD). The problem of overiap has been exacerbated since the 

govemment stepped-up its cost-cutting policy measures in the early 1990s. Their key 

findings amply demonstrate an overIap between the federal employment insurance 

program and welfare assistance which falls under provincial or municipal junsdiction. 

In the eariy-1990s, following the restrictive UI policy measures, the Canadian 

unernployment rate rose from 8.1 per cent in 1990 to over 10 per cent in 1994 due to a 

recession. The CCSD report detennined that the proportion of unemployed who were 

eligible for UI coverage had fallen from 70 to 60 per cent while the proportion of the 

population who were on social assistance had actually increased from 7 to 10 per cent 

during this same penod [CCSD (1996) 34-35]. 

A second study addressed the effects of the 1993 Bill C-113 policy changes on 

welfare incidence and re-employment. It found that social assistance has been a 

substitute program for the restrictive UI changes. The changes in 1993 disentitled 



claimants who had voluntarily quit their jobs or had been dismissed with cause. These 

individuals had often no immediate re-employment success and provincial welfare 

records indicated very similar patterns as those reported by CCSD. The researchers 

noted: 

.. . welfare take-up rises by about the same amount that UI take- 
up falls, thus mitigating both the incentive and income-distributional 
effects of the UI disentitlement ... . this suggests that UI and welfare may 
be fairly close substitutes, and that estimates of the effects of further 
cutting the Ui program on provincial welfare expenditures need to take 
this into account [Browning, Jones,Kuhn (1 995) 7-91. 

These results were confinned by Osberg and Phipps' (1995) simulation model, 

in which they concluded that there would be a significant nse in the poverty rate as a 

result of increasing UI entrance requirements [35-361. This aspect of Bill C-113 fonned 

a particularly dramatic policy that created the immediate sevenng of labour market 

attachments. 

The severity of the 1990-92 recession was reflected in patterns of substantial 

increases in the average duration of the UI claim period which subsequently resulted in 

high levels of benefits exhaustion. This shifted the reliance on Ul incorne support to 

many of the provinciaVmunicipal welfare programs. In British Columbia, the UI and 

social assistance overlap increased from 6.6 per cent in 1986 to 9.8 per cent in 1989 

and to 15.1 per cent in 1992. A key finding is that the substantial 1989 to 1992 

increase was potentially attributed to restrictive UI regulation changes in the eady 

1990s. A rising overiap was occumng prior to the eady 1990s recession but its 

magnitude was intensified during this recession [Barrett et al (1996) 231. 

These studies emphasize the previously noted idea that there already exists too 

much diversity in the existing welfare programs of the provinces and their municipalities 

with highly uneven impacts on individuals across economic regions. Provincial 

jurisdiction over aid to the unemployed has potential for creating a multitiered and 



widely varying system of social security. This constnict fails to deal with 

macroeconomic stabilization obstacles that plague the Canadian economy. It also does 

not provide the redistnbutional instruments or measures that are necessary for 

combating regional disparities and for protecting the low-wage earner. 

What follows are sorne of the key impacts of lowered eligibility in access to the 

employment insurance program. 

First, more families will be poor as they are forced to rely on the inadequate 

support of social assistance. UI is an extremely important poverty-alleviating measure in 

this country, even though this may not be a directly stated goal of the plan. It is 

estimated that 43 per cent of Canadian households who experience unemployment will 

be poor without access to UI benefits, compared to only 14 per cent who expeflence 

poverty while receiving U1 benefits [Osberg and Phipps (1995) 35,4748,511- Moreover, 

as was shown earlier, the WU ratio had declined dramatically dunng the past decade, 

which implies a significant wlnerability of Canadians to increased poverty occurrence. 

Second, more families will suffer the indignity of not being able to support a 

minirnally acceptable lifestyle in the event of unernployment. Many Canadian 

households (particularly those more vulnerable to unemployment) do not have the 

accumulated savings that would be necessary to finance a penod of unemployment 

[Osberg and Phipps (1995) 581. In ternis of relative positions of workers in the labour 

market, policy revisions do cross class lines. There is a differential impact on 

demographic groups, which results in increased inequality in the distribution of income 

within the Canadian economy. 

Third, the reliance on social assistance lowers workforce attachments by 

exacerbating the problem of mismatched skills required by employers and those held 

by the unemployed, which is a type of self-perpetuating structural unemployment. 



Govemrnents must proceed very cautiously on the long road to policy changes, as any 

subsequent attempts to reverse a policy wilt not necessarily restore the econorny to its 

previous state. For example, workers and families on a cycle of social assistance have 

even less chance of gaining marketable skitls, on-the-job-training, and even developing 

daily habits of getting to a job on time. When women are forced into a state of 

dependency on male relatives or the govemment, this perpetuates dependency and 

weak labour market attachments in the long tem. 

Fourth, it dampens aggregate demand in the economy. The eariier section 

delved into this issue and noted that the El program remains a crucial component of the 

nation's economic stabilization and labour market adjustment programs. 

5.6.2 The lag effects of recession as a catalyst to growing EllSocial Assistance 

program caseloads 

The reality of recent recessions is such that the labour market inadequately 

serves the needs of a growing number of workers, particularly in providing enough jobs 

at decent wages. Mounting evidence reveals a significant correlation between the 

severity of the business cycle and the cyclical nature of employment insurance program 

use. However, what has emerged is the more pressing problem of a longer nin 

dynamic lag effect of labour market shocksm that has led to progressively rising 

structural unemployment and a subsequent upsurge of EI/SA program caseloads even 

during pen'ods of economic growth. This was evident during the 1986-89 upswing of 

the business cycle whereby the two programs exhibited increasing overlap despite a 

tu Labour market shocks range from demographic factors. such as the growth in fernale 
participation rates; rapid changes in technology; skills changes that elirninate jobs or require 
extensive re-training; and hysteresis effects of skill l o s  when workers are unemployed - 
whereby temporary shocks lead to more permanent effects . 



reasonably healthy economy. As noted earlier, this was also reflected in the dectining 

BIU ratio. 

Provincial welfare records have indicated that a higher number of individuals are 

using the welfare system but for shorter periods of time, which is an indicator that the 

UI 'exhausted benefits' group is being pushed ont0 the shorter-terni welfare [Barrett et 

al. (1996) 351 or that these people are being disqualified at the entry point. Human 

Resources Development Canada has also confinned that since the mid-1970s workers 

have experienced longer average spells of unemployment (almost twice as long). 

Those citizens unemployed for over a year represented only 4 per cent of the 

unemployed in 1976 while this same caseload had grown to 14 per cent in 1994 

[HRDC (1994) 10-1 11. 

Despite restrictive measures to the UI safety net since the mid-1970s, the 

weekly number of beneficiaries continued to grow: from .7 to 1.4 million (1976 to 

1 992); expenditures increased six-fold since 1 970. Similar trends in rising program 

costs were exhibited with welfare assistance, as the number of recipients increased 

from 6 per cent of the population in 1968 to approximately 10 per cent of the population 

in 1992. For both programs, there were significant increases in the caseloads during 

the 1980-81 and 1990-92 recessions, with no major dedine in the following years of 

healthy economic growth [Barrett et al. (1 996) 12-1 31. Although the early-1990s 

recession can be blamed for the rising load of welfare cases, an upward trend was 

already o c c u ~ n g  prior to this period, which has been attributed to a dynamic lag effect 

from the 1974-75 and 1981 -82 recessions [Barrett et al. (1 996) 201. 

Gender data pertaining to the overlap of El with social assistance are limited. 

Although, over the past 25 years, women's unemployment rates have exceeded those 

of men for al1 but the last four years [Appendix 421. Policy also has the potentiai for 



exacerbating the 'hysteresis' effect, which refers to erosîon of valuable human capital 

skills and training resulting from persistent short-nin unemployment. It leads to a 

permanent increase in structural unemployment. These lagged adjustment effects of 

policy decisions can be extremely costly to an economy's output and human resources. 

When women are forced into a state of dependency on male relatives because of 

benefits disentitlement, unernployment hysteresis may cause very rapid human capital 

disinvestment behavioral changes. This perpetuates dependency and weak labour 

market attachments in the long tem. 

5.6.3 The justification for presewing a federalized program 

The off-loading of federal responsibility for income replacement ont0 the 

provincial welfare assistance programs is economically inefficient and socially 

inequitable. This was the experience of the 1930s which would lead to the development 

of the national UI scheme. At that time, the harshness and inadequacies of coping 

with the unemployed discredited the hybrid, uncoordinated and bureaucratie 

provincial/municipal programs which provided demeaning relief for largely 'unmet' 

human needs. This was coupled with heavy costs and widespread provincial and 

municipal insolvency. With recent program changes, there is mounting evidence that 

the UI scheme is not only being weakened by progressively restricting it in order ta 

build up a huge surplus position [Canadian Labour Congress (1998)], but also that 

these restrictions are shifting responsibility for social security away from insurance and 

ont0 the 'dole' with resulting negative consequences for work incentives - in short, a 

return to the system of the 1930s. As Stnithers (1983) pointed out [refemng to 

seasonal benefits], those who needed the benefits, were excluded, 'on the grounds 

that their occupations fell beyond the bounds of acceptable 'actuariat nsk' (2131. During 



the 1940s, this was reflected in the huge buiid-up of a UI surplus position within a short 

period of time. As noted earlier, in the conternporary labour market non-standard work 

is the equivalent of seasonal work patterns of the 1940s and 1950s. 

The lncome Secunty and Social SeMces (1969) document identified some of 

the issues in favour of keeping the program within federaf jurisdiction:: 

It is generally accepted that general unernployment is the product 
of a complexity of economic forces wtiich are national and international 
in character. It rarely can be said to be the consequences of purely local 
forces. Moreover, the provincial and local govemments cannot by 
themselves bnng under control the forces that cause unernployment; to 
do so requires the full panoply of economic powers associated with a 
nation - fiscal, monetary, debt management, trade and balance of 
payments policies, and indeed selective economic measures [and] The 
second reason for federal jurisdiction in this area lies in the uneven costs 
of unemployment insurance, as between the provinces. Certain 
provinces suffer from higher levefs of unemployment than do others, with 
the result that payments in these provinces tend to be relatively higher, 
and contributions to the unemployment fund from them tend ta be 
relatively lower. [Canada. White Paper (q970) 7] 

In the contemporary economy, it is essential to continue to enlist workers in a 

proactive scheme which recognizes the national macroeconomic and industrial causes 

of unemployment that are beyond the control and financial feasibiiity of the provinces or 

the employable citizenry. This was the central message of the 1940s Rowell-Sirois 

report, Cassidy, and Marsh reports, which argued that the provincial relief 

programming of the 1930s fell short of their moral obligations to workers. 

The 1987 Special Cornmittee on Childcare reported that the numbers of poor 

two-parent families with preschool children, exceeded poor lone-parent families by one 

and a half times [28]. What has also been docurnented is the fact that, in the modem 

economy, when males are sole-eamers, household well-being declines (compared with 

dual-income families), as 24.4 per cent of children then Iive in low-income 



circumstancesw. This evidence establishes the importance of a framework of dual- 

earner families within the economic structure of recent years. It also establishes the 

disproportionate disadvantage to those who are unattached, whether young or elderly 

or single-parent families. By 1981, this group made up 67 per cent of the lowest incorne 

groups [Statistics Canada (1984) 151. In 1971 the (then) Minister of Labour, Bryce 

Mackasey, argued in the House of Commons, 

... we should reaiize it is a sad commentary that at least one 
million women in the Canadian work force are in it not because they 
want to buy a second automobile or a coloured television set but 
because their income means the difference between poverty and 
suwival [Canada, Commons Debates (April W,l971) 50391. 

He also argued that it was essential to increase the benefits to a reasonable 

lever, because unemployed families were finding it necessary to access both UI and 

social assistance benefits due to the inadequacy of the pre-1971 replacement rate 

[Canada, Commons Debates (April 19,1971) 50391. 

This was later substantiated by The Canadian Council on Welfare's 1981 

estimate that poverty in Canadian families would increase by 60 per cent, if al1 women 

in dual-earning families quit working in paid labour [Canada, Commons Debates (June 

2,1983) 259661. 

5.6.4 Employment Insurance and Weifare Benefits: Recent Trends and 

Cornparisons with the Poverty Line 

Recent studies reveal a trend of increasing reliance on social assistance by 

individuals with high employability and labour market attachrnents [Barrett et al (1996) 

-- - 

84 33 per cent of children where the wife was the sole eamer. 



7.341. Appendices 43, 44 8 45= demonstrate three major trends that have vital 

implications for the use of a redistributive device, such as the employment insurance 

scherne, as opposed to off-loading unemployment relief as a matter of provincial and 

municipal concem. 

1. In Manitoba, there is evidence of declining social assistance, as a percentage of the 

poverty line, for al1 demographic groups who access the program [Appendix 431. This 

supports the notion of the gross inadequacy of provincial and municipal relief programs. 

2. There has been a decfining ratio of average male Ul benefits to the poverty line 

[Appendix 431. In 1996 an unemployed unattached male who was forced ont0 social 

assistance received benefits at a level of approximately one-third of UI. As a mamed 

sole-eamer, with two children, welfare benefits provided an income of 48 per cent of 

the poverty Iine, as opposed to 56 per cent with UI. 

3. Analysis of Statistics Canada data illustrates a steady improvement since 1986 in the 

annual incornes of one-eamer, female lone-parent famifies. For these wornen, the 

largest portion may be attributed to eamings. However, combined with redistributional 

instruments such as the federal child tax and GST credits, their relative income 

positions have substantially increased. Since 1980 the average income for this group 

îS Methodology used by the National Council on Welfare: 1996 Poverty Lines (LICO's) were 
used for three demographic groups: 
1. Coupled families, with two children - $31,862 
2. Single-Parent, one child households - $21,769 
3. Unattached individuals - $16,061 
For the years 1986 to 1996, the National Council welfare benefn levels were used, which 
included provincial tax credits (Manitoba) where applicable. Excluded were GST or child tax 
credits. 
Canadian malelfemale average eamings were retrieved from the Statistics Canada publication 
"Earnings of Men and Women, 1996". Malelfemale potential average UI benefits were 
calculated based on prevailing benefits replacement rates in each period. 
All figures are based on 1996 constant dollars (in purchasing power ternis); therefore the 1996 
LlCO povedy lines were used as a comparative base for al1 years (the figures for al1 other years 
were adjusted to the 1996 standard of living), in order to compare trends in wages and welfare 
benefits. 



of women has increased by 15.9 per cent, m i l e  it has only increased by 1.9 per cent 

for male lone-parent families. For dual-eamer families with children, joint annual 

incomes increased by 5.7 per cent dunng this peflodw [Statistics Canada (1998) 16-17]. 

Recent evidence demonstrates a growing divergent pattern of incomes between 

women who collect welfare benefits and those who have labour market eamings that 

are supplernented with federal transfers [Appendix 45). For this particular demographic 

group, Manitoba welfare benefits have declined from 49 to 44.3 per cent of the poverty 

line since 1986 [Appendix 44 & 45). 

These facts, combined with the presumption that women are at higher risk for 

unemployment because of occupational segregation in non-standard work 

arrangements, amply demonstrate the earlier contention that for lone-parent women, 

maintaining the link of workforce attachments by using El as a fonn of transfer payment 

coupled with child benefits has been a crucial anti-poverty tool. It is also the catalyst to 

fostenng the govemment's goal of creating a more self-sufficient society. Reducing 

women's access to employment insurance benefits simply places them, along with their 

children, on the vicious cycle of social assistance where they have even less chance of 

gaining marketable skills and on-the-job-training. 

In the long fun, policy that severs labour market attachments sustains women in 

dependency relationships, whether on male relatives or on the state (the costs of which 

are eventually borne by the taxpaying public). It may prove to be extremely costly to an 

economy's output and productive human resources. Regressive social security policy 

hinders women's equality of opportunity, along with a reasonably basic income dunng 

work interruptions. 

-- -p 

8S All figures are in 1996 constant dollars. 



Despite weak economic growth, average female eamings have increased by 

14.5 per cent since 1986, resulting in higher UI benefits as a percentage of the poverty 

line [shown in Appendix 431. This provides further justification for maintaining women in 

strong labour force attachments and avoiding a deterioration of the gains made in 

recent decades. It also establishes the crucial importance of the higher employment 

insurance benefits to family economic security. 

An opposite trend has ansen with male Ul benefits, particularly as a result of 

declining benefits replacement rate [Appendix 431. The average male wage had 

increased slightly (approxirnately 1.5 per cent) from 1986 to 1996. However, the 

offsetting reduction in the income replacement level has rendered men lower levels of 

benefits during UI spells. 

Provincial social assistance falls gravely short as a public service of reasonable 

quality. Recent trends clarify the need for El's central role in the income security 

framework to promote the achievement of this fundamental objective. 

5.7 Concluding observations 

This chapter identified a long-standing goal of the framers of the UI scheme, 

which has been to recognize the changing nature of work. The WU ratio has been an 

essential measure of the effectiveness of the program. However, the empincaf 

evidence leads to the conclusion that many mamed women who work part-time or who 

take time off for reproductive work are most likely those workers who have been 

disqualified as El beneficiaries. This has implications for the economic status of the 

family unit which relies on women's eamings. For women and the many sole-supporting 

unemployed who face disqualifications or lower income replacement, they may be 

disproportionately steered into lower-paying jobs out of financial desperation. This 



could also undermine their future personal disposable income levels and labour market 

opportunities. lnadequate income maintenance does not allow for a more extensive job 

search process and it promotes the nse of an underemployed workforce. 

Paradoxically, the identical incentive instruments that have been designed by 

HUDC to feed directly into the young male cnsis may have also decreased mamed 

wornen's work incentives in paid labour force activities. The empirical evidence on 

matemity benefits which was retrieved from the Work Absences Study also reflected 

the historical hierarchies of disadvantage that shape mamed women's labour force 

attachments. Naturally, what follows any system that negatively affects non-standard 

work is significant reductions in the equality of opportunities for women. The evidence 

revealed policy inadequacies from a socio-economic viewpoint because of the 

deteriorating skills and training that women experience when they are forced into weak 

labour market attachments- 

The Employment lnsurance system appears to have recreated an institutional 

setting that restores women's subordinate roles as members of families and society. 

This thesis concludes that govemment policymakers are prepared to accept the net 

consequences of long-tenn negative social retums because the part-time or non- 

standard Canadian married femaie worker is, perhaps temporarily, no longer 

perceived as a vital national asset. 

Finally, the earlier histoncal section demonstrated that the UI program was the 

central means of acknowledging the high social costs of labour market adjustments as 

well as preserving the dignity of individuals. This was accomplished by warding off the 

devastating effects of having to resort to welfare relief and other forms of charity or 

dependence. It was also to provide an income Stream dunng job search or retraining as 

a part of the objective of rnaintaining access, equality of opportunity and redistributive 



equity. The foregoing sections on overiap of W E I  and social assistance have provided 

evidence that policy may have fallen short of these objectives in not taking into account 

changes in the family and emerging labour market structures. 



Chapter 6: Conclusion 

6.1 UIIEI - 1940 to 1999: a reflection of labour market changes? 

This thesis began with a summary of the Ul legislative changes between 1940 

and 1970. During this period, the program was expanding to become more inclusive of 

many occupations and industries. Earlier in this thesis, the historical section noted that, 

when the UI Act was first introduced, it was designed for a male, industrial labour force 

and one-earner families. However, the subsequent growth of two-eamer families and 

the growing relative importance of women's financial contributions to the economic 

security of families eventually necessitated the introduction of a matemity benefits plan. 

Subsequently, the period 1971-1989 was one of slow contraction of the UI 

prograrn, although the effects of 'tweaking' the UI system had not resulted in any 

obsewable labour market or even gendered effects at that point. 

However, by the 1980s significant changes were beginning to occur in the 

labour market. Non-standard work had grown as a primary restmcturing objective for 

employers who needed to create a flexible workforce for variations in their business 

needs. A shift from seasonal and permanent full-time work to part-tirne or contract work 

arrangements became permanent characteristics of a large segment of the employed 

labour force. The emergence of this type of employment also signified much larger 

changes in a market-driven economy that has also taken on post-industrial structural 

adjustments through the growth of the services sector. lndustry and govemment 

strategizing around employment flexibility, and the need for inexpensive sources of 

labour, have increased non-standard work patterns. This has been reflected in the 

nature of female economic activity. However, it has also influenced society's demands 

on the govemment policy apparatus because of the shoR tenure of these types of jobs. 



While the 1971 Ul Act was a milestone in UI refom that reduced inequitable 

gender outcornes, the 1980s and 1990s marked the escalating intensity of cost-cutting 

measures and, as some critics argue, a feminized social dilemma. Since 1990 the 

major contraction of the employment insurance program has been much less 

harmonized with the reaiities of the labour market. Employment insurance policy has 

been weakened at a time when increased flexibility is required because of adjustments 

in the economy, over which the individual worker has very Jittle control. In their 

reactions to increasing program costs and the goal of accumulating a large surplus in 

the El account, HRDC policymakers have demonstrated an apathetic position to a 

continued support of family policy. These were identified problems in the eariy stages 

of the 1940s scheme which mandated appropriate counterbalancing in the provision of 

adequate benefits, in order to escape the fragmented sphere and stigmatization of 

provincial welfare relief. 

6.2 The gender implications of neo-iiberalism 

Pulkingham (1998) argued that the program has becorne more 'masculinized' 

because workers who do not fit the male ideal of a full-time full-year pattern are 

deemed 'unworthy' of benefits. On the basis of this narrow type of exclusion it is a 

gender-neutral policy. She also argued that "Women, whose labour force participation 

does not conform to the full-time full-year ideal, are simply one category among a 

number of others who stand to lose through diminished El entitlements/eligibility" [3T]. 

As was shown in the previous chapter, this is not entirely accurate as second- 

tier mamed mothers are the category of potential beneficiaries who stand to lose the 

most in the long-run. The foregoing aimed to demonstrate that the 'self-suffïciency' and 

'accountability' culture which the program cunently promotes may not be directed at 



married women. The dependency discourse is an attempt to foster a work ethic which is 

rooted in a long histoncal tradition, directed at young males and to some degree, 

female-lone parents, as well as to other marginalized workers who have been victims of 

economic restructuring. 

According to Pulkingham (1 998) post-Fordist development suggests that women 

are now excluded because of their status as 'workers', not as 'dependents on males'. 

For example, al1 they have to do is increase their hours [36]. As illustrated in this work, 

the re-entrants rule has differential impacts in the disctiminating labour market in which 

contrasting gender experiences are encauntered in the post-Fordist environment. 

Exclusions are also rooted in historically-based, gendered work patterns. 

Where mamed women are concerned, the state has a vested economic 

interest in the reinstatement of the 'feminized dependency of the Fordist state'. When 

a segment of the female labour force is 'expelled' in a period of labour surplus, this 

relieves the pressure of competing interests on a tight fiscal putse. It is also related to 

the govemment's pnmary objective of accumulating a substantial surplus position in the 

El program. This is the inherent advantage in ensuring that women can not possibly 

iive up to the admirably rewarded, full-time full-year ideal. The evidence is in the claw- 

back of maternity benefits after decades of progressive pro-family policy measures; a 

stringent re-entrants rule that promotes the 'discouraged workef syndrome in an 

environment of technological revolution and fast-paced changes; rapid benefits 

exhaustion by vinue of women's labour market segregation in non-standard work 

arrangements; and complete exclusion as the most marginalized of al1 self-ernployed 

workers. 

If mamed women were now being 'defined as employable', as Pulkingharn 

(1998) suggests [371, then this should be reflected, as in the past, in labour market 



policy that acknowledges the socio-cultural factors which facilitate and encourage their 

attachments. She suggests that the employment insurance program is reversing itself 

to a 1940s Fordist, full-time full-year masculinized ideal. However, as was shown in the 

eariier historical section, full-time full-year was the 'ideal' for a very short penod only. 

The scheme's rapid development was predicated on any arrangement that represented 

the 'ideal male labour work pattern' whether fuli-time full-year, or not. For example, due 

to pressures to provide benefits to the large number of men in the primary industries 

the extension of coverage to seasonal workers was prioritized during the firçt few 

decades. By today's standards these seasonal workers would be considered to have a 

weak labour force attachment. In the contemporary labour market, non-standard work is 

the equivalent of seasonal work patterns back in the 1940s. Today, 60 per cent of 

workers are employed full-time and full-year. This implies that 40 per cent are non- 

standard workers, no different than the 35 per cent of seasonal workers in the eariy 

1940s [Marshall (1999) 18; Marsh (1983)l. The difference for policy purposes is that 

the rnajonty of non-standard workers are 'women'. The other group are Young people 

who encounter social conventions that are inclined to support the imposition of 

disciplinary measures aimed at fostering their 'work ethic'. They have long been the 

'undeserving employables'. 

Moreover, Pulkingham (1998) suggests that seasonal workers, as a result of not 

rneasunng up to the full-time full-year ideal, have also been penalized heavily under El 

reform, through the new 'intensity' rules which are directed at frequent claimants. This 

implies a disfavouring of predominantly male workers. However. according to HRDC 

(1998) the average weekly benefits of those affected dropped a mere $6 as a result of 

this nile [(December 18, 1998) 4J. 



This thesis concludes that few men have been drawn into the 'feminized' link to 

second-track benefits provisions. As argued by Stnithers (1983) the program was 

designed to 'mirrot the labour market [212]. Even though the labour market has 

deteriorated for males, very few men over age 25 are in employment circumstances 

that are excluded from the El program of the modem era. Stnngent policy is directed at 

women just by virtue of their social roles, in particular reproductive work, which 

translate into labour market outcornes. 

Two factors have disadvantaged males, the second of which is reflected in the 

low male BIU ratio. First, the low eamings replacement rate has been exacerbated by 

the fact that male wages have declined relative to female wages. However, the 

empirical evidence in Chapter 5 revealed that employment insurance benefits based on 

average male eamings are at 1.1 04 times the 1996 Statistics Canada low-income wt -  

off levels, as compared with -716 for female eamings [Appendix 431. The fact is that 

94 per cent of participating males (over age 25) in the labour force continue to enj0y 

the privileges created by the full-time work to which the El program caters. On average, 

women still only eam 70 per cent of the male wage, and usually in the secondary 

labour market. Naturally, they are disadvantaged by stiffened program income 

replacement rates. Higher wages render males adequate benefits levels that more 

easily defray nondeferrable living expenses. 

Second, the low male B/U ratio is related to crisis in male youth unemployment, 

which is the only significant group of males to which the dependency discourse has 

been extended. However, this had always been their experience in the Canadian 

labour market, even in the 1940s and 1950s. Poiicymakers are currently forced to deal 

with large numbers of unemployed, able-bodied young males, not unlike the 

circumstances of the Great Depression. 



This thesis also concludes that the employment insurance discourse of self- 

sufficiency and accountability is analogous to the graded-rate versus flat-benefits 

decision in the design of the 1940 UI Act. The graded-rate system was the product of a 

deliberate choice that was made to devalue a certain segment of the labour force under 

the guise of 'equality and equity'. 

The dependency discourse in the current employment insurance scheme, which 

suggests that 'ail' workers are treated alike and must submit to a 'work ethic' of the full- 

time full-year ideal, rnay disguise the intentionally-engineered competition between a 

segment of the mamed female workforce and the young male population. Moreover, in 

the modem period a large segment of feminine work is of a non-standard nature. It 

continues to be a deprioritized element in policy, as it had been in the early UI Act's 

treatment of female occupations such as teachers, domestics, and pnvate nurses. The 

recent neo-liberal policy agenda may have successfully contrived a newly-sanctioned 

legislative environment of mamed women's regulations under the guise of actuarial 

principles. 

6.3. The policy implications for gender equality: a retrogression to dependent 

status? 

While the harsh realities of the Great Depression induced the male provider's 

crisis, what has emerged in recent decades is a majority of females as lifetime wage 

eamers who require a similar right status in the adequate provision of income security. 

This thesis has provided substantial evidence which demonstrates the following 

key points. First, policy changes of Bill C-12, which retracted progressive matemity 

and other regular benefits, has undemiined the degree of economic independence for 

women by further re-enforcing the gendered division of labour. The fact is that only 



women bear children. As clearly illustrated in the 1968 survey of matemity leave 

policies, child-bearing is a forrn of market failure requiring the government's role in 

countering its related inequities. The employment insurance system's credibility and 

legitimacy depends on this, because it shapes the clirnate for social and economic 

relationships. It is an institution that has the ability to ease the personal cost to women 

in a nurnber of ways. 

First, it provides the appropriate mechanism which facilitates the integration of 

rnotherhood with emptoyment. Any absence of solid family policy will reverse the gains 

that have been made in the eqüality of the sharing of domestic reproductive work. 

Second, inadequate income support makes women economically dependent on 

men, risking the threat of power differentials among family members due to shifting 

income differentials. The basic assumption of altruistic and cuoperative households is 

unreasonably naïve. It ignores the historic comptexities of gender dependency and 

power relations which are detrimental to the status of wornen and relevant to their 

economic conditions. These are long-standing ideas that were taken up by economists 

such as John Stuart Mill (Hamet ~ a ~ l o r ) ~ ~  in hislher lgh century 'Enfranchisement of 

Women' where s/he argued that inegalitarian relationships in the institution of rnarriage 

is degrading to women, com~ptive to men and destroying respectful relationships. They 

argued that "physical force is the basic origin of such a caste systemn [Bodkin (1999) 50 

1 9991. 

Third, there is a high probability that women will leave the labour force because, 

even if men wish to take on greater parenting responsibilities, they face financial 

obstacles that impede this decision. In addition to social conventions, women's 

87 John Stuart Mill had acknowledged that his life cornpanion, Harriet Taylor, coauthored much 
of his wntten work on the political economy of wornen's flghts. However, she was never given 
scholarly credit in recognition of her worlr. 



temporary departure frorn the labour market for maternity leave or child-rearing work is 

most often essential to economic stability of the family, in particular, because there are 

still higher opportunity costs associated with the loss of the usually higher male wage. 

Many families have taken on working-poor status, as economic stagnation has resulted 

in dedining real wages. Therefore, income secutity must be considered within the 

framework of systemic labour market disadvantages and their implications on 

household decisions. 

Finally, protedive labour market policies are onfy as valuable as they are Iikeiy 

to provide opportunities for marginalized groups to gain equal advantages in the labour 

market. Recent policy rneasures require some rethinking in the Iight of emerging 

rnacroeconornic conditions and their relationship to the nanower micro inequities of 

relative pay structures, occupational mobility and gender integration into the strategy of 

the policy framework. 
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Appendix 1 : Beneficiaries to Unemployment Ratio (BIU Ratio): 
1946 to 1955, average monthly data 

B/U 
Year Beneficiaries Unemployed Ratio 

(rnonthly) 
1946 101 255 163000 62.1 
1947 70û60 1 1 O000 63.7 
1948 921 82 1 14000 80.9 
1949 130345 141000 92.4 
1950 127915 186000 68.8 
1951 1 00109 126000 79.5 
1952 139473 155000 90.0 
1953 157484 162000 97.2 
1954 2481 21 250000 99.2 
1955 222785 245000 90.9 

110 : 
SIU Ratio - 1946 to 1955 

O ' 

1 946 1947 1 948 1 949 1950  1951 1 952 1953 1 954 1 955 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 1957. Unemployment lnsurance Claims 1946-1 955. 
Ottawa: Minister of Trade and Commerce. 
Statistics Canada: Historical Labour Force Statistics 71-201 



AT END OF  EACH MONTH ln 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Labour and Prices Division. 
Unemployment lnsurance Section. 1957. Unemployment Insurance 
Claims. 1946-1955. Reference Paper No.78. Ottawa: Minister of Trade 
and Commerce. 



APPENDIX 3 

- - -  

Unemployment ales (2) 
14 . 
12 

10 

1946 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

- Males - Femaies 
A 

Soune: Special daîa request. Siatistics Canada. Household Surveys Division. 

Source: Gundemn. Morley. 1998. W m  and The Canrdin Labour Market: 
Transitions Towards the Future. Scarborough. Ontario: International Thomson Publishing. 



Participation rate (36) 
lm ( 

1 Males +Ferdes 1 

1. Panicipalion rate includes worken aged 14+ for the yean 1901 to 1961. and 15+ thereafler. 
Sources: Census of Canada. 1991: Gunderson and Riddell1993. 

Source: Gunderson. Morley. 1993. Women and The Canadian Labour Market: 
Transitions Towards the Future. Scarborwgh. Ontario: International Thomson Pubiishing. 



APPENDIX 5 - MARITAL STATUS OF WOMEN IN THE LABOUR FORCE 

1931 1941 1951 1961 1966 1971 

Single 80-7 79.9 62.1 42.5 38.8 34.4 

Other 9.2 7.4 7.9 10.2 9.2 9.0 

Sources: Women's Bureau 1970, Tables 8, 11. 
Wornen's Bureau, Facts and Figures, 1977 ., Table I O .  

MARRIED FEMALE POPULATION BY AGE GROUP 

Mamed % of 
female pooulation 

1891 52.6 
191 1 56.9 
1921 59.2 
i931 57.3 
7941 58.0 
i951 64.5 
q956 66.3 

Source: D.8.S. 1956 Analytical Report: Marital Status. Table XV. 

Source: Ramkhalawansingh, Ceta. 1974. 'Women During the Great Waf. In Acton, 
Janice and Goldsmith, Penny and Shepard. Bonnie. Eds. Women at Work, Ontario, 
1850 - 1930. Toronto: Canadian Women's Educational Press. P. 294. 



APPENDIX 6: The 1960s Unemploymerit and Participation Rates of Married Women and Men 
Total Unemployed Unemployed Unemployed Average Labour Total Participation Participalion Participation Average Labour 

Year Married Persons Married Men Married Women Force Unemployment Year Married Persons Married Men Married Women Force Participation 

Unemployment Rates: Married Men and 
Women 1960-1 966 - - ' 

-4 T o i  
Unemployed 
Married Persons 

-*- Unemployed 
Married Men 

Married Women 

-W Average Labour 

OL , , , , Year 

Participation Rates - Married Women and Men: 
1960-1 966 

80 - - -  - - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  &p  - articipatton 
Married Men E M  . 1 U 

.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

t - - 8 - - - - - - - 0 - A  
m . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - -  
lm 1---- 

4 Particlpatlon 
Married Women 

.......... - .... - - ...... - 

+Total Paittclpatlon 
Marrled Persons 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 1960-1 966. The Labour Force. December 1960-66 
annual averages were not made available, therefore the data retrieved was bascd on the 

middle week of December, from1960 to 1966. 



APPENDIX 7: A BREAKDOWN OF THE WORKING FORCE ACTlVlTlES 
JUNE 1960 - JUNE 1961 

Wage earners who worked 

1 

more than 40 weeks - men 
women 

between 27 and 39 weeks men 
wmen 

less than 27 weeks women 
TOTAL 

(1) (2) (3) 
Total Full-time' Part- time" 

Working 
Population 
2,840,973 2,767,578 73,395 
1,094,640 939,757 154,883 

312,456 297,160 15,296 
1 25,582 94,382 31,200 
365,235 277,325 87,910 

4,738,856 4,376,202 362,684 
full-lime is defined as 35 or more hours per week 

'* part-lime is defined as less than 35 hours per week 
Source: Canada. 1969. Study for Updating the Unemployment lnsurance Programme 
(the Cousineau Committee), Report. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1969. 



APPENDIX 8 - BenefiVContribution (BeneWCost) Ratios of 

beveraqes, etc.) 
RATIO Commercial Senrices -9 1 
BELOW Durable goods .87 
1 

1 

Retail trade -84 
Finance, insurance, .75 
and real estate 
Mining -67 
Transportation -58 
Teaching -38 
Communications -36 
Public Services -1 5 

All 1.00 
industries 
Source: Canada. 1986. Commission of lnquiry on Unemploym !nt lnsurance 
Report (Forget Report). Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada. 
November 1986. P. 125. 



APPENDIX 9 - ESTIMATED COVERAGE INCREASE (BASIS 1968) 

1 ~ovemment (including federal, 1 437,000 
provincial and municipal 
Teachers 235,000 

II Hospital and charitable 1 1 80,000 
institutions 
Over salary ceiling (Le. over 165,000 
$7,800) 
Amed Forces 1 10.000 
Nurses 50,000 

, Police Forces 25,000 
Professional Athletes 3,000 

1,205,000 
deduct: those at present covered 45,000 

11 but should be excluded as self- 

[ Net increase in insured population 1 1,160,000 
Source: Canada.1970. Unemployrnent fnsurance in the '?Os (the 
White Paper). Ottawa: ~ u e e n ' s  Pnnter. 1970. 



Sources of Disposable Femily lncome (AE AdJusted) 
for Indlvlduals In Fmllles with lem than 0.5 Meâlan Olsposable Income, 1973-1991 

Ageof Ycar 
lndlviduala 

Totd 

100.0 O/o 

100.0 % 
100.0% 
100.0 O h  

100.0 @/a 

100.0 % 
100.0 % 
100.0 Oh 

100.0 % 
100.0 % 
100.0 '/O 

100.0 O/O 

1 00, O % 
100.0 % 
100.0 Ye 

100.0 O/@ 

100.0 % 
100.0 % 
100.0 O/. 

100.0 @/O 

Wages 
end 

Salaries 

65.4 '10 
53.6 O h  

41.9 O h  

35.4 O h  

63.7 '/a 

50.6 '/O 

38.6 O h  

36.8 O h  

66.5 % 
56.6 % 
50.2 '10 
48.1 O/@ 

773 % 
60.9 % 
59.9 O/r 
59,6 '/O 

71.3 O h  

55.5 % 
48.5 % 
#,9 '10 

Other Total 
Faclor Markel 

lncome lncome 

UI Olher 
Tmnstei T n n a l ~  
Income Income 

Total 
f maki 
Incorn 

35.9 % 
44.8 % 
55.8 % 
63.1 % 

37.2 % 
47.0 % 
58.0 Y. 
59.6 Q/s 

34.3 O h  

40.4 % 
46.9 % 
50.0 O h  

22.9 % 
36.5 % 
36.7 % 
38.9 % 

31.2 % 
42.6 % 
49.7 % 
54.0 O h  

Tan 

-4.3 % 
-2.8 % 
-2.8 % 
-2,2 % 

-4.3 % 
-2.9 % 
-2.2 % 
-3.2 % 

-4.3 O/o 

-2.8 '/O 

-2.0 O h  

-2.7 % 

-4.2 % 
-2,4 % 
-2.0 % 
-2.8 'h 

-6.0 O h  

-3.0 % 
-2.7 % 
-3.3 @/O 

Source: Picot. Garnett and Myles, John. 1995 SocW Transkrs. Chanphg F m l l y  
Structure. and LOW Incane k m n g  Chlldren. Ottawa: Slatistics Canada. Analyîical Studies Branch. Sepl 19%. 



Source of Disgusable Fad ly  InCome, Childrtn O to 14 in Familm 
with < 0.5 Median ïncome 

Source: Picot. Gamett and htyks. John. 1995. Social Tfansfers. Changinq Family 
Structure, and Low Incorne Among Children. Ottawa: Statislics Canada. 
Analytical Studies Branch. Sept 1995. 





Self-Employment and Part-Time Empioyment as a 
Percentage of Total Empioyment, 1976-1997 

- 

Applied Research BrancNDirecoon gèneale de la recnercne appliquh 

Source: HRDC. Hurnan Resources Developrnent Canada. 1 m. An Analysis 
of Ernpioyment Insurance Bcnefit Coverage. Ottawa: Human Resources 
Developrnent Canada. Applied Research Bramh. Strategic Poticy. October 1998. 



Self- vs Paid-Empîoyment Eamings and Hours, Canada, 1994 

Al I Men Women 
Self-Employcd Employcc Sclf-Ernptoycd Employcc Sclf-Employcd Employce 

Avcngc Earnings 27.67 1 29,992 30,691 36.385 20.116 22,W 
(Sui. Dev.) (40,930) (2 1,979) (44,084) (24,fW (3Q4 1 O) ( 15359) 

Median b i n p s  17,803 27,027 20,000 34.075 10,237 20,997 
Eunings Disuibution: Percent 

Undcr 20,000 56.4 36.4 50.2 25.9 71.9 47.9 
20,001 -40.000 27.8 37.1 32.1 35.4 16.9 39.1 
4O,OOl-6O,OOO 7.8 19.3 8.7 27.2 5.6 10.6 
60.001 -80,000 2.7 5.1 3.3 7.9 1.2 2.0 
8OilOi+ 5.4 2.0 5.7 3.5 4.6 0.4 

A v m s  Hours 2,287 1,767 2,480 1.942 1,805 1576 
(Sid. Dev.) (94 1 ) WB) (849) (633) (985) (653) 

Medirn Hours 2,088 1.956 2508 2.088 1,824 1,824 
Houn Disoibulion: Pcrccnl 

Under 1$00 16.9 26.5 8.1 17.4 38.8 36.5 
1,501 -2,000 11.8 27.3 11.0 20.1 13.9 35.3 
2.001-2500 27.9 39.2 30.3 51.6 21.9 25.6 
2 S i +  43.4 7.0 50.6 10.9 H.4 2.7 

Naes: For those wiih only self-employment or @d-cmploymcnt who npared positive einungs. 

Source: Lin, Zhengxi and Picot, Garnett and Yates, Janice. 1999. 
The Entry and Exit Dynamics of SeCEmployment in Canaâa 
Ottawa: Statistics Canada. Analytical Studies Branch. March 1999. 







APPENOIX 17: Labour Force Adivity: 
Full-Time to PaR-Time Ratios - A Gender Analysis 

Labour Force Activity: Full-lime to PartJime Ratios - A Gender 
.- .. - - -- - -- - Analycif - -- -. .- --  -- - -  

Data Source: Statistics Canada - Cansirn 71-001 



APPENDIX 18- Male Workers: Reason for Part-time Labour Force Participation - 
Evidence from the 1994 Suwey of Labour and Income Dynamics (SLID) 

1994 SLID Data 

Reason for working part-time Male % 

Own lllness or Disability 28 1.6 
Caring for Childrentrelatives or family responsibilities 24 1.4 
Going to School 533 30.3 
Could only find part-time work 580 33.0 
Did not want full time-worlc 225 12.8 
Other 367 20.9 

1757 1 O 0  

Male Workers - Reasons for Part-tïme Labour Force Status 

Data Source: Statistics Canada - 1994 Suwey of Labour and h o m e  Dynamics (SLID) 



APPENDIX 19 - Women Workers - Reason for Part-time Labour Force Participation: 
Evidence from the 1994 Survey of Labour and lncome Dynamics (SLID) 

1 994 SLID Data 

Reason for working part-tïme 

Own lllness or Disability 
Caring for Children/relatives or family responsibilities 
Going to School 
Could only find part-time work 
Did not want full time-work 
Other 

I Women Workers - Reasons for Part-time Labour Force Status 

Own Illness or Caring far 
D i i  Chiiârcnheiaüves or 

Ottier 1% famiiy mpmsibiliües 
1 2% 9% 

Could oniy find part- 

- 

Data Source: Statistics Canada - 1994 Survey of Labour and Incorne Dynamics (SLID) 



APPENDlX 20: MalelFernale lnvoluntary Part-time Rates by Age Category - 
Evidence from the 1994 Sunrey of Labour and lncome Dynamics (SLID) 

% 
Male Male Female 
IlnesslDisability Caring for Childrenl School lnvoluntary Involuntary IlnessIDisabitity Caring for Childrenl 

Elders Part-time Part-time Elders 
16-25 6 1 502 294 50.69 4 36 
26-34 4 7 29 125 21.55 1 144 
35-44 4 6 2 79 13.62 7 138 
45-54 7 8 O 49 8.45 5 33 

% 
Female 

School lnvoluntary lnvoluntary 
Part-time Part-tirne 

643 456 30.65 
244 354 23.80 

46 407 27.35 
7 203 13.64 

55+ 7 2 O 33 5.69 4 14 O 68 
28 24 533 580 100.00 21 365 940 

-- 
1488 

r -. 

MalelFemale lnvoluntary Part-time by Age Category 

- EMale Involuntary Part-tlme '- - - - - -. 

- 8 C - - - - - -- -. - - - - . Femak Involunta y Part-tlme 1 

Data Source: 1994 Survey of Labour and lncome Dynamics (SLID) 



APPENOIX 21 - 1994 SLID SURVEY DATA 

Total Employment 
Age Group Full-time Part-time TOTAL Age Grou p #Full-tÏme %Part-time 

MALE FULL-TIMEIPART-TIME WORK PATTERNS BY AG€ 
GROUP 

Percentage total full-time male workers 85.70% 
Percentage total part-time male workers 14.30% 

Data Source: Staü6ücs Ca& - 1984 Sunrey of Labour and l m  Oynamics (SLID) 



APPENDIX 22 - 1994 SLID SURVEY DATA 

Total Employment 
Age Group Full-time Part-time TOTAL Age Group 

FEMALE FULL-TIMEIPART-TIME WORK PATTERNS BY AGE 
GROUP 

100 Y - - - .  - 

Percentage total full-time female workers 63.1 OOh 
Percentage total part-time female workers 36 .90°h 

This data is consistent with the 1995 General Social Survey. Approximately 
one-third of employed femafe labour force participants, over age 20, were 
employed in part-time work adivity. 

Data Source: StatKtics Canada - 1984 Survey of Labour and lncomc OyMmics (SLID) 
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APPENDIX 25: Youth Unemployment and Labour Force Participation Rates by Gender: 
1954-1959 

Total Youth Male Youth Fernale Youth Total Youth Male Youth Female Youth 

Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment Participation Participation Participation 
1 954 7 8.9 3.7 52 65.7 38.6 
1 955 5.6 7.1 3.3 51.6 63.5 39.9 
1956 4.7 6.6 1 -8 51 -4 63.4 39.6 
1957 9.9 13.7 3.8 51.2 63.6 38.9 
1958 11.4 15.5 4.9 49.5 61.1 38.1 
1959 9.5 12.4 4.9 49.1 6 C 2  38.2 

Youth Unemployment: 1954-1 959 

+Male Youth 
Unemployment 

Year 

Youth Participation Rates: 1964-1 959 
- - -  .- - . 

4 

2 
I 

CI 1 , , . .  . 
i g 1 I 

2 
1 

A A 
- . .  --Y ----- A 

+Total Youth 
Participation 

+ Male Youth 
Participation 

Female 
Youm i 
Participation 1 

Year 

Data Source: 
1954-1 959 Oaminion Bureau of Statistics: 
The Labour Force (Volumes 10-1 5; No.12) 



The Expcricnccd Malc Labour Forte' 
by Industry Dl~ision,~ I9Sl-l9!J 1 

Malc % of indus10 
Iridusrty division 1 1961 1971 1981 1991 

Agriculiurc 95.8 87.6 76.8 75.6 65.9 
Foresiry 98.2 98.0 95.5 89.0 85.1 
Fishing and trapping 99.2 98.6 96.5 90.6 83.7 
Mines, quanies, and oil wclls 98.1 96.6 93.3 86.0 84.1 
Manufacturing 79.4 78.5 76.3 72.1 70.3 
Canstruc~ion 98.3 97.5 95.1 90.6 88.5 
Transpriaiion, communi- 
coiions, and othcr utiliiics 88.5 86.4 83.0 76.6 73.6 

Tradc 71.7 69.6 63.3 56.6 54.5 
Finance, insuroncc, and 
real esiate 55.6 54.3 48.5 39.0 38-1 

Communiiy, business, and 
personal services 43.2 40.9 42.4 39.7 37.7 

Public administration and 
dcfencc 82.7 81.8 74.5 63.0 57.6 

Ali industries 78.0 72.7 66.5 59.7 55.1 

I Excludes uncmploycd pcrsons who have ncvcr wakcd in ihc labour force 
or who had na donc su sincc January I of iht 'or ycar. 
2 ~ o t  i n e l u d ~  induiiry unspecified or u n d c l .  
3 Concenlration torpls may n a  idd upio IOOdue to rounding. 

.- . -----.-- -- --A--.-- 

% of al1 male workcrs 
111dusrq division 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 
- - ------ - --- - 

Agriculture 9 .  12.1 7.0 5.2 4.4 
Forcsiry 3.1 2.3 1.3 1,3 1.2 
Fishing and rrûpping 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Mines, quanies, and oil wclls 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.1 
Manufacturing 25.2 23.9 24.6 23.1 18.7 
Consiruclion 7.8 9.3 9.7 0,8 10.5 
Transpartation, communi- 
cations. and oiher uiiliiies 1 1.4 1 1.5 10.5 10.3 10.0 

Tride 13.3 15.1 15.2 16.0 17.0 
Finance, insuroncc, and 
rcal cslalc 2.0 2,7 3.5 3.5 3.9 

Community, business, and 
personal services 8.4 I l  16.4 19.5 23.6 

Public administration and 
dcfcncc 5.7 8.5 9.0 8.1 8.2 

All industries 100.0 99.9 100.2 99.9 1 0 . 1  

soURcU: Calculaicd from 1971 Census, Sptcial Bullciin SE-2, Economic 
Chracrcri~rics: Indurrty Ti.nû~ 1951-1971 (Cal, 94-7931, Tables 1-3; 1981 
Crnrw, hbour Forte - Indwiry Tnndx (Cal. 92-925),Tàhlc I ; and 1991 
Crnrw, Indusiry and Class of Workr  (Car. 93-326), Table 1. 

Armstrong, Pat and Armstrong, Hugh. 1994. 
The Double Ghetto: Canadiin Women and Theii Segregated Work. 
Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc. 



APPENDIX 27 - Gender Unemployment Rates by Age Categories: 15-24 and 25+ 

Male 15-24 Female 15-24 Male 25+ Female 25+ 
Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment 

Rate Rate Rate Rate 
1976 13.1 12.0 4.3 6.6 
1977 14.8 13.7 5.0 7.3 
1978 14.9 13.8 5.3 7.7 
1979 13.1 12.6 4.6 6.9 
1980 13.6 12.5 4 -8 6.5 
1981 13.9 12.1 4.9 6.6 
1982 20.9 15.9 8.2 8.7 
1983 22.2 16.8 9.3 9.5 
1 984 19.2 16.0 9.0 9.6 
1985 18.0 14.4 8.4 9.4 
1986 16.3 13.5 7.6 8.6 
1987 14.6 12.3 7.0 8.3 
1988 12.8 10.9 6.1 7.5 
1989 12.3 10.0 6.1 7.3 
1990 13.9 11.3 6.9 7.3 
1 991 18.8 13.3 9.2 8.8 
1 992 20.2 15.1 10.5 9.3 
1993 20.2 14.9 10.2 9.6 
1994 18.5 14.3 9.4 8.9 
1995 17.0 14.0 8.4 8 -2 
1996 17.5 14.6 8.5 8.4 
1997 17.6 15.7 7.8 7 -8 
1998 16.6 13.7 7.1 7.0 
1999 17.6 13.7 7.5 6.7 

I 

I Gender Unemployment Rates by Age Categaries: 15-24 and 

+Male 1524 
Unernployment Rate 

+ Femaie 1524 
Unemployment Rate 

Male 2 s  
Unemployment Rate 

++ Femk 25+ 
Unernpioyment Rate 1 I 

Source: Statistics Canada Cansim 71 -001 



4PPENDIX 28 - Youth Labour Force Participation and Unemployment 

15-24 Years 
Male Male Fernale Female 

Participation Unemployment Participation Unemployment 
Rate Rate Rate Rate 

1976 68.4 13.1 57.5 12.0 
1977 69.3 14.8 58.3 13.7 
1978 70.1 14.9 59.7 13.8 
1979 71 -7 13.1 61 -7 12.6 
1980 72.3 13.6 63.3 12.5 
1981 72.8 13.9 64.0 12.1 
1 982 69.9 20.9 63.1 15.9 
1983 69.8 22.2 63.6 16.8 
1 984 70.4 19.2 64-3 16.0 
1985 70.6 18.0 65.5 14.4 
1986 71.9 16.3 66.5 13.5 
1987 72.4 14.6 67.0 12.3 
1988 72.7 12.8 67.3 10.9 
1989 73.4 12.3 67.8 10.0 
1990 71.4 13.9 67.0 11.3 
1991 69.1 18.8 65.5 13.3 
1 992 67.0 20.2 63.6 15.1 
1993 65.5 20.2 61.5 14.9 
1 994 65.2 18.5 60.6 14.3 
1995 63.9 17.0 60.4 14.0 
1 996 63.5 17.5 59.5 14.6 
1997 63.4 17.6 59.0 15.7 
1998 63 -6 16.6 60.4 13.7 
1999 62.2 17.6 59.0 13.7 

Youths 15-24: A Gender Analysis of Participation and 
Unemployment Rates - 1976 ta f 999 

80 , - - - . -----1-11- - -- ---- - - - -  . 

- ----- 

- - - _ -  - , +Mab Participaiori Rate - - 
: +Male Unempkyment Rate 

+ Femak Unemp&yment Rate , 
I 

. -. - - _ _  - -  - ---- ___-- -- - 4 

f 

L t 

Data Source: Statistics Canada Cansim 3701 STC 71-001 





1 Cornparison 
[ Entrancc Rcquirement 

Special bentfitr 
(sickness. mnternity, 
parental) 

o f  UUEf Entrance C 
UI Svstem 

12-20 weelts (of at 
lerst 15 hows pcr wctk 
or a minimum of S 163 
pcr week) in prcvious 
52 weeks 

equîvalenr ro 180-300 
hours 
20 wcckr (of at least 
1 5 hrslw k) in ptevious 
52 weeks 

equivulenr ro 300 hours 

("re-entrant" defined as 
anyone working less 
than 14 wetks o f  at 
ltrst 15 hrdwk 
(equivalent 10 2 10 hrs) 
in the ycar preceding 
the ycar in which a 
daim is made] 

20 weeks (of ai least 
1 S hr/wk) in thc 
previous 52 weeks 

equivaienr ro 300 hours 

tquiremcn ts 
LI Svstcm 

equivaienr ro 12-20 
weili of 35 hourt per 
wek or 28-47 weeh O/ 

15 hours per week 

420-700 hours in 
prcvious 52 w e t k  
equîvaIenr ro 26 week 
of 35 hmiwk or 61 
weeh of 1 S hr/wk 

9 10 hours in previous 
52 weeks 

["rc-entrant" dcfined as 
myone working less 
than 490 houn 
(quivalent to 14 wceks 
of a! lerst 35 hr iwk or 
33 wteks o f  1 S/hrs/wk 
in the ycar phceding 
the y e u  in which a 
chim is made] 
equivalenr ro 20 week 
of35 hrsiwk or 4 7 
WC& of 15 hrs/nk 

700 hours in previous 
52 weeks 

Pulkingham. Jane. 1998. 'Remaking the Social Divisions of Welfare: Gender. "Dependencr. 
and U/ Refom'. Studies in Political Economy 56, Summer, 1998. P.747. 



APPENOIX 31 

Extending Employment Insurance Coverage to 
Part-timc Workcrs: Ceneral Impact 

I Newly Insurcd Part-time Worktrs Paying Prcmiums 
Total 500,000 I 1 Toia1 Womcn 270.000 (54%) Total Men 230.000 (46%) 1 

Refund* 
3R0.000 (76%) 

No Refund 
120,000 (24%) 

Wmncn Men 1 1 Womjn , Mcn 
204.000 (53.75;) 1 76.000 (46.3%) 66.000 (55%)  54.000 (45%) 
75.606 O/ tvomcn 76.3% of men 24.4% of nmmen 23.596 O/' mcm 

Qualify 
30.000 (6%) 

Womcn 
19.000 (63.3%) 1 1 .O0 (36.7%) 

l Do Not Qualify 
90.000 ( 1 8%) 

Womcn 
47.000 (52%) 43.000 (48%) 

Sourcc - compitcd from information ln: IIRDC. Empluymcnt Inaur~ncc lmpacir n f  
Rcform. (lanuary 1996) Tables 6 and 7. Pan A. Section 2. pp. 7-n: and HRDC. 
Employmcnl: Insuance: Gendcr Impact Analysis. (January 1996) pp. 5-7. 

*Thosc carning 52.000 or lcss per year wi l l  reccive a prcmiurn refund anni i~l ly. Nocabil. 
ihe IegisIaiion docs not cniail inflaling indexation orihc S2.000 ihrtshold. Thus. over 
tirne very fcw workcn wil l  qurl i fy for l:hc rdund. 

Source: Pulkingham. Jane. 1993. 'Remaking the Social Divi~~ons of Weifare: 
Gender. 'Dependency: and UI Relonn' Studks in Politkal Economy 56. 
Summer. 1996.  p. 7 4 7 .  



APPENDIX 32 : Demography of Work Force Re-entralits After a Long Absence 
Re-entrants after a long absence (over one year) 

1978 1991 1995 
1978 1991 1995 O/O of Unemployed % of Unemployed O h  of Unemployed 

Re-entrants Re-entrants Re-entrants Workers Workers Workers 

Women 25+ 
Women 15-24 

Men 25+ 
Men 15-24 

Women: Heads of Families or in Coupled Families 
Re-entrants after a long absence (over one year) 

al1 families 61.6 54.4 
wlchildren under 16 nla nla 
wlpreschool children nla nla 
wlchildren age 6-1 5 nla nla 
no children under 16 nla nla 

Males: Heads of Families or in Coupled Families 
Re-entrants after a long absence 

al1 families 14.3 21.9 
wlchildren under 16 1.7 7.7 
wlpreschool children nla 3.8 
wlchildren age 6-1 5 nla 3.9 

27.6 
nla 
nla 
nla 
nla 

28.2 
nla 
nla 
nla 
nla 

23.6 27.4 
nla nla 
nla nla 
nla nla 

28.6 
nla 
7.7 
8.5 

12.1 

26.3 
nla 
nla 
nla 

Source; figures cited from: Rose, Ruth.1999. AHidavit de ruth rose, protesmm de sciences economiquer a I'Universite 
du Quebec a Montreal. Montreal: Ministere de la Justice. March 3, 1999 p.24-27 



APPENDIX 33: Women (Age 25+) Percentage Change in Part-Time work from 1977 to 1999 

O h  change 
Year part-time employment 

Women's (Age 26+) Employment in Part-Time Work: Annual 

Data Source: Statistics Canada - Cansim 71-001 



Participation Rate, Four Dcmographic Groups (%) 

Source: Archambault, Richard and Grignon. Louis. 1999. Dccline in the Youth 
Participation Rate Sime 1990: Structural oc Cyclk.13 Ottawa: Applied Research 

Branch, Strategic Policy. Human Resources Developcnmt Canada W-991 E 



APPENDIX 35: Gerider Changes in Shares of Full-time and Part-tirne Ernployment - 1996 to 1999 (by Age Categories) 

1996 1997 Employment 1998 Employment 1999 Employrnent 

Labour Force: Total Employment 
Men 25+ 6427 6593.8 
Men 15-24 1052 1055.1 
Men 20-24 673.6 681.9 
Women 2 9  5210 5321.4 
Women 15-24 987.2 970.3 

Labour Fotce: plt 
Men 25+ 394.4 405.3 
Men 15-24 406.4 396.8 
Men 20-24 157.7 156.5 
Women 25+ 1266 1324.7 
Women 15-24 522.8 522.5 

Labour Force: flt 
Men 25+ 6032 6188.5 
Men 15-24 646.1 658.2 
Men 20-24 515.9 525.4 
Women 25+ 3945 3996.7 
Women 15-24 464.4 447.9 

Shares Shares 

1999 
Seasonally Employment 

Shares Cumulative Adjusted S hares 

Data Source: Statistics Canada Cansim 71-001; Statistics Canada: Labour Force Information 71-001 ?PB, T l  



Pe?ce.uge of Youig Propk 
Neitùer in S c h l  nor i. Ut 
hboor Foret 

Source: Archambauit. Richard and Grignon. Louis. 1 s .  Declim in the Youth 
Participation Rate Since 1990: Structural or Cyclkal? Ottawa: Applied Research 

Branch, Strategic Policy, Human Resaurces Development Canada W-991 E 



Seho1 Earolmtnt Rate, Four 
Dcmagrrphic Groaps (94) 

Source: Archarnbault. Richard and Grignon. Louis. 1999. Oecline in the Youth 

Participation Rate Since 1990: Structural or Cyclkal? Ottawa: Applied Research 

Branch. Strategic Policy. Human Resources Developrnent Canada W-99-1 E 



APPENDIX 38: THE RATIO OF REGULAR El BENEFlClARlES TO TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT (THE BIU RATIO): 
A GENDER ANALYSIS 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1878 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1 986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1 982 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1998 
1997 
1988 

Sources: 

BIU 
Ratio 

Women 
83.82 
75.39 
68.69 
67.89 
63.69 
59.05 
60.26 
69.43 
70.59 
69.83 
71 SO 
73,43 
72-92 
78.39 
81.70 
80.33 
74.25 
69.15 
63.24 
57.69 
49.55 
46.08 
38.92 
37.93 

BIU 
Ratio 
Men 

88.28 
89.17 
81 -38 
81.20 
76.67 
73.57 
71.31 
79.91 
76.97 
76.24 
75,51 
77,69 
77.18 
84.71 
84.90 
84.59 
79.81 
70.60 
66.43 
58.54 
53.55 
49.77 
43.97 
45.96 

BIU 
Ratio 
Total 
86.35 
83.1 1 
75.79 
75.22 
70.74 
67.07 
66.41 
75.69 
74.39 
73.52 
73.80 
75,76 
75.24 
81 ,7Z 
83.42 
82.72 
7750 
70.00 
65.09 
58.15 
51.80 
48.12 
41,70 
42.41 

Historical Labour Force Statistics 71-201 
Cansim Databases: 

The BIU Ratio: A Gender Analysis 
l 

--.--.......... . . . . . . . . .  g5 . . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : l , * ,  - . .  - .. 
9 i + WU Ratio Women 1' 1 

0980342, D767419, 0767551 Unemployment lnsurance Statistics 73-202s 



APPENDIX 39: UI Compensation for Matemity Absences - 
Evidence from the 1993 and 1997 Absence from Work Surveys (AWS) 

1993 
Reason for Collecteâ Reason for 

1997 
Collected Reuon for 

Absence 1993 AWS U I Absence 1997 AWS UI Absence 

lllness 87511861 1701875 lllness 19% 3251622 741325 lllness 
Accident 523/1881 561523 Accident 1 1 % 1 391622 1811 39 Accident 
Maternity 48311 881 4231483 Matemity 88% 1581622 1291 58 Maternity 

In 1993, 1881 reswndents were away for the rasons Iisted above. 
Of the pregnancy ieaves, 88 percent were able to draw maternity beneffis 

By 1997, the Absences from Work Survey indicated that only 79 percent of respondents 
drew maternity benefits 

1 

! 1993 Compensation for 
l 

1 
Special Benefits - Evidence 

1 from the Absence from Work 
l 

1 Survey 

1997 Compensation for 
Special Benefits - Evidence 

fiom the Absence fiom Work 
Sunrey 

Maternity 
7996 

Incidence of UI compensation 1980-1997 - Data from the AWS Suwey 

Proportion of Maternity Abences 
Year who mceived UI Compensation 

1980 67.4 
1961 72.8 
1982 74.2 
1983 77.6 
1984 83.2 
1985 82.0 
1986 83.7 
1987 84.6 
1993 87.6 
1997 79.1 

Data Sources- Mdoncy, Joanm. 1969. 'On Mahm#y Lsaw'. in on L.bow nd kicoma. 
Summer. 1989. 
Statistics Canada: 1- and 1983 Ahence from Worlc Su- (AWS) 



APPENDIX 40: UIEI Compensation for Matemity Absences - 
Evidence from the 1993 and 1997 Absence Çrorn Work Surveys (AWS) 
Incidence of 
Maternity Compensations 
(based on usual hours workeâ) 1993 1997 % change 

15 or l e s  hoursrLvk 
16-20 hoursiwk 
21-30 h o u M  
over 30 h Wwk 

Incidence of UllEl Maternity Compensations based on 
Clairnants' Usual Hours of Work Evidertce from the 1993 

and 1997 AWS Suweys 

Ilmderrce of - 
compensations 
1987 

The AWS data indicates that the s i g n i f i t  lasers in the 1997 UI changes were part-time ~ r k e r s ,  
particularly, those claimants who warked between 16-20 hours per week 
For many women, the changes may have ocuned too quickly for these worker to alter their 
labour force employment patterns (ie: increase hours worked). 
Howwer, for those women who am involuntônly emplayed in part-time work, 
it may n o t  be possible to supplement hours wrked, in order qualq for Ei Maternity benefds. 

Data Source: 1993 and 1997 Absence from Work Surveys (AWS) 



APPENDIX 41 - MAGE TEN RULE - 1 
WEEK 1 WEEK 10 WEEK 20 WEEK 31 WEEK 50 

1 1  

50" week before Pregnancy 
expected date of begins 
biRh 

3 1 " week before 
expected birth 

week of birth 

TEN INSURABLE WEEKS WERE REQUIRED IN THE 2û-WEEK PERlOD BETWEEN THE 3lST AND 
50'' WEEK BEFORE THE WEEK OF BIRTH; THIS MEANT 1 HAT A WOMAN WOULD HAVE TO BE 
EMPLOYEO IN WEEK 10, THE WEEK OF CONCEPT ION. 

r i  I 
WEEK 1 WEEK 10 WEEK 20 WEEK 31 WEEK 50 

1 1  

50" week before Pregnancy To qualify for benefits week of birth 
expected date of begins 20 insurable weeks was 
birth required beginning in 

week 3 1 

A WOMAN WOULD HAVE TO BE EMPLOYED STARTING IN WEEK 31. 

1996 - EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: THE HOURS-BASED SYSTEM 

I l  I 
WEEK 1 WEEK 10 WEEK 20 WEEK 31 WEEK 50 

1 1  

14 work hours 17 work hours 23 work hours 35 work hours week of birth 
required per week required per week required per week required per week 
in order to qualify in order to qualify in order to qualify in order to qualify 
for El benefits for El benefits for El benefits for El benefits 



APPENDIX 42: 1946 - 1999: Gerider Unempioyment - Age 25+ 

Unemployment Roter by Gender Age 25+ - 1946 to 1999 

11-O r - - -- -- 

i 

Source: Statistics Canada - Labour Force Annual Averages 1995: Cat. No. 71-220-XPB 



APPENDIX 43: Comparing Manitoba Welfare Benefits to UI Coverage 
Social Assistance in a Social Assistance in a Social Assistance for a 

Coupled household Single Parent household Single Estimated UllEl Estimated UIIEI 
with two children: with One Chitd: Individual: based on Avg based on Avg 

% Poverty % Poverty % Poverty Male Earnings: Femate Earnings: 
Line" Line' Line' Oh Poverîy Line % Poverîy Line 

31862 2 1 769 16061 16061 16061 
1986 0,507 0.490 0.430 1.186 0.682 
1989 0.532 0.480 0.446 1.230 0.726 
1990 0.573 0.474 0.452 1.215 0.727 
1991 O. 572 0.466 0.446 1.181 0.727 
1992 0.590 0.517 0.455 1.177 0.752 
1993 O. 537 0.463 0.448 1 .O96 0.705 
1994 0.546 0.459 0.416 1.105 0.688 
1995 0.535 0.450 0.409 1.080 0.703 
1 996 0.479 0.443 O. 378 7.104 0.716 

I 
-- 

Manitoba Welfare Benefits and Unemployment Insurance -e- Sociai Assidance In a couplcd 

as a Pefctintage of the Poverty Line househdd wiîh twa chlldren: % Poverty 
Line' 31862 

+ Social Asrlstance In a Slngk Parent 
houmhdd with One Chiid: % Powrty 

Soclal Asdstance for a Slngia Indlvldual: 
% Powrty Llne. 18061 

36- . Estlmdsd U1IEI based on Avg Male 
Eirnlngs: % Poverty Llne 18061 

+. Estimated UllEl bascd on Avg Female 
1966 1969 1980 1981 1982 1- 1984 1986 1986 Earnlngu: 96 Poverty Llne 18061 

Year 

Souces: Statistics Canada Earnings of Men and Women 1996 13-21 7-XPB 
National Council on Welfare': Welfare lncomes 1996 



APPENDIX 44: Female Lone-Parents: A Comparision of Social Assistance and Average lncomes 
Welfare Beneqts 

Manitoba Welfare % of Poverty 
Average Female Benefits: Female Lone- Line* 

Lone-Parent lncomes* Parents: one child 21 769 

mostly earnings, but the figures also may include other federal tax credits 
Sources: Statistics Canada: Family lncomes Census Families Catalogue 13-208 XPB 

National Council on Welfare: Welfare lncomes 1996 



APPENDIX 45 Comparing Female Lone-Parent lncomes to Welfare Benefds 
Manitoba Weîfare 

Average Fernala Benefits: Femak Lone- 
Lone-Parent Incornesa Parents: one child 

A Cornparision of Worlcing Female Lone-Parent 
lncomes with Welfare Benefits 

+Average Femak Lme- 
Parent lncomes' 

+ Manitoba Wdfare 
Benefits: Femak L 
Parents: one chiM 

Sources: Staistics Camaâa: famiiy Incornes C e m m  F m i i i i  CItdogue 1S208 XPB 

National Couricil on Waifars: WaWe lrtcunas 1986 
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